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ALB1JQXJEI IQUE MORNING

CITY
EDITION

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, September 23,

YliAH
CLXX. No. 85.

FORTV-SECON-

VOOU

D

EXAMINATION OF

ACTIVITIES OF

FftTTY RRBUGKLE

DR!

IS HELD BEFORE
CAPACITY HOUSE
Police Court Begins Hearing
I Which Will Determine If,
"
.

Comedian Will
Over for Trial.

Bound

Be

Witnesses Who Saw Miss
Rappe's Body After Her
Death Testify That They

,

Observed Bruises,
(By The Aaftorlntrd Frew.)

'

San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 22.
The police court examination of
Boscoe Fatty) Arbuckle, which
will determine whether the film
comedian ia to be bound over to
the superior court on a charge of
the murder of Miss Virginia
Rappe, began here today in a
court room filled almost exclusively with women.
Three witnesses who saw Miss
Bappe's body after her death September 9. which it is charged resulted from Injuries suffered at a
drinking party four days before In
Arbuckie's suite at the Hotel St.
Francis, testified that they observed bruises on her limbs and
body. Two of them, the surgeon
who performed the post mortem
examination and the autopsy surgeon, said death was from a ruptured bladder, caused, In their
opinion by external force.
Today's Testimony.
At tomorrow's session of Judge
Sylvaln Lazarus' court it is expected there will be introduced testimony regarding Incidents at the
party, where, according to witnesses at the coroner's Inquest, Miss
and
Rappe was found moaning
screaming after having been alone
In a room with Arbuckle.
District Attorney Mathew Brady
said It had not been determined
Miss
whether Al. Semnacher,
Rappe's manager, who Is reported
to have testified before the grand
Jury at Los Angeles that Arbuckle
had made admissions regarding his
treatment of Mlsa Rappe, would be
called tomorrow
AYIfo at Fatty's Side.
' The bulky film
actor listened In
his
tently to today's testimony,
face bearing the same Berlous and
grave expression It ha3 worn ever
since his arrest nearly two weeks

Mrs. Mlnta Durfee Arbuckle
his wlfa from whom he had been
ieparated for five years, but. who
came here from New x one Mon
day, sat nt his side with her moth
er. Mrs. Flora Durfee.
Women jammed the corridors of
the hall of justice for nearly two
hours before the court sessions be'
policeBan, and a dozen
men had their hands full keeping
them away from the court room
door. A crowd of men who gath
ered In a corner In hope of being
admitted, wore chased unceremoniously to the street floor, and the
women who could show no credentials for admission were also
ordered to stand on the stairs to
allow movement In the corridor.
Women Given Preference.
The women were given the preference
because Judge Lazarus'
court Is largely devoted to women's cases. Delegations from the
Womenn"
committee,
Vigilance
from clubs and civic organizations
packed the court room to Its doors.
A female attache of other courts
found refuge behind the steel bars
of the prisoners' dock. Arbuckle
himself sat at the attorney's table.
.
Dr. Shelby Strange, autopsy surgeon, who performed the autopsy
on Miss Rappe, and Dr. William
Ophuls of the Stanford university
medical school, who made the first
were
post mortem examination,
the principal witnesses today.
Found Bruises on Arm.
Dr. Strange said he found bruises on Miss Rappe's upper right
erm, apparently caused by flnarer
marks, two bruises on the
(Continued on Page Two.)
go.
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22. The
Sept.
Washington,
bill virtually monopolized
senate attention today but made no
headway.
The legislation, the
league's activities and acts of federal prohlbtion agonts were scored
In an address by Senator . Shields
democrat, Tennessee, and later the
senate got Into a parliamentary
unraveled
tangle which was not tomorrow.
when It adjourned until
A motion by Senator sterling,
republican, South Dakota, to give
the bill right of way was made late
in the day but after a wrangle as
to whether the motion was debatable, adjournment was taken.
ne UUUUUK. iur W1W uut unacomplicated further by announce' K
ent of plans to call up the tax
vision bill tomorrow.
i
Opponents of the prohibit'
,
refused
steadfastly ,
legislation
day to grant unanimous consent-expedite the beer Din ana tnreat,
ened to continue obstructive
er

SOLDIERS CLEARING
AWAY WRECKAGE

Anti-Salo-

FI8
(Ky The

RED GROSS
Awclatd rrw.)

Washington, Sept. 22. President
Harding, in a statement to the
American people, called attention
tonight to the national convention
of the Red Cross at Columbus, O.,
next month, and Invited support
for It. The statement follows:
"To the American People:
"The executive committee of the
American Red Cross has arranged
for a national convention to lie held
inat Columbus, O., October
clusive. Ita particular object is the
assembling of as many as possible
of the great number of devoted
men and women who undertook
voluntnry service In behalf of humanity during the world war. Many
of them are still giving time and
activity to tho permanent program
of tbo Red Cross and the conven
tion will concern Itself with a diiK
cusston of those activities as they
bear on the present and future welfare of the nation,
"Public meetings will be addressed bv distinguished speakers, and
the convention. will be brought to a
close by a pageant setting forth in
attractive fashion the history of the
American Red Cross and the pro
gram of service mapped out for the
8,

future.

"As nresldent of the American
National Red Crops I invite all who
have a heart the continuation of
the helpful and patriotic service of
this organization to Join In every
consistent way all efforts to insure
the success of this convention."

Hundreds of Persons Are
Digging in the Debris for
the Bodies or Their Relatives or Friends.

yI

Left to right: Miss Alice Blake, Mrs. Maude Bambini Delroont and
arrest.
Arbuckle
Before the grand Jury toi'.: up
Speclul to Tho Journal.)
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 22.
the case Mrs. Delmont 'swore to an
The testimony at "Fatty" Arbuck affidavit telling the sordid story of
le s trial of tne women wno, in
the Arbuckle party. This story
addition to Virginia Rappe, attend which
was extremely damaging to
ed his fatal "party" In the St. Fran
she modified considerably
cis hotel here, will go a long way Arbuckle,
she
appeared before the
towurd either freeing the comedian when
Jury.
or entangling him more deeply In grand
score an
defense
Arbuckie's
the meshes of the law. The witnesses upon whom the state counts important point when Mrs. Delto
grand jury
for damaging testimony and upon mont described of the
Arbuckle
and
retirement
whom the defense counts for vindi- the
room
an
Miss
Into
adjoining
Rappe
cation are:
Mrs. Bambina Maude Delmont, from the party which preceded
Rappe's death.
Los Angeles beauty specialist, and Miss
Mrs. Delmont testified that Miss
companion of Miss Rappe at the Rappe had gone into the bathroom
party.
Miss Zey Prevost, or Pyvron, San find Arbuckle followed her in later,
the two coming out and standing
Francisco actress.
Miss Alice Blake, San Francisco together In the doorway.
Arbuckle, she said, then walked
entertainer.
Miss Rappe and closed the
It was largely on the testimony past
together
leaving them .alone
of these women that a San Fran door, room.
in a
cisco grand jury brought an lnciici-mestatements
attributed
Previous
Arof manslaughter against
to Mrs. Delmont had been that Ar- buckle.
nt

there. He said he had not heard
her make any statement.
' Sherman" declared that when he
had said to Arbuckle it wAs.tuo bd

ARBUCKLE PARTI
BORED

.

HE TELLS S

IN

Actor Says Refreshments
of Scotch
Consisted
Whisky and Gin, Both of
Excellent Quality.
(By Tho AsMirlnted

New

York,

Sept.

cisco,

(Ht The Amoelated Vnm.y

expressed

the girl had got sick, Arbuckle had
replied:
Got a "Little pit Rough."
" 'Well, listen here,
this party is
getting to be a little bit rough and
we'd better see what we can ao.
You tell them that the reporters
are coming up to see me and they
had better get .out.'
"Arbuckle never told me how tho
matter occurred, because I never
asked him," said Sherman. "The
very
party got on my nerves, I wasattenbored and I didn't pay much
tion to anything that was going on.
It was generally accepted, though,
that the girl had gotten a little bun
on and was ill."

j

SHER1

FrM.)
22.

Lowell

PATROLMAN CHARGED
picture actor,
Sherman, motion
WITH VIOLATING THE
questioned today by Dtetrict Attorof DisIMMIGRATION LAWS ney Swann at the request
trict Attorney Brady of San FranNogalcs, Ariz., Sept. 22. William
Larcom, former merchant patrol
man here, was taken to Tucson this
afternoon by Chief of Police Jay
Lowe, acting as deputy United
States marshal, where he will be
arraigned before a United States
commissioner on a charge of vlo'
lating the Immigration laws. Pat
rlcla Robles, a Mexican woman. Is
the complaining witness in the case.
She alleges, officers say, that Larcom brought her to the United
States from Mexico In 1916 and
again In 1920.

willingness to

re-

turn to San Francisco when needed
for the trial of Roscoe Arbuckle.
In his statement to District Attorney Swann describing the party
in a San Francisco hotel, where
Virginia Rappe was fatally injured,
Sherman said:
Evcrylxdy Drank Freely.
"The refreshments consisted of
a very fine quality of Scotch
whisky and an equally fine quality
of gin, which were partaken of
quite freely by every one present
Eventually everybody felt the influence of the liquor.
"There was a phonograph on the

PRAYER FOR PEACE IS
PLANNED BY BAPTISTS
(Br The Amorlsted Preu.)
New York, Sept. 22. A prayer
for peace by Baptists in every part
of the world on Armistice day Is
being planned by the promotion
board of the northern Baptist convention.
In a telegram to President Harding today, the board announced
that requests had gone forth for
adherents throughout the world
"to Join in a simultaneous prayer
for world peace and for the success" of tho conference on limitation of armaments.

JOHNNY WILSON

con-

DEUGiOUS IflTOLERAIICE AND
KU KLUX KLAN ARE TEXTS OF
:

HEATED DISCUSSION III SENATE

Senator Watson Declares Religious Liberty
,. Has Not Been Secured in the United States
'
Under the Charter Granted Lord Baltimore;
. Senator Bradley Disputes His Claim.
(BY THR ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Washington, Sept. 22. The Ku had not been secured In the United
KIux Klan and religious Intoler- States under the charter granted
while Senator
Baltimore,
ance today entered Into debate In Lord
Kentucky, In
Stanley, democrat,
the Benato during discussion of the slsted
that "there was only one
beer bill.
In
world
civilized
tho
all
place
Senator Watson,
democrat
of where man could worship his God
the dictates of his conscience
Georgia, asserted religious liberty and that
was in the province of the
and
Catholic nobleman, Lord Baltimore."
"I am here to fight Intolerance
whether it whets Its knife and
lights Its torch in a Ku Klux camp
in Georgia or whether In western
'
".
Ohio It takes the form of these
THE FORECAST.
Denvor, Colo., Sept. 22. New miserable general warrants," added
Mexico: Unsettled Friday, possibly Senator Stanley, referring In the
n
shewers south and east portions, latter case to the
warmer southeast portion; Satur- league which has its headquarters
at Westerville, Ohio.
day partly cloudy.
"I will meet the Ku KIux Klan
Ariaona: Fair north, unsettled
'
Issue when It comes up," declared
warmer
south portion Friday,
south central portion; Saturday Senator WatBon. "Until some crime
Is proved against the society or
fair.
some other secret society I will
'
V LOCAL REPORT.
withhold my Judgment
until the
' '
Conditions for tho twenty-fou- r
guilt of the accused la established."
hours ended at 8 p. m. yesterday,
FINGER PRINTS MEN.
recorded by the university;
79
Washington, Sept. 22. President
Highest temperature
47 Harding "submitted" to having his
Lowest
32 finger prints made today during a
Range , ,
'
63 call at the White House by delef Mean
52 gates to the annual
convention
Humidity at 6 a, m.
11 Humidity at 6 p. m.
24 here of the International AssociaNone tion of Identification.
The deletI 'Precipitation . . . ,
1
Maximum wind velocity.....
gates explained to the president tho
Southwest1
method and advantages of the
Direction of wind..
Charades p( flay.,
Partly, cloudy. tjoger print Identification,

WEATHER

Anti-saloo-

;

,

;

........

'

IE

Desolation and Ruin Alone
Remain of What Was
Once a Flourishing Town
of 6,000 Population.

nessee Senator.

UNITED SUPPORT

(picial dispatch to mopnim jouhnau
Santa Fe, Sept. 22. Hightt
way Knginecr Leslie A.
claimed the road bond
0
amendment had carried by
majority.
Only three
he
countieB voted against it,
said
Roosevelt,
Quay and
Otero but he estimated their
aggregate vote would not exceed 1,000. Dona Ana, he said,
was close, but would swing
into the majority column.
The secretary ot state's office today had received eturns
from not more than twenty
scattered precincts and the result of the vote on the other
amendments was uncertain except that Santa Fe county had
gone heavily against No. 1. as
heavily for No. 4 and overwhelmingly against No. 7.
The Santa Ke county count
on the senatorial election was
still incomplete but 24 ot the
26 precincts
gave Bursum
2,713, Hanna 1.0K9, Sena 171.
The defeat of K. H. Hanna,
democratic candidate for Unit- ed States senator, was conceded today when Arthur, Selig-mastate chairman, and Mrs.
Frances E. Nixon, vice chairman, sent their congratulations
Mr. Selig-ma- n
to H. O. Bursum.
's
declined to estimate

REVISION

UII-le-

B

I

15,-00-

LUTE EST

HARDING URGES

TOM

4,0Q0 HURT 11
RHINE BLAST IS

League and Acts of Pro
Agents Criticised by Ten-

r,
'

EDITION

15,000 MAJORITY
AMENDMENTS ARE
FOR ROAD BOWS,
GILLETT CLAIMS OFFERED

DEAD AIR

1,100

Irial

"

Dully by Carrier or Mall, 85c a Month
Single Goplcs 6o

Anti-Salo-

(By The Annclntrd

Jk Tift

-

1921.

10CATES

Anti Beer Bill,

anti-be-

AUDIENCE "COMPOSED
MOSTLY OF WOMEN

Girl Guests at Arbuckie's Party
to Be Main Witnesses at

SHIELDS SCORES

j" Xtji-

living room table which played
stantly. First one person and then
another would put on a record."
Sherman said that almost all of
his time at the party was taken up
getting In touch by telephone and
telegraph with managers In Los
Angeles and Seattle regarding an
engagement which had been offered him.
"I spent my time back and forth
from my own room to the living
room, because there was a buzzer
In
the living room
telephone
could 'not have
through which-heard on account of the noise of
people laughing, talking and the
phonograph," he said. "So I told
them dowhstairs to switch everything Into my room.
Introduced to Miss Rappe.
"During the course of this business of mine I saw Miss Rappe sitting on the sofa In the living room.
I was introduced 'to her when she
came In. I noticed the young lady
was rather hilarious,
evidently
from the effects of the liquor.
"The next I saw of Miss Rappe
was when I came from my room
and Mr. Arbuckle said to me that
the young' lady was ill. His exact
'That Rappe girl Is
words were:
sick.'
"She was then In Arbuckie's
room. Some of the people were in
there and some were outside In
the living room. I went into
bedroom and looked in the
door and saw this young lady on
one of the twin beds, tearing off
her clothes clutching at her stomach, and evidently in, pain, groaning. I cannot say that she screamed, because I did not hear any
scream. She used no words tnat
were distinct It was just a sort
of mumbling and groaning."
Sherman told Mr. Swann tnat
after looking at Miss Rappe be had
said:
Put Girl In Cold Rath.
"I guess that little girl has a little bun on and has Indigestion."
Sherman said that then some of
the party had put the young woman In a cold bath and Arbuckle had
sent, for the house physician and
assistant hotel manager, carrying
the girl halt way to a room he had
encneed far her. Sherman said the
last he saw of Miss Ratine was
she had bee a put to bed

v'whea

IS DEPRIVED OF

UO

PURSE

Prcn.)

Jersey City, N. J.. Sept.- 22. A
precedent in championship boxing
annals was set today by the New
it
Jersey boxing commission when
deprived Johnny Wilson, middle$35,000
title
holder of the
weight
purse he was to have received for
his Labor day bout with Bryan
Dewney, of Cleveland. Wilson was
found guilty by the commission of
fairing to put forth his best efforts. Withholding of the purse'
was deemed proper punishment.
The commission announced that
it was not certain as to the legality
of the action and would take steps
to learn the extent of its authority.
Meanwhile, Tex Rickard, promoter
was directed to place the money in
-

trust.

Council for Wilson Indicated that
the case would be taken to the
courts.
Wilson met Downey In a twelve-roun- d
affair here Labor day to
settle the dispute over their bout
in Cleveland, In which Downey
claimed he had won bv a knock
out but the referees had counted
too slowly.
The bout here was tame and
Downey, who had tried awkwardly
to floor Wilson In every round, was
given the decision of most news
paper men. No official decision
was permitted.
,

i.

DIVIDEND PASSED. '
New York, Sept. 22. The American Agricultural Chemical company todav passed the quarterly
dividend of 1
per cent on pre
ferred stock due At this time.
-2

since

Mannheim-LudwlRshafe-

trie-Los-

GERRY WOIJLD

HEADSJJF

FAVOR
FAMILIES

Persons Who Receive $15-00- 0
or Less Annually
Have
to Pay Only
May
.Two Percent to Uncle Sam
(IIt Tbc Aaaoclnted Tren.)
Sont. 22. Reduc
Wnnhineton.
tions In the normal tax rates on Individual incomes of $15,000 or less
and a graduated tax of from 10 to
20 per cent on the incomes of corporations in place of the suggested
flat rate of 15 ner cent were pro
posed In amendments to the re
publican tux revision bill offered
todav in tha senate bv Scnatora
Walsh, Massachusetts, and Gerry,
of Rhode Island, democrats, on tne
finance committee.
Tux Ou Gasoline.
miU .... thn SI Oi'i. 1100.000 loss
f.A, thrt t;iv mi imlivldiiMl incomes.
it was proposed that a tax of onucent a gallon on gasoline oe imr.ur.,l ut lhH KullITB and tllUt th
capital stock tax, yielding around
ne reiaineu.
JtiO.OOO.OUO annually,
The majority biH provides for rein 1922.
effective
peal of this tax,
Under the Gerry amendment,
whose net Income in less
taxpayers
. v,
tr. (inn umniri n:iv a normal
rate of two per cent Instead ot
four. per cent on $4,UUU as provmnu
hill- taxnnvers whose
i., h..
5,000 and,
net income Is between
$10,000 would pay a normal mx ui
excess
oer
tour per cent on the
r: nrm
in.ioi,i .f eiirht tier cent on
all' over $4,000, and taxpayers whosa
net income is between iu,uuu "
wnnlrl oav a normal ta
tu, i
of six per cent on the excess over
w
$10,000 instead oi eigin.
on the excess over $4,000.
Surtax ltates I nclinngea.
nf SId.OOO .
tIIIUUIUCS v. ovf.pi;.
v .ell
would pay eight per cent on ex
over that amount, but, It was
i
plained, they wouw receive
ot the lowered normal tax
benefit
.... .
nun
rate
surtax
Tim
tic
as fixed by the finance committee
uncnaiitscu.
remain
would
. . ,- InCOIn
u..
.ftinrirHtirin
UHUfl- luc
.w.,..
tax amendment offered by Senator
on
me
iirai !,-00-0
Walsh, the rate
net incom
of corporation
would be ten per cent; that on the
income between Jiou.uuu ana
000 would be 15 per cent; ami
the income in excess OE
,1,.)
cent.
$300,000 would be 20 per
Explains
state- a:iid
..n.1.1- - ...i,..,i,,in
lllia di.iii;ui
ment issued by Senators Walsh and
tne uix uu i"
"will reduce nno
Gerry
.
enrnoratiorui
.
inr,
net ,J
lncume in ....,
on which the republican majority
the tax ironiip, i ln- bill . increases
r
it
.o,it wh
on only about 4,ot
tax
creases the
which have annnnet in
corporations
.
inn
come of moro umu fov,v- - pftnb
per year.
"We believe our program Is
more equitable because it Provides
Individual,
that corporations, like bear
a less
of small incomes, shall
tax burden than those corporations
with large incomes."
Prcpostils Discussed. reducDiscussing the proposed- tax rate
tions in tho normal Income
0,
on individual incomes below
the statemont said:
mate"This change will reduce
3,000,000
rially the tax bills of over
contrast with
taxpayers, in striking of
cutting, in
the republican plan
the surtax
addition to lowering
bracket, tho high surtaxes from
over
tnxpavers whose Income notIs moro
$66,000, which effects
than 5,000 of the wealthiest class.
"The loss to the government by
our plan will amount to about
yet the republican
$105,000,000,
the exmajority have eliminated
cess profits taxes and reduced ; the
revenue of tho government $4a0.-00- 0
000. There should be no reduction of the substantial character proposed by theTepublican majority leading to such tremendous
reductions In the needed revenue
of the government ijn the Interest
corg
of excessive
for a
porations, without providing to
tho
Just and equitable reduction
(Continued on Page Two.)

n,

Bur-sum-

plurality.

STORMS' EFFECT

district

b

M SENATE

May Reduce the Levies on
Incomes and Make up
by Taxing Gasoline
and Capital Stock.

--

ARE STUDIED

IN

8!

U. S, PROFESSOR

than tho four years of tho war.
around Oppau
desolation
equals anything seen at Verdun or
In Flanders over a similar area.
Hundreds of persons ore digging In
(By The AMncUled rrrii.)
the ruins for the bodies of relaHonolulu, T. H., Sept. 22. Tho
tives or friends, nearly a thousand effect of storms and other atmosof which have been recovered.
pheric disturbances upon the cliCries of the Wounded.
TMptvjt. Vinura nfter the pxnlo- - mate, the health, minds and activities of the peoples of the Taeiflc
sion from the gaping, funnel-lik- e
hole where the Bartische works and upon agriculture and tndustry
to
still
are
formerly stood, there
is being studied here by Dr. Stebe heard cries or tne wounuca,
while the soldiers search for pos phen S. Vlsher, associate professor of geography at the University
sible survivors.
The vast crater is slowly rilling of Indiana, who received the Bishoriih writer, nnrl It mnv never be op Museum Fellowship from Yale
known how many victims found a university this year.
"The effect of storms upon ships
grave there. All mutilated animals
at sea has been studied extensivecrawling amidst the twisted gird
-.
ueare
or
concrete
ers and mocks
ly, but little thought has been givlng put out of their mlRery. Fire- en to the influence of storms upon
men nnfl relief workers continue the health, minds and activities of
reto wear their gas masks.
peoplo In the storm-sweThe Thirty-seconarmy corps ui, gions," ho snid in explaining his
the French army PVPVVin charge of work. "To this subject I will detreatment.
available vote at least a year of study in the
nrtA
,V.
mrna
French medical officer has arrived Pacific Islands, gathering together
with Germnn pnysi-fi- all the known data, which, with
to
Tho French my own observations will be pubnnrl snri?eons.
p
lished."
and German Red Cross are
Tho Kona winds, tho most revere
The uprman omcm.n
erating.
the
for
which reach Hawaii, will be obthanked General pegotute
the
which
In
served
manner
very closely by Dr. Vlshprompt
er, he snid. These winds, a mild
PVenrh nrmv eame to the assist
form of hurricane, strike the
ance of the victims.
of
Tho Fronch htgh commissioner southern part of the island
Diin. f Tirnrrl nnrl his Ochu, known as the Kona district,
staff took charge of the relief work. and, according to Hawaiian tradirour imirs tions bring sickness upon the inCHAR
From
was a steady exodus of habitant!'.
OL awav, thereFrankentnai,
"The Kona wind results from a
the population, in which bandaged
air
heads and arms were conspicuous. difference In intensity, in low exEl Pasons, Tried for Killing The village of Edigheim was badly pressure areas," Dr. Visher
is
wind
strons
this
"If
men
plained.
wrecked and It nns not
the trade
Prohibition Officer Wood,
to resouesome of the victims. enough to overcome
winds, we have a strong southerironn.
Whole
nunilics
Found Not Guilty By Jury At Oppau wholo families are ly wind, sometimes called 'the sick
hos- - wind,' because it is hot and deAt Midland.
wiped out. The Mannheim
with Injured, pressing. These winds travel from
In this
more than 400 persons having suf 50 to 100 miles an hourbecomes
(B The Antnclnted Frm.)
region but their velocity
tie explosion nwe,
from
fered
Midland, Tex., Sept. 22. C. P.
TTrnnr-ROldierS Were much creator near China and the
Shearman and his sons, John and killed and many wounded when the Indies."
Dr. Vlsher will spend several
Neil, on trial here for the killing French barracks at Eisonhoim were months
in the FIJI Islands, studying
on
of Prohibition
Officer C. Arch wrecked. A train wns Diown the
winds there and then will prothe
through
plowing
the
tracks,
Wood, were found not guilty In tha wnoflpn sheds where the soldiers ceed to the Tongan and Samoan
district court here today. The ver- were quartered.
Islands, returning to Honolulu to
assemble and complete his data for
dict was returned at 6:15, after
Genera! liogouuo uijcuim.ru
soldier who rescued publication."
two hours deliberation.
The case Moroccan
was brought here on change
of eleven wounded from wreckage,
TWO SLAIN IN FIGHT
the African being eeverely burned.
venue from El Paso.
Experts who are inquiring into
With
Murder.
WITH TWO MEXICANS
Charged
the explosion
the cause nsaid that
The indictment under which the
infra A rtilHnff tORtS Ol
(Ttf Til AMorlnttd Prpn.)
Shearmans were tried charged the compression of a new gas, tney
Calif., Sept. 22.
Riverside,
them with the murder of C. Arch. properties ot wnicn weie
Theodore Crossley, automobile dealknown.ftWood, a federal prohibition officer.
:
4a ronnrfM. tne
n,
sheriff, and Henry
er and
On the night of March 21, last, a aster was caused by the explosion Nelson, deputy
county Jailer, were slain
federal posse In charge of S. 13. of fifteen tons or ammonium ur and Martin Helms was seriously
of a new wounded In a fight with two Mex
Beckett, assistant prohibition su- phatoi in the preparation
tv,o nrpssuro of 300 icans accused of stealing hay from
.v,it,
pervisor for the border district,
of Helms near here today.
visited the Shearman hog ranch a atmospheres and a temperature
w.."-grad- e
Officers of San Bernardino and
few miles east of El Paso to exe- between 600 ana niu uciiico
Riverside, counties, aided by more
were needed.
cute a search warrant, sworn to
than 100 armed citizens, began
by Beckett,
and which alleged
pursuit of the Mexicans soon after.
SCH00L0F
was
liquor
stored, or about to bo COLORADO
The slayers are believed to have
stored, at the Shearman place.
fled into the Snnta Ana river botMINES GRID TEAM IS
When nearlng the ranch the oftoms. Powerful searchlights were
ficers, four in number, met the
TRAINING FOR FRAYb sent to advantageous points, to be
elder Shearman and searched the
used in illuminating exits from tne
i
car he was .driving. Nothing conand aid the search(By The Awnclolfd Vrm.) Coach bottom lands
traband was found and Sheurman,
ers tonight.
22.
Colo., Sept.
Golden,
Two army airplanes were requi
according to testimony at the trial, Capshaw has begun the Colorado
willingly accompanied the officers School of Mines football training sitioned from March field, near
back to the ranch house. Shear- season with what he believes is a here, to aid the searchers as long
man said his youngest son, Allen
their use.
promising array of material. Many as daylight permitted
Shearman, was sick and he asked of the old men aro bark on the
permission of the officers to notify field and several candidates have
him of the Impending search be- been found for every position. The
fore the officers entered the place. coach is being aided by Volunteer
Permission was granted. As Shear- Coaches Leslie and Lavender,
man was about to enter the house alumni.
a shot was fired. W. C. Gulnn and
Contestants Tor me ouuin...-J. A. Perkins, the surviving officers, positions are Livingston, McWhor-te- r
testified Shearman flrefl first.
and Christie at quarter; Bunte,
Shearman and his son, Neil, swore Parkinson. Lowensteln, Robertson,
it was one of the officers. In any Farlow, Swift and Roper nt half
event, firing became general and and MeGlone, Petru and Peet at
when the smoke cleared Beckett fullback.
.i Hon Wnlmalev. Hvlana,
and Wood lay dead, their bodies
are candiTaylor and Ferguson
pierced with many wounds.
The next day tho elder Shear- dates for center: Houssels, Clough,
man, his sons, John and Alien and Price, Colony, snerer ana
for guard; Crawford, Gibbons,
an employe of the ranch, Tomas
Beck
Mendoza, were arrested, and the Hoxsie, Harrison. Evans and
Mitchell,
same night Neil Shearman, accom- at tackle, and Jordan, Laskowltz,
nrntlev.
panied by an attorney, drove to the
Stevenson and Ryan for end.
county Jail and surrendered.
Change of Venue Granted.
(BY TIIE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
The case came on for trial in El NOGALES IS SWAMPED
under the plan urged oy tna
Washington, Sept. 22. Emer-.mePaso in June, and it was only after
emerne saia, mine
iegi'-n- ,
WITH UNDERSIRABLES gency officers of the army disabled gency
the greatest difficulty a Jury was
officers, and the number
on
war
"don't
the
belong"
talesman after talesduring
obtained,
would constantly increase as the
m- - vha l.uulnt
Prrml
man swearing they had discussed
the retired list of the regular army, years passed.
SeDt. 22. This
Aril..
the case and formed unalterable
conalthough deserving of every
opinions or that they were opposed border city I being filled today
con PRESBYTERIANS ELECT
to the prohibition law. The trial ..ith .iuitoi nf undesirable charac sideration at the hands ot
lasted eight days and resulted In ters th result of en order issued gress. Secretary Weeks said today,
M'NAUGHER PRESIDENT
V. Ramos, newly referring to his attitude on the re
the acquittal of Allen Shearman by Francisco
proposal for such officers
and Tomas Mendoza and a dis- Aiaotpri mnvnr or Notraies. sunumn tirement
(By Tb Ansnclattd FreaO
by officials of the Ameriagreement as to C. P., Nell end to deport all undesirable Amerl-a- fostered
Dr
Pittsburgh, pa.,. Sept. 22.Pittslegion.
finm thA 1evlesn cltv acros3 canThe
John Shearman, On motion of the
contract made by the gov- John McNauger, head of the
state a change of venue to Midland the International boundary line.
was
seminary,
burgh Theological
An n remi t or tne lnnux. vjiiibi ernment with regular officers guar
was granted.
them retirement pay be- unanimously elected president to-ofThe Shearmans ere under bond ot Police Jay Lowe, of Nogales, anteed
alliance
service
of
the
of
cause
conditions
the
In the federal court on the charge Arizona, Issued orders to his men
from mak- d!lDr.
of resisting with fire arms a fed- this afternoon to keep all such per- - which disqualified them for
Edinburgh,
R.
J.
Fleming,
old
age
ing (Jdoquate provision
seceral officer in discharge of his nnhn on tha move.
or tnelr dependents otnerwise, mr. Scotland, was elected general
secreand
n
out
the
indictment
aoaicis
Several
growing
duty,
drug
The contract with retary of the alliance section ana
Weeks said.
of the lnctdents'ithat led to the were deported across the line by
e
officers was a different tary of the Kuropean
killing of Beckett and Wood. No Merlon n ollthnritlps and locked UP matter, ho added, and placing n- - it n Mamer. Philadelphia,
section,
indictment cover tig .the killing of In the Nogalos, Arizona, Jail, Police on tho retired list merely would secretary f the American
decided to hold the next
It
Wood was rctuitied in the state k iiicr Lrowe' announced nero iu "load it up."
In
.
- - .
court. ..,--,. There, are now eligible for retire-- 1 alliance meeting
x
night,
buckle dragged Miss Rappe Into
the room.
All along, however, Mrs. Del-mhas Insisted that Miss Rappe
was in good health when she went
to the party and that Miss Rappe
herself blamed Arbuckle for the
injuries which resulted in her
death.
The contentions
In Arbuckie's
defense will be:
That "Fatty" did not criminally
attack Miss Rappe,
That he did not force her into
his room against her will.
That whatever took place In that
room was with her consent and
without force or violence of any
kind.
That no action of Arbuckie's
oaused the internal injuries from
which Miss Rappo succumbed.
That her death was due to some
cause improperly
or mistakenly
diagnosed, or to improper medical
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Commission Finds He is
Guilty of Failing to Put
Forth His Best Efforts in
Bout With Downey.
(By The Aiwoeiated

Zey Prevost, photographed

(Br The Attnoclnted Tren)
Mannheim, Germany, Sept. 22
(by the Associated Press.) Desolation and ruin are all thnt remain
of what was once the flourishing
town of Oppau. Tho town hud
6,500 residents, of whom a majority of the men engagod In the
chemical works were killed or
wounded. Soldiers in French uniforms are clearing away the
wreckage, picking up the dead and
injured as after a big battle.
Eleven hundred dead and four
thousand injured is the latest estimate of the disaster yesterday,
which caused more fatalities in the

y

EMERGENCY OFFICERS DISABLED

DURING THE WAR DCfJ'T BELONG
OH RETIRED

LIST, SAYS WEEKS

.

They, However, Are Deserving of Every Con
sideration at the Hands of Congress He
States; Retirement Proposal is Fostered by
Officials of the American Legion.

i,i,in

,

nt

Vio-nlnn-

'

well-know-

war-tim-

.

SIS FAME
ftiOEL

SOLON AND WIFE
ADOPT TINY BABE

AS

From
100 American Doughboys
Who Represented the Best
Physical Specimens.

,

GEN. WOOD WILL BE
GOVERNOR GENERAL
OF THE PHILIPPINES
(It j The AooaclHled Pre

)

Washington, Sept. 22. MaJ. Gen.
Leonard Wood was formally nominated by President Harding today
;, to be governor general of the Phil- jj lppine islands.
'!
General Wood, whose selection
for the post was announced several weeks ago, has spent the past
several months in the Philippines
investigating conditions for President Harding and is expected toa
for
assume the governorship
neriod of one year, as soon as his
nomination Is confirmed.

Rt

ft

hospital nurse who was present at
the post mortem, both corroborat
ed ur. stminge s aescripuon oi ine
nhntnirrnnhfi
Hi'tiluaa unri
of tho body also were offered as
evidence.
Tear In Bladder wall.
cn. In lha t.lnriHnr wall fthOllt
o an Inch long was
described oy ur, strange, wno am

sjjj?

A

three-quarte-

mat tne biaaaer ana ouier
had been preserved by Ur. Ophule
in a chemical solution, the tenden
cy of which would be to shrink me
tissues. He said he believed that

Mrs. Frederick N. Zihiman bending over their newly adopted

daughter.
Frederick

N. Zihiman. represen-

tative from Maryland, and his wife

have legally adopted aa their own
daughter a tiny infant who was
Helen Curtis. She has been renamed Suzanne.

BRIG. GEN. HOWZE AND
FRIENDS TO HUNT QUAIL
IN THE MESILLA VALLEY
(Bpeclnl

CorreRpondpnce

to The Journal

Las Crucps, N. M., Sept. 22.
Brig. Oen. nobert L. Howze, com
mandant of tho First cavalry division at Fort Bliss, Tex.; Lieut. Col.
Francis W. Grover, chief of staff,
and a party of friends will be entertained by Lieut. Col. J. C. Waterman, head of the military department at the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts and officers of the Las Cru-ce- s
Chamber of Commerce at a
quail hunt in the Mesilla val'.ey
early in November.
Quail are reported to be abundant In south central New Mcx'co
this season. In fact, in some districts they are found by the thousands. The season will open November 1. The officers of the
county and state have afforded the
birds the fullest protection
this
year and in this they have had
of farmers and
tho
the game protective associations.
Our plans are to give General
Howze the time of his life," said R
P. Porter, chairman of the entertainment committee of the Chamber of Commerce. "Wo know he is
fond of hunting, and we feel confident that the sport of shooting
game on the wing will afford him
genuine pleasure."

death came from peritonitis resulting from the ruptured bladder, and
that the rupture was caused by
some external force.
Dr. Ophuls said he was called in
for a post mortem examination by
Dr. M. E, Rumwell, the physiciun
who attended Miss Itappe in most
of her last illness. He found the
he
abdomen "horribly distended,"
i
said, as a result of the rupture, an-several
irestloii of blood in
organs of the lower abdomen.
Cause or itupiurc.
The rupture, he surmised, was
caused by over distention of the
Drobablv from
hturiHof
some cause from the outside.
Miss Halston's statement uai
v,i i.jiaciH tho hruises on Miss
Kappe's arms were made by the
grip o' anotner person prumiwu
lively debate over the admissibility
Dominguez,
between Frank
chief counsel, and Milton
T. U'Ren, the assistant district at
torney, who conauctea ino examination.
Judge Lazarus finally let the
testimony go in, with the qualification that he would not attach much
weight to it.
exThe defense did not cross
amine any of the witnesses, much
to the surprise of the prosecution,
lie
according to U'Ren. who said
had not prepared for the use re-ot
more witnesses today. At the
said he
quest of Domlnguez, who
had no opportunity to rest between
a trial
concluded
the time that he
in Los Angeles yesterday and his
here today.
appearance in court
Tint
the hearing
after
tomorrow
over until 2 o'clock
noon.
Women Witnesses Today.
Mrs. Bamblna Maude Delmon.,
Alice
witness,
the complaining
Blake and Zeh rrevosi win
ih. w tneases tomorrow,
the district attorney announced.
Mrs. Delmont accompaniBu
on the
Rappe and Al Semnacherto Selma,
trip from LosBanAngeles
Francisco thai
ended in Miss Rappe s death, bne.
Semnacher ana iwo omsi """"T"
witnesses were presoni ai ai
l6rr?nyrtlvelv few tilts between
counsel occurred today. Although
the examination of the witnesses
smiles
was devoid of excitement several
went round the court room
times as U'Ken pieaaeu
otniro to talk in ofunderstandable
using such
language Instead
terms as -- exmosis.
poste- and
"deltoid," "anterior,"

rlDr.

the
Strange did thereupon and
best he could, apparently,'sterU'Ren finally located the
num" by process of elimination at
a point between the Adams apple
and the upper ribs.
In the years immediately folhis testimony. Dr.
Finishing
a
will
war
Ohio
The
State
exit
the
university
revolutionary
lowing
looked around for-a- n
atmnrre
woman served the state of South play three games In the east thU but found the only way io
state
official
the
of
elevens
as tho
Carolina
season, with
Syra- the witness chair was to climb
cuse, Columbia and West Virginia. over two
printer.
railings oeninu y
fudge's bench, so great was the
crowd.
KAAt.
am
nr
.
WUIIItril Tbnman,!
unable to
Althoughu many women
rnnm
submitted
M.i,ft
the
to fate and stood patiently onfloor
second
to
the
stairs leading
where the examination wa
held, others refused to beof satisfied
Police
on Chief
and called
as
O'Brien,- demanding their right
"citizens and taxpayers" to be given
.
a seat In the court room.
Semnacher who called the disyestertelephone
trict attorney by
request
day from Los Angeles tosent
him
that expense money be.come
to San
to
so he would be able
Francisco to testify, arrived here
aken
today by automobile. He was
Imto the district attorney's office durthere
mediately and detained
X
ing the hearing.
District Attorney Brady said he
received a telegram from District
Swann rf New
Attorney Edward
York, notifying him that Lowell
Sherman had been located and had
said he would be in San Francisco
for Arbuckle's trial If desired.
Dr. Arthur Beardslee. the house
physician at the Hotel St. Francis,
who attended Miss Rappe for a
reachday after the party had not
ed San Francisco tonight fiom his
trin in lha nierra Nevada
he had
mountains, irom which
been ctftled home by the authorltieDurlng the session Arbuckle took
a anpnial delivery let
in. n
He
Los Angeles.
from
ter sent him
'
V. tt nn.l
- i
seemed greaiiy piearoa mui
brightened somewhat
Confer on Liquor Report.
These are special demonstrator razors
While the hearing was in session
assistant
Durham-Duplex
which the
Robert H. McCormack.
people put
United States attorney general in
out at a special price to acquaint more
n MnVilVtltlnn nrnsecutlons.
...
LliniKQ VI IJ. .V."
and E. Forrest Mitchell, federal
people with the wonderful shaving qualdistrict prohibition enforcement
ities of this high grade razor. Daily
conferred on the evidence
hundreds of men using other types of
nerved and con
Hnnnp
sumed at the party in the Hotel St.
safety razors turn to Durham-Duple- x
Francis, san rrancisco, wuw,
because it gives them the ideal shave.
Is alleged. Mins Rappe received her
hands.
Many men who think they can use noth.i.i intnriA
WW
i"J'" " - at- Arhuckle'a
Mitchell, who retuned from Los
ing but the old fashioned straight edged
Angeles today alter mvesi.iga.wiis
razor will find the Durham-Duple- x
a
certain phases there of the party s
revelation. The two edged blade is
alleged liquor supply, said he had
questioned Semnacher and thathe
twice as long as the blade of the averhad maae a very gooaw"age safety razor. It is made of the fin-

OF THE WONDERFUL

DURHAM-DUPLE-

DEMONSTRATOR

SAFE RAZORS
While they QJT
last, Only-

m
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MAN 0' WAR KIN
CALLED "CRIBBER"

RAfiGE CURING

RAPIDLY UNDER

if

RAABE& IMUGER
FIRST and COPPER
Phone 74

"If it's Hardware, we
have it."

MAYOR ROLPH SIGNS
NAME 13,500 TIMES
Sept. 22.

X-

It
n

READY TO HELP TOtJ.
you are subject to biliousness,
n A

Amir
kln.M.0 mtfr ha.a
stomach or other ills that result
from indigestion and constipation,
Ca- you can get relief with Foley BTSn
tVinrtlA TnKlata
Thai, AM
ulne, wholesome physic that affords
prompt, sure ana sate renei mw
out griping or pain. J. T. Osborn,
R. F. D. 1, Lucasvllle. O.v writes:
1

f

'J

has been made for tho week ending September 20:
Mild
mostly
dry, favorable
weather prevailed during the last
week. Heavy local showers occurred, however, in some south

slight showers occurred elsewhere.
itange is curing rapmiy ana is ary
in most eastern districts, but stock
rnririitlnn
nitittniioa in oypftllpnt
The harvest of corn, beans, broom-- .
corn ana ioaaer cruyo in wen
along, also threshing of small
grains and beans and good crops
are generally assured. Potatoes are
also
good In northern counties,
onions, truck crops and vegetables
generally. Alfalfa cutting (third
crop in north and fourth In central and south counties) continues
with good yield.
Plowing and
annllner rtf fnll wheat are under
way in eastern counties, and In
creasing acreage is indicated. dur-tn- o
Black Lake: Good weather
tha woolr tin mln tn Amount
to anything and good crops are ex
pected.
Stead: Still dry; bean narvest- Int an theaahtnc In nrncrfiMM nnri
the harvest of row crops begun.

"Playfellow."
Harry Sinclair, well known oil
man, has sued James F. Johnson,
Brooklyn turfman, to recover $100,.
000, which he says he paid Johnson
last eprine for "Playfellow" full
Of thn fnmnna "Man n
brother
War.-- '
Sinclair charRcs that the
nanKU ary.
Lakeview: Week has been warm norse. wnicn lauea to win for him,
n n ,1 .1 .. .
an.a h crattlnn Hrv Vint is unsound, a windsucker or cribber.
cattle and all kinds of stock re Johnson denisft the charee.
main In good condition.
Jemez Springs: Moderate temLight
perature and light sprinkles. mounfrost occurred in the higher
tains north of us, but none here as
yet. Corn excellent, not ripe yet
wheat
Last of spring
being
threshed, with excellent yield; oats
also did well; although not much
Alfalfa excellent;
planted here.
third crop will soon be cut; ranse
still very good, despite lack of rain.
Potatoes and truck crops very
good: best crop of potatoes for six
years; chile fair. About 20 per
cent crop of fall and winter apples
and small crop of plunrts; grapes
promise to be about normal.
Ilermosa: Moderate showers and
week.
temperatue a-- favorable
cutting or corn Degun, aiso cam?
od.
and Sudan grass. Rang
ABdicultural College: Moderate
and
showers.;
light
temperature
corn being cut; range go"u; aisu
truck crops.
nnawnllTTw nhnwnra oc
curred on three days west of the
valley and oia day over me cast
plnlns, but the lmmedinta valloy is
otllt rtrv All fnrim iron ir excel
lent and harvest of corn and pick
ing and shipping or apples are wen
along. The week was favoiable for
tarmintr nn.rnflnnH hut unfavora
ble for the valley range.
TrucnaB: JUignr rain inieriuruu
with harvest and the maturing of
crops, also with threshing. Range
is good and stock is In ?ood condition.
Chlmayo: Crops well along and
almost done with harvest of wheat
and oats, peas and beans Stock in
good condltton and range fine.
Bland: Beautiful weather during the week and while range is
No
needing rain stock is fine
winter grain planted yet. Creeks
-

low.

to The Jounul

Successful Man
Among the notable professional;
men of this country who achieved
great success along strictly legitimate 1
lines was Dr. R. V. Pierce. Devoting
his attention to the specialty of worn- en s diseases, ne Decame a recogmzeu
authority in that line. His work, J
ine uommon cense f
Medical Adviser," is
now in three million
homes in thi3 country
and Europe. At one
time Dr. Pierce represented his Home district
in congress.
Fifty years ago last
winter, this noted physician gave to the world

I

Sept. 22. On
Sunday, September 18, the seventy- second anniversary of the visit of
the first American to El Morro rf'JS
celebrated at Inscription Rock by
a gathering of almost a hundred
persons.
After all cars had arrived and
picnic lunches were eaten under
s
the romantic pines a short talk
made by Evon Z. Vogt, who rep
resents the national park service as
k
custodian. The subject of the
was the "Historical Significance of
the Old Escrituras on El Mono. '
He took the party around the mesa
stopping before each historic inscription, translating the Spanish
inscriptions of the early conquia-tadore- s
into English and giving e
historical sketch of the lives of .he
men who
left their messages
carved in the beautiful surface of
the cliff.
The old hand and foot holes
carved for trails by the Indians
who lived on top of the mesa perhaps 600 years before the Span
iards came were pointed" out as well
as the pictographs left by the

!;

a Prescription which
has never been equalled for the weakness of women.
Many women in every hamlet, town or city will gladly
testify that Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription did them
a world of good.

All then climbed the mesa to
Another of this great physician's successful remedies is
see the remains of the terraced
houses of long ago and to enjoy known as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
and, like
the wonderful view of the green the
"Prescription," is now sold by druggists everywhere,
of the
valleys and somber sit
in both liquid and tablets. The list of men and women
Zunl mountain to the east.
El Morro was visited by twenty-fiv- e all over the universe who have
successfully used it for
of
Spanish
different parties
generals, governors, soldiers and indigestion and as a blood tonic and system builder,
friars between 1608, when Governor maKes ana amazing total or tnousandsr
Juan de Onate inscribed his meswhen the last
sage, and 1774,
If you desire a cloth-boin- d
copy of a new edition of
Spanish soldier carved his name
and date. After 1774 there were the "Medical Adviser" by Dr. Pierce, send one dollar to
oy
passing
apparently no parties
the old road which was the original the Invalid's Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. It is a book of 1000
For those not within easy
and only highway between the tnly pages of ready reference.
towns of western New Mexico in reach of professional aid at critical times, and in cases
Acofria.
those days, Zunl and
in 1849 Lieutenant of emergencies or dangerous accidents, it is invaluable.
However
Simpson came along and with the
Artist R. H. Korn, copied the inthe
scriptions very carefully and Illusdrawings of Kern appear as
GLASS, PAINT.
Journal,
trations in Simpson's
which is a most interesting isoCVIENT. PLASTER
count of his travels through this
LUMBER
was
COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE
published
country. The book
23 NORTH F1KS1 8TIIKET
by the war department but is now
out of print.
.

31 PRACTICING FOR
PLACES ON COLORADO
AGGIES' GRID SQUAD
(11

Fort

The Awnriuted I'reH.)
Collins, Colo., Sept. 22.

Colorado Aggies are looking for
new men to fill tho places on the
football team mado vacant
by
graduation. If Coach Harry Hughes
can get first class men for fullback,
quarter, twp tackles, two ends and
forward pass artists and punters
be believt3 he can duplicate last
year's championship race in the
Rocky Mountain conference.
Tho Aggies lost Scott, fullback
and forward passer;
Bresnahan.
end and only Agglo ever able to
catch a forward pasts; Dotson anil
Nichols, tackles;-Wood- ,
end; Carey, linesman and DonaldHon, veteran quarterback, by graduation
Itatekin, end and star punter,
failed to .3turn to school.
Herlsstag, last year's sub fullback, la o.i hand, and Anderson
and Mathieson, sub quarters, also
aro out lor practice, but neither go:
much actual experience last year
Hinds, sub end last quarter, also I?
out but like the other subs his experience last year was limited.
No one in the entire Aggie equad
has had experience at punting and
forward passing.
As tho nucleus of the team, the
coach has Captain Duane Hartshorn, and Fred Hartshorn as half
backs, and McMhhaol and Bain as
guards and Meyers at center.
There aro thirty-on- e
players in the
squad as practice starts.

LUMBER

Friday specials in
W AI ST $
A Waist for Every Woman. Over Twenty Beau-- ,
tif ul Models Priced to Surely Earn Your
Blouse Business.

Georgette Waists
Made of best quality Georgette; light and dark colors. Priced at

$5.50 and $10.50
Extra Special

MINISTERS' SHORTAGE
IS REPORTED 'ACUTE'

Today Only

One lot of Georgette

There were neavy
El Paso:
sn'0wers on the 15th and 17th and
mneoo anil Btok are in excellent
.
(By The Anoclnlril Trem.)
condition. Corn harvest and tho
22. The
Pa.,
Sept.
Pittsburgh,
continues.
cotton
of
picking
present shortage of ministers is
"acute, critical and grave," according to the. report of the committee
AMENDMENTS ARE OR.
on home missions of (he European
section,
presented at today's sesDERED TO TAX REVI5IUN sion of the
general council of the
churches
BILL INJHE SENATE alliance of reformed
world holding the
the
throughout
system.
Presbyterian
(Continued from Page One.)
A contributory cause to the
given as "the utter inindividual whose income is less shortage was
adequacy of the financial provision
than $15,000.'"
made for either minister or
Revision BUI AttncKcti.
Th. atntomont mnrin a eeneral
attack on the tax revision bill, deSuspected of having swallowed
claring it to be "unsound, Inequitatwo stolen rings before she was arble and indefensible."
a woman arraigned in a o
rested,
"The bill." It said, "continues in
court in Rochester, England,
the main, all the annoying and
examwas
subjected to an
burdensome income and other tax
ination, with the result that the
provisions of the old war revenue rings
were seen In her stomach
bill.
"
"The bill will continue to subject and recovered.
ah. nanni. tn ih. innnvnnm. un
certainties and burdens of taxes
that only war conditions jusimea.
"We believe a chahge should be
made in the system of taxation, but
as members of the minority we
can only nope to succeed, ir ai an,
v.. .An..nt.9Hntf nil nni effnrtfl In
an anAanvni in the senate to mod
ify and change these Important
features or tne nnance committee
bill which we deem to most unfair
t
stock of new infl tecnna-lian- i
and unjust."
Urea ino
Blcycl
iJIcyolM Id th. oitjr.
xnai me state- tupplles,
It was expiaineasense
repairing Liiwail prlo.
a minority BROAD kixpsrt
ment was in no
BICtCt.B A TRADING CO
I'hon. 731!.
report, which will be submitted
ttO South 8"nd.
aaais
'Xopo
dn pieq Jipueq
also
has yet
The majority report
ren-ros- e
to be suomuiea. wnairman
told the senate that he hoped
TTe
.
- iu kn,A Itv voiilv
Wind Shield Glass-Lumbj tnmftrrnw
pUng at that time to call up the
i. O. UALDKIIKiB LUtlltKK CO402
ruau
a
view
tax Dill witn
naving it
Pbon
4i2 Booth Ftnt Street,
and brought to immediate consideration.

Waists, at

3.50
Waists at 75c
Values up to

White Voile Waists, slightly soiled,
12.50. Friday Special

Outing Flannel,
6 Yards, $1.00

3-l-

Out-

Good weight fancy
ing Flannel. Special.
6

d1
D1

yards,

for

b

Cotton Bat
$1.25 Each

...75c

Zephyr Gingham

at 35c

'

.,
Bates Gingham,
in checks and plaids.
Special, at

Bleached Cotton, all in
one sheet; size 72x90.
Enough for a full size
comfort. Stitched.

32-in-

9K
OtlC

yard

X-r-

...

(Br Tba Aitorlnted PrM.)
Nogales, Ariz., Sept. 22. Gen. E.
P. Calles, secretary of Interior in
President Obregon's cabinet, left
this afternoon, accompanied by
private secretaries and nurses for
a sanitarium at Rochester, Minn.,
where a diagnosis of his present illness will be made. The trip Is being made In his private car, the
."Hidalgo" of the Nacionales de

railroad.

General Calles reached the border last night from Santa .Rosalia
Hot Springs, Chihuahua, where he
has been undergoing treatment for
the past two weeks. He was unable to obtain relief, however, so
planned to consult American specialists.
"I am suffering from severe
pains in my legs," General Calles
said here this afternoon,
"and
physicians whom I have consulted
have been unable to,tell me the
cause of my affliction. I hope to
ilief in the
obtain perrf.t-.United St
," 'is included.
:
;;:.ty on the border,
During
a numbet i prondnert men called
on the w nnral at hlr private car.
. F. J. Dyer,
Among tk caller'
American
Vogales,
,

,

'

1

.n.

a

.i

,

arched !ln f irly summer
honey it
"F6It Cnthortln Tahlata a.rA fine. docs not Its to pi t he
nvir" - life through
gathers,
uvmore than
Foley Cathartic Tablets and now I the busy tensor t.
six weeks. Oni'J f.tt born la late
can eat anyimng.toia every' autumn
Ue
ml
live
ijprlng.
where,
A.

bee

Satine and Percaline Petticoats in

Petticoat Special $1.49
"The Growing Store"
Phone 283

black and figured
designs

"flJ. IUB.

.1

at

..

n ..USM.l'l.

.......

-f..

$1.49

.

JS

Where Quality Boots and Shoes Are Sold For Less

er

GEN. CALLES LEAVES
FOR SANITARIUM AT
ROCHESTER, MINN.

Thirty-si- x Mexico

San Francisco,
small bottles of ink were consumed by Mayor James Rolph, Jr.,
diirlnar two days in signing his
...MA 4a tts Kftn Ann wArth rtf tnu
nlcipal water bonds which are to
be placed on tne mantel.
.
signed his name IS,- canThenayor
tin,., vria inb wall wa filled
times during the process
thirty-si- x
ana tne mayor esumiwpu no wsu
his name 140 -t times with each
filling.

Lr

dry weather over most of
the state has been favorable to
crops, according to the roport of
the state weather bureau office at
The following report
Santa Fe.
Mild,

A

OF AMERICAN VISIT TO
EL M0RR0 REVIVED
(Special Cormpondenc
Ramah, N. Al.,

MILD WEATHER

--

est Swedish steel and is hollow ground.
We are allowed only a few at this price.
Remember we will sell them for 35c
while they last.

FIRST ANNIVERSRAY

IN $100,000 SUIT

abdomen, and others on tne right
thighs and smns, the cause of
which he was unable to state. Dr.

Oklahosian' Selected

Bj The AMviiated Preii.)
Muskogee, Okla., Sept. 22.
fame as a sculptor'B model
Bwaita him, Olin I Stone, o this
a
city prefers the modest place of
store niork. Soon, his image will
be emblazoned on a men.orial that
will overlook the historic battlefield of Chateau Thierry. France.
Selected from a hundred American doughboys who represented the
best physical specimens of the
force.
American
expeditionary
Stone has since had numerous opportunities to pose for artistshow-of
world-wid- e
renown. To all,
ever, he has turned a deaf ear and
his duties in an
continued
quietly
"army store" here. will adorn a
Stone's imago
statue that, when completed, will
form a unit of what is declared
will be one of the most artistic battle monuments erected in commem-be
oration of the world war. It will
cut In stone eighteen feet high and
eight feet wide. Stone will represent an American soldier standing
'
ori a pedestal, taller than the
of a French Boldier, who stands
of a
at attention. The figure
French girl with one hand resting
and
shoulder
on the Frenchman's
the other extending a farewell
handshake to the American, will
complete the group.
The memorial will be the work
of Constant Roux, French sculptor and of Ilaward Davis, an
American sculptor. It Is expected
It will be completed next year.
Stone saw service In the battles
of Cantigney, Montdidier, Alsne,
He
Marne, Meuse and Argonne. occualso served with the army of
was
1918,
December.
pation and in
returned to France to receive decorations.
When It was decided to erect the
memorial at Chateau Thierry, a
careful selection began for the
American whose figure was to
adorn the monument. The selections finally dwindled to a hundred,
and these men were sent to Paris
for a final choice by artists. Stone
was the unanimous choice of lioux
end Davis.

EXAMINATION OF FATTY
AR8UCKLE. IS HELD bt-FUCAPACITY HUUSE
Continued from Page One.)

VORKS

ftS STORE CLERK

r
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$3 Misses' School
Shoes

Boys' School and
Dress Shoes

C. H. CARNES
SPEOIA1IK1 IN OCULAR
KUFKAOTION.
Phone 1057-107 S. Fourth.

Button or lace, good
soft G. M. uppers, flexible oak leather soles.

'4

Sizes

$1.69 and Up
Sizes

All sizes,

8

$1.98 and Up
REDUCED

PRICE

Better Kodak Finishing

10c
15c
to do

$9 Women's Fine
Quality , Boots

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

The best In leathers F.
B. kid. vicl and dull
lace boots.
kid,
Louis heels. All sizes
widths AA to E.

.
so
I"he BARNUM STUDIO I
I
210 West Central

n.

llcllrrniHkrr. and
1100 8. Second Hi,

ttrlritn1047-Tel.

$4.98

MIMICOUIIAI'H

lYI'UWIUIEK

CAKUON

$1.98

North First Street

i

LIST

Kolls Developed.
Packs Developed...,
Printing, each

f

301

CAPERS

Albright
.

Anderson

the

suede,

and

8.

,

$4.98

WE UNDERSELL EVERY DAY

Calfskin, Goodyear
welt soles, English and
Blucher styles; brown
or black.' All sizes

$2.98.

$3.98

'je'zttf-iarnmtuam-

calf,

fins kid
This store Is one of a chain operating through leathers,
new
strap
the states of New York, Pennsylvania, Massocliusets styles; imitation bronze
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, specializing on Men's. or ball straps. Sizes
Women's and Children's Boots and Shoes.' nencc 2H-'
our abUlty to undersell all competition.

Brown and black kid
oxfords.
High Louts
and military heels. All
sizes

808 West Gold Ave.

$8 Women's New
Low Shoes
satin

$6 Men's Fine
Dress Shoes

BINHKHS
STATIONERS

Difference

Russian

$6 Women's Fine
Low Shoes

8.

PRINTERS

Save

$3 Men's Work

$6 Women's New
Brouge Boots '

Russian calf, 9 in. lace
anti gun tr- - al boots, military heels,
vilt new brouge
leathers.
or ball
good'
soles. Scmt sijloiv All strap toe designs. Sizes
sizes
--

Elk

'

1.

8.

$3.85
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FREEDOM PLEAS

RED ARMY PARADES AT ANCIENT STRONGHOLD OF CZARISM

CATHOLICS BACK

i

FOR PRESS IRE

fore Judge. Fisher.
(By Thp

v

.

AHMucla(cd

Chicago, Sept. 22. Pleas for
freedom of tho press on broad historical and constitutional grounds
vers heard today when the $10.
000,000 libi-- suit of the city of Chi
caso against tho Chicago Tribune
vas called before Judge Fisher in
the circuit court.
Weymouth
Kirkland of counsel for the newspaper, consumed the day with ar
guments on a general demurrer
liied against the suit.
Attorney Kirkland said that the
action could not be maintained unless the city could show a seditious
libel had been committed. He
that nny criticism of an administration might be made without transgressing legitimate free-coi- n
of tho press unless that criticism was calculated to Incite citizens to disregard the law or to seek
to overthrow the government by
force.
Xot ft Seditious Action.
Ho argued that none of the criticisms of city financial affairs to
exception,
which tho suit took
could bo so classed and that merely holding up a government to possible scorn and contempt would
not brine the publications within
the purview of a seditious action.
Prosecution on any other ground
than thai of sedition would be In
violation of tho state and federal
constitutions, he said. Mr. Kirkland asserted that the absence
from American jurisprudence and,
with oho exception, of such caRes
In all other countries, was a strong
argument in Itself that a city had
no right to sue a newspaper under
the circumstances covered by the
present action.
"This civil action." he said, "constitutes a much greater restriction
on the liberty of the press than If
a criminal case had been brought
and the editor Indicted.
action would neces"Criminal
sitate the consent of a grand jury
of a court to an Information process but this suit has been filed to
gratify the whim of a partisan political organization.
"In criminal cases the Jury alone
may decide whether the words
complained of are libelous but In
civil actions the court may give nn
A verdict of not guilty
opinion.
ends a criminal action but In clvii
suits the court may grant new
trials until the costs would amount
to confiscation.
"A criminal suit might send the
editor to jail but the paper would
go on. If thJs suit is successfully
maintained the newspaper would
probably be suppressed effectually,
as I do not think it could pay J10,- 000.000.

Quotes Authorities.
"So If the politicians responsible
for this suit wish to continue doing
what we charge them with having
done, the best way would be to obtain such a verdict for damages as

sought here."
Mr. Kirkland quoteflauthorltles
to the effect that only corrupt
governments had sought to suppress freedom of expression.
"No free government can exist
without a free press," he exclaimed. "If tho press is subjected to
la

damages

confiscatory

levied

in

suits for libel by municipal corporations or other bodies politic, the
only effectual check on malfeasance, corruption, breach of public
trust and misgovornment in every

form, will be swept away.
"Democracy Is government by
public opinion nnd the principal
forum of publio opinion In our
time must must be the press. To
permit government to rule this
forum is to make government

DAMAGES OF $1 AND
,

ftkwAr pi)

m

Be-

COSTS ASSESSED IN
SMOKEJDAMAGE CASE
(By The AHNuclnlrd IrMii.)

.

Prescott, Ariz., Sept. 22. Dam
ages in the sum of $1 and court
costs were awarded the plaintiffs
by a superior court jury here this
afternoon in the now famous Biles
case
wells "smoke
damage
against the United Verde Extension
Mining company. Costs of the case
will run between $1,500 and J3.000,
it Is estimated.
Earlier In the day, the jury had
reported to the court that they
were unable to agree. This report
followed announcement from the
jury that Juror Cooper had been
taken ill and required the attention
of a physician. After a doctor had
been summoned. Judge Sweeney
requested the jurors to return and
deliberate further, reminding the
membors that the case had been on
trial for nearly six weeks and that
much money had been spent by
plaintiffs and defendants. A little
over an hour later, at 4:10 o'clock
this afternoon, they came in with
tho verdict.

-- O-

WILD

-- O-

"O-

-

STEERS

-- O-

rrem.)

Washington. Sept. 22. Resolu
tions endorsing the conference on
limitation of armament and favor
Ing " the aspirations of the people of Ireland for a government
of their own choice" were adopted
today at tho closing session of
the national convention of the Na
tional Council of Catholic Men.
During the day tho delegates were
received by President Harding.
The resolution on the arr.ia
ment conference whilo endorsing
it expressed the opinion that the
United States should "see to It at
all times sufficient means of pro
tection are maintained to meet any
purpose on the part of any gov
ernment to Intimidate or neutral
ize the position of our governmcn'
in the protection of its interests.
The resolution on Ireland expressed "the hope for a satisfac
tory outcome of the negotiations
Detween toe Uritish government
and the representatives of the Dall
JMreann."
One of the resolutions declared
opposition to a "federal or state
monopoly on education" and ex.
pressed gratification "at the pros,
pect of improved relations
the United States and Mex.
loo and the hope that when the
final settlement of the Mexican
question conies it will conserve
the civil and religious rights of
members of tho Catho ic church
Rear Admiral Benson, of Wash
ington was elected national

y

show today than yesterday, ell of
the boys being used to their parts,
it is expected that even a larger
-- O"
-- O-crowd will attend the show. Plans
O"
0
were being made last night for
the seating accommodations, as the grandstand and bleachers were filled to capacity yesterday.
A number of cowboys
arrived
yesterday afternoon too late to
enter' the day's sport, but will be
seen in the arena today and tomorHowever, as a spill Is the exciting row.
Ray of Cluyton, N. M., who
thero was no nas
part of a round-up- ,
announced at more
procaoiy
to
the header which the round-up- s
objection
during the past eight
years than any other professional
beys were forced to take,
Idaho Bill's and Manager Gar- specler, will wield tho megaphone
rett's wild horses proved almost again today.
The Disabled Soldiers league,
too wild. They refused to behave
even in tho corrals and either had which gets 25 per cent of the gross
the wranglers' nerves or their goat, proceeds of tho rodeo, is
with Managers Garrett and
because moit of thorn were leery
of getting close enough to rope Woolsey, as is Troop A, which enthem and lead them out of the tered two exhibitions yesterday
chutes. This caused conniderable which were well received. Sergeant
delav in tho. mntinn Af tVirt ntnp. Claggett, who has been drilling the
tainment, but a new plan will bei oys here In horsemanship, staged
adopted today which will speed up a Knin ride, which was one of
me action to a point wnere even an the exciting events of the afternoon..
In the governor's box were Govaviator will not be able to object
ernor and Mrs. M. E, Mechem,
to lack of rapidity in the thrills.
The wild horses wero all num- Governor Campbell of Arizona, Adbered and driven into tho corrals jutant General
Brown, Congressbefore the drawing.
This made man Nestor Montoya, recently resuch a jam In the corrals that it turned from Washington, and a
was almost impossible to cut the number of other hish officials.
single horses out for use as they
were all exhibiting somo of their
meanest tricks in tho way of heel U.
action and jumping.
Today only tho horses actually to
be used will be cut out from the
herd. The boys in the corrals will
be able to have a horse in each
fi!3T
chute at all times during tho bronk
let
them out In rapid
riding and
succession.
The burro
-roping, as usua.
HARDING
proved one of the exciting events
of the day. Buck Jones of Fort
Worth taking first money with the
field following close on his heels.
With a better, more systematic Governor of Federal Reserve

BEST

How much can a Dollar buy nowadays! You'd never susnect un
til you come to the Dollar Sale and prove its oower. The dollar
111 P
. II.
inirl
nao iiivuui-an Aucpai uucius auu atraciicci
us magic symbol to
much ot tne most desirable merchandise in the store.
Dollar
is
a
of
Day
Economy Day
day
delightful surprises and most
welcome opportunities.
CxA
u

EULLDOGGERS

Trl-stat-

S.TiASPASSED

THEM

ACUTE

STAGE

TIN PLATE COMPANY '
INCREASES ITS PRICE
(Br The Aitoclntrd From.).,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Sept. 22. The
American Sheet and Tin Plate com
pany, a subsidiary of the United
States Steel corporation, today an
nounced an Increase of $5 a ton
in the price of its principal products, over the extremely low prices
which have prevailed for the last
three or four weeks.
The increase was brought about,
steel authorities said, by a substantial demand.

Contest Will Open on Nation
al League Grounds, Either
at New York or Pittsburgh,!

Genuine Imported Swiss Organdy, permanent finish, embroidered figures, navy and red,
white with blue and brown with

wii

games will be played on Nationn
league grounds and the next two
on American league grounds, proIn
viding Cleveland Lhould win.
the event the Yankees win the
American league pennant all game?
will be played in New York as both
clubs use the same park.
It was decided to reduCe hp
price of bleacher seats to $1.
From this limit the prices will
range as high as J8 for the. best
seats in Cleveland and Nw York
at Pittsburgh
while top prices
would be $5.
The series will be continuous,
weather permitting.

ASPIRIN

nOPEB SCOHK8 KNOCKOUT.
Sept. 22.

Tulsa, Okla.,
Captain
Bob Roper, of Chicago, scored a
over
technical knookout
Carl
Morris, of Sapulpa, Okla., in the
a
scheduled
third round of
twelve

Amoskeag Gingham, 3 Yards, $1

h

This well known brand of Ginghams in all the new 'all patterns,
including checks, plaids and plain
colors.

36-in-

ch

7

Curtain Scrim
Yards, $1

Good quality in ecru and white
with fancy open work borders.
3 1.50

Lace Curtains $1 Each

25c Unbleached Canton

Flannel,

6

Yards,

$1

Cplendid weight; 27 inches wide.

$1.35

Lady Fair Satin

$lYard
Fine weave, light weight, highly
mercerized finish in flesh
nd
white ; for lingerie, gowns, etc.
3

Yards,

$1

4

Burlap,
Best quality of

Yards,

$1

Burlap, in
red, green and natural color.
36-in- ch

.

round bout tonight.
HELP THEM HELP X'OURSELF
When you consider the steady.

work
continuous,
demanded of the kidneys, you do
not wonder that they must have ... .
help occasionally to filter and cast
out irom tne oiooa iireum in;
waste matter that forms poisons
and acids if permitted to remain,
causing backache, rheumatic pains,
stiff joints, sore muscles, dizziness, Marie Waintraub, left, winner of fanciest bathing costume prize, and
floating; specks, sallowness and irv
miss maage flierrirt, winner or beauty prize.
regular bladder action. Foley KidAfter rnnlrW
ney Pills give relief promptly. Sold
,
everywhere.
hi(t eTerr resort around New York, the most beautiful, also the fanciest
n Vrl
the metropolis, were selected at the final contest
Mrs. Amelia Spurgeon, aunt ol dI!fi.rath
at tfriffhton Beach. Hiu UiJm
Uomx
uiv,nn
the famous preacher, the Rev. as
being the most beautiful as well as the most perfectly formed crirl.
Charles H. Spurgeon, has just cel.
and
Miss Maria Wnlntrank
i
M.
.k.
ebrated her 102nd birthday at her
Q..h
fanciest bathing costume. Here they are. .What's" your verdict!
home in England.
never-interrupt-

jPSTZ

.

!.

u..k

BOILS
'

Piles, Pimples, Carbupcift.
, quickly relieved by

;&,

BOILENE

r your money bark. 60c t bruxdstiW
by mall pompald.
TUB BOILENE CO., Albuquerque, N. 11.

Girls' Velvet Tam, $l
COMPARE OUR
PERFECT BREAD
With the average home baked
product. The verdict cannot fat'
to be in our favor. It Isn't the
housewife's fault. It's simply that
no home could have the facilities
for scientific baking that we have
We don't see why any woman
should work and worry over bread
baking when our bread Is so murh
oelter. so easily procured and
much less expensive.

PIONEER BAKERY
SO?

25c Shirting Cheviots, 6 Yards $1
Good quality Shirting Cheviots in plain
colors, stripes and small plaids; fast
colors.

with

woven-i-

wide; fine quality weave.
n
patterns in all white.

35c Hair Bow Ribbons,

v

4 Yards, $1
Splendid quality of Taffeta in plain
colors and fancy floral patterns; widths

to

5

inches.

Robe Blankets, $1 Each

Carriage Robe Blankets in pink and
blue, plaid and nursery rhyme patterns.
$1

Each;

$2

Pair

An exceptional value in Boys' School
Shoes: Black, lace styles, all sizes.

Children's Sandals,

$1

Pair

Cleanup of 50 pairs of Children's
Barefoot Sandals at this low price.
All sizes.

' Infant's
Shoes, $1 Pair
Infants' Kid and Patent Leather
Shoes, button styles; brown and
blatek; some with colored tops.

Women's Silk Hosiery,

$1

Pair

Values to $2.25; broken lines, pure
thread silk, in white, grey, suede, navy
and lace effects in navy and white.

Shirting Prints, 10 Yards, $1
Best quality, white grounds with stripes,
figures and dots in blue, black and red.
25c Dres3 Ginghams, 5 Yards, $1
Best grade
h
Dress Gingham In all
the late colorings and patterns; also
plain colors.
27-inc-

50c Blue Denim,

Good heavy weight, genuine inligo
blue; 28 inches wide.

TILL DECEMBER

95c Cretons, 2 Yards, $1
36 inches wide, conventional patterns;
double faced Cretons.

Boys' Shoes,

patterns.

Unless you see the
Warning!
nam "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by ohysi
dsns for twenty-on- e
years and
proved safe by millions. Take As
plrin only as told in the Bayei
package for Colds. Headache, NeuRheumatism.
Earache
ralgia,
Toothache, Lumbago and for Pain
Handy tin boxei of twelve Bayei
Tablets, of Aspirin cost few cents
Druggists also sell larger packs?
Aspirin is the trade mirk of Bayer
Manufacture of Monoacetlcacid
ester ot Sallcyllcacid.

t

36 inches

Wool Eiderdown in light blue
and pink;
h
for carriage
robes, bath robes, etc.
32-inc-

EXTRA SPECIAL

Size 24x45 Bleached Bath Towels;
good weight. 50 dozen in the lot.
Limit of 5 to a customer.

36-inc-

I
I

4

i

$1.25 Curtain Nets, $1 Yard

Yard

$1

Splendid quality of Nottingham
Lace Curtains, ecru only; size 45
inches by 2i2 yards long. Assorted

Pre.)

(Br The Asuoelmed Prut.)
Washington, Sept. 22. Further
Indications developed today that
the tariff bill would not be reported to the senate by the finance
committee until the regular ces
sion, beginning in December.
J. D. Reynolds, an expert gather-- .
ing information from wholesalers
as to the American valuation basis
for assessing customs duties, told
members
committee
republican
that this information would not be
m hand for sixty days. This wouid
delay a committee decision until
Just before the regular session of
"
congress.

--

.

1

35c Bath Towels 5 for $1

New Wool Eiderdown

s

It was decided that the first two

--

red.

Decision.
Chicago, Sept. 22. The world's
series will open
on the Polo
grounds at New York on October 6
unless Pittsburgh should nose the
Giants out of the national league
pennant. President Heydler, of the
National league, won the toss all
the meeting in Commissioner Lan-(lioffice today, at which B. 3.
I UJJl tStll ICU
IMC AIIIKIIUUIJ
uuillinuil
Inn
a

1

x

SET FOR OCT. 5

WON'T REPORT TARIFF
BILL

.1

Embroidered Swiss
Organdy, $1 Yard

improvea.
Charlotte. N. C. Sent. 22.Gloomy forebodings of last winter
with respect, to the banking situa
tion are no longer justified
and
can be dismissed. Governor Hardof
reserve
the
federal
ing,
board,
declared In an address tonight.
"The
banking- situation
has
greatly Improved." he said, "and
although readjustment has not
been completed evidences are mul
tiplying that we have passed th
'
most acute stage."
Uovernor Hardin said that In
the Immediate future much would
depend on agricultural developments and the manner In which
this year's crops were marketed.
"With proner
hv
merchants and' bankers," ho said,
"those engaged In agriculture have
opportunities and prospects which
were not anticipated a few months
ago and it is of vital importance
that this
be given.
"It should be remembered that
to maintain our production
we
must push our foreign trade, gome
means must be devised for extending long time credits abroad or in
interesting American investors in
foreign properties and securities in
order that the exchange rate may
be corrected."

1

36-inc- h.

$1.95

i

(By The A'noclnted

1

Includes all the new arid popular shades for fall; silk and cotton mixtures,
Shades of
rose, gold, tan, Copenhagen, etc.;
floral and conventional patterns.

IRLD'SSEHIES

Board Declares the Bank- ing Situation Has Greatly Name "Bayer" on Genuine

VOTED NEW YORK'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
AND BEST DRESSED BATHING GIRLS

l

Kimona Silks, $l Yard

FIRST GAME OF

Taster work is expected today
Eultloggers and ponies proved n
poor second to the Mexican steers,
shipped in from across tho border,
e
the f irst day of the
during
round-u- p
at Iluning pasture. Manager Garrett claimed before the
cattle arrived that they would be
the speediest and hardest to throw
seen this year in a cowboy contest.
His proheoy proved correct. The
horses couldn't catc-.- i them and the
boys couldn't throw them in anything like fair time.
Billy West of Tucumcarl. cham
plon New Mexico cowboy, streaked
one of the big horns across the
arena for what looked like a goal.
He caught him in less than 100
yards and threw him in a second,
but when he went to raiso his hand
the steer raised too and it was nip
and tuck. Billy, however, copped
first money. This was the only
steer caught this side of Isleta.
Reports at midnight were that one
of the boys was still chasing his.
The steers were heavy and most
of the bulldoggers were saving their
best horses for today and tomorrow, not figuring the steers would
show much Rpeed.
"You can take It from me, we'll be
right out urter 'em tomorrow," one
of the boys claimed last night.
"Them steers is worth beln' rid
after by the bent pony In the west."
Few of the boys had much luck
riding the steers either. They all
seemed to havo everything In the
way of a motion and most of the
boys had to tip their hats to them.

SPIR

Their Own Choice.

DUKE CITY FLOCKS TO THE RODEO
-

WITH A NEW

Council Also Fa
vors Aspirations of the
Irish for a Government of

The American Heirarchy, at its
Red soldiers on parade under the walls of the Kremlin in Mosrow. The Kremlin is on the
right. At tht meeting today at catholic Uni
left Red workmen are repairing tho cathedral of St. Basil Inset, abore, indicates that the
reference to versity set aside armistice
for
the communists as "long haired men and short haired women" is correct It shows types at the Third all members of the churchday
in the
United States to offer prayers for
Internationale.
ine success oi tne armament con- Under the shadow of the
and the doctrine of world comlerence.
All the officers of the
parade before the Kremlin durKremlin in Moscow, which once
munism is discussed without fear
catholic welfare council
ing the Third Internationale in national
was the stronghold
were
of Czar
with Most Rev.
of Cossacks. This glimpse of
Moscow. The upper photo jrives
Nicholas and his predecessors,
Moscow was taken
J.dward J. Hanna, archbishop of
an idea of the types of delegates
recently
duii
as
th i troops of Lenine now march
cnairman.
rrancisco,
while the Red troops were on
at the Red congress.
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HEARD BY COURT

line Gets Under Way
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Just the thing for school wear,
made of good quality of velvet
in navy, black and African
brown. Just 25 in the lot, bo
shop early.

1712 Huck Towels, 10 for $1
Best quality Huck Towels; plain white'
or red borders. Limit, 10 to a customer.

Women's Face Veils,

$1 Each
shipment of. Women's Veil3 in
black, navy, henna, white; plain and
fancy mesh.

New

75c Women's Summer Vests,
3

for

$1

Extra fine quality of Jersey Ribbed
Vests, low neck, no sleeves; all sses.

75c Misses' Jersey Bloomers,
50c Curtain Scrim
4

Yards,

$1

Cleanup of about 300 yards Figured Curtain Scrims, in light and
dark patterns. Values to 75c.

South First Strict.

'hi'"1"--

i.'Aa

2 Pair, $1
Children's and Misses' Jersey Bloomers,
In black and white. Sizes 4 to 12 years.

$2.19 Women's Muslin Gowns $1
Good quality' Women's Muslin Gowns,
V neck, long sleeves; all sizes.

September 23, 1921.
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PIRA TES AND DODGERS DIViqE A DOUBLE BILL; INDIANS AND YANKEES WIN
Battle Landed
Boxing Game Another Black Eye

PITTSBURGH MID

Kilbane-Frus- h

BROOKLYN SPLIT
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Cincinnati
delphia.
Pittsburgh,
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St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 22. In two
spectacularh matches that ended on
the thirty-sixtgreen today in the
national amateur golf championship at the St. Louis Country club,
Chick Evans, defending his title,
defeated Jesse Sweetzer of New
York by 1 up, and Jesse Guilford
of Boston
eliminated
Harrison
Johnston of St. Paul by the same
scoro, bringing them together in
tomorrow.
the
In a still closer contest, although
not so thrilling in Its finish, Willie
Hunter, British champion, defeated Bobby Jones of Atlanta, 2 and 1,
after being down nearly all day.
He won the right to contest the
match with Robert
other semi-finGardner of Chicago, twice former
champion, who bested R. E. Knep-pe- r
of Sioux City, 4 and 2.
The most dramatio finish was
furnished by Evans, who had to
shoot a 73 in the morning to lead
semi-fina-

al

3

1
0
1

42 9 11 36 23 6
Totals
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8
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prn class A championship
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partisan perience In college football and Ditch
from Memphis, 16 to 1. The nriin
for the Grays Sunday when
3
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a. terrific uuncher.
he fizzled. He squad
of berths in the line, having played against
but the game, while In the opening game
Three pitchers were used by Man- crave
been here this week-enKilbane his all in the third
year, series was cancelled by Manager Davis blanked tne Atnicucs.
ager Abbott of Memphis to stem and fourth rounds and Kilbane on the 'Varsity team last
HernanThese are Pearce, Ralph
Thirst- ffflme:
In order rot to conflict with
the tide of hits. Joe Pate of Fort tnnir
Aloncsido Kil
smilincly.
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Frank Greenlcaf and Stlnnet. Padllla
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how
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buress. In addition the exception of a mound artist,
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these con to these Coach
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contenders.
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Johnson has
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Frush
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Haworth.
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Popejoy,
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man and Dowie;
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As a championship
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010 110 0104 , 7
St. Loul
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snappy team
Batteries: Bayne and Severeid
That Johnny Kilbane is still the center on the Albuquerque high Gibson or some other
next week.
Keefe and Perkfns.
as I school
tor
three
games
ftaylor,
some
trainwith
king of the featherweights
and
team,
have repeatedly insisted the last ing at the hands of Coach Johnson
TTTTXING BABY.
a
few months.
are expected to show lots of speed. GUARDIAN TRUSTHAS
Atnlrn Okla.. Sent. 22. John A
And tffnt the public Is about
Coach Johnson will apparently
OF
DEFEAT
Colorado
HIS FIRST
Borings, today
Woivr nf
tired of the high finance practiced have little trouble In training ends,
to the killing of the
by the fighters and promoters. having at his disposal White and
SEASON AT COLUMBUS has Confessed
The publio failed to fall for the Bernhardt, who played on the
mour at Brownsville, Tex., and was
$11 and $16.50 asked for the choice
championship team
(By The AMorlnltd Prrss.)
taken last night to the scene of
scats.
of 1916. In addition he will have
Columbus, O.. Sept. 22. Grand the murder..
a likely looking youngster circuit
Mapes,
tl'KSTFRX LEAGUE.
racing was resumed today
from Roswell, Berger and Angle,
Oklahoma City. 5:, Sioux City, 9. who played on the second team after a lapse of two days account
The spectators were en- first heat to Princess Etawah in
of
rain.
Wichita 11; St. Joseph, J.
last year.
tertained not only by thrilling Sfoati.
In the backfleld Coach Johnr"n fit.:
Joplln, 10; Omaha, 16.
Guardian Trust met his first de
will probably have an abundai t ' ot' v't". but also by the time trial
Tulsa, 6; Des Moines, 4,
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In
69 made stretch breaks and Rose Scott
' runn. re went to the half
made a record for himself at
Toledo, 15; Milwaukee, 7.
.nd It appeared for a mo. won the two heats contested today
Roswell high school and later v
Indianapolis, 6; St. Paul, .
Periscope was
rr.tr; ".n It he would
equal lis own and first money.
Abilene college In Texas, is n
Louisville, 8; Minneapolis, IS.
break-i- t.
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being trained for this work,
game Is finished ;right' 'ta
.
iiiiv.-"Mm up and he passed the 2:05 Capital City trot and won as
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,
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she pleased. Sir Roche, a western
Oakland, 7; Sacramento, 4.
,:614.M. trot
shape in his few days' tralnl ; wirf
Th
for 2:14ell nacer. won the 2:07 pace ttnd tne
and
here. Coach Johnson also expe
San Francisco, 7; Portland, 2.
1I
'T' B'
a won by Jeannette Ran
.t'd
2:16 trot was ensy for Kilo, the
to have one or two other capal
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a(tc5 eba dropped tbo Good Time stable trotter.
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ls

d,

180-yar-

esti-mat-

generously conceded him a three,
making his defeat one down instead of two, as It likely would
have been.
This-wthe third time today
when Evans demonstrated his abiU
to
lty
putt when, necessary.
In tha match between Hunte
and Jones the winner was down
nearly all the way. The home
stretch in the afternoon was the
turning point and the invader won
as

TENNIS COURTS AT
1
'VARSITY IN SHAPE
FOR USE THIS FALL'
Tennis as a fall sport is coming
into its own at the state university
this year, the new courts having
been put in shape again after the
summer. It is expected that the
members of tha varsity will be able
to play a large part ot the time
during the winter, and the courts
will be kept in condition at all
times unless the weather is such,
as to make playing impossible.
Interest In tennis at the university has been given great Impetus
by tho addition of the four new
courts, which were built In the
spring. The varsity now has six
built-u- p
courts, the two which It
had last year having been rebuilt
with a gravel base and a top coating of adobe.
It is now being planned to organize a tennis club which will
take charge of the annual tournaments, provide trophies, amf possibly arrange for a tennis team
which will bo sent to compote
with other university teams.
-

Journal Want Ads bring results.

....
...

AB. R. H. TO.

If
Carey, cf
Maranvillo, ss. .
Robertson, rf . .
Ticrney, 2b .....

(By The Associated Press.)

(Br The Associated Preu.)
Boston, Sept. 22. Cleveland won
from Boston in twelve innings, virtually keeping pace with New York
in the battle for first place. The
Indians won on O'NeiU'i double,
pinch hitter Sneaker's infield out
and Jamieson's fast bounder. Speaker nearly collapsed la running out
his roller to Pratt.
Sothoron's poor fielding of bunts,
which
Sewell's muff of an easy fly three-base
let In two runs and a freak
Smith
hit by Walters which In
the
lost In the sun, were factors
Boston scoring.
Clov'1iind.
AB. It, H. FO. A. Hi.
Jamleson, If . .
War.bsganss, 2b
Wood, cf
Smith, rf
Gardner, 8b . .
Sewell, ss
0 17
Johnston, lb ..
7
2
O'Neill, c
Shinault, c
Sothoron, p
Morton, p
Caldwell, p ....
xSpeaker
xxEvans .......

.....

U

,

Ptttshiircli.

Blgbee,

!

GOLF CONTESTS

.

and Brooklyn divided today's
the locals winning the
iirst. In the first game Pittsburgh
cored its three runs in the eighth,
on hits by Gooch, Barnhart and
Carey, aided by two errors. Cooper
held tho visiting batsmen to six
hits in tho second game but both
into
his passes were convorted
runs.
Brooklyn IT.
TO. A. E.
AB. R.
First game:
Johnston, 3b
Griffith, rf .
xJanvrin ....
Wheat, If...,
Myers, cf . ...
Kehmandt. lb
Ward, bs
xxKayrs
Wilier, c
Grimes, p

PREDOMINATE

IN

Indians Virtually Keep Pace Evans Defends His Title, DeWith Yanks In Race for
feating Sweetzer; British
From
Wins
Also
York
New
Champion
Pennant;
of
Atlanta.
Jones
Bobby
Scores a Victory.

(By The Associated Trem.)

Olson,

FOOi BOSTON

IHiiGIE

Pirates Take the First Game
and Superbas the Second;

Sweetser by 2 up, the New Yorker
having scored a 75. Evans, after
accumulating a few more holes on
the third nine, with a 86 to Sweet-ser- 's
88, became careless with his
d
putter. After dropping the
hole by taking three putts,
where
he lost the thirty-thirEvans
Sweetser scored a birdie.
found himself only 2 up and 8 to go.
Then he tightened and dropped
d
his tee shot on the
thirty,
of the
fourth, ten feet to the left Sweet-ser's
cup, aided by ft back spin.
drive was thirty feet from the
In
halve
to
hole, but he managed
three when Evans' putt stopped
short because ot the mud on the
ball.
Evans reached for the vantage
point on the left side of the thirty-fift- h
fairway, but pushed his iron
second to the embankment at the
right of the green and took a five,
losing the hole and was 200 yards
short of the green back of a hill,
while Sweetser drove to a good position past the end of the tonnintory.
Evans decided to end the contest
there. Taking a brassle he played
a wonderful shot and the ball dug
into the fairway like a mashle
pitch, stopping a few feet 'jeyond,
to the right of the
but twenty-fiv- e
cup on the sloping green.
Sweetser
clumped his iron
twelve feet to the left of the flag.
The large gallery was motionless
while Evans surveyed his treacherous putt, and then planted his
feet firmly for the effort to hole
out. The putt took the hillside as
though it were running through a
slot and dropped into the hole for
a birdie three, so exact had he
Sweetser did
tho distance.
not try to hole his putt, as a halve
would do him no good and Chick
thirty-secon-
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Piedmonts are
made from Virginia

tobacco nothing

else. Not a blend-- no

imported tobaccojust straight
Virginia the best
tobacco for

THE DOPE COLUMN
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you one of those men who
the selection of a new hat?

If so, a pleasant surprise awaits you at
the Thoroughbred or Worth dealer in
your town.

The Worth or Thoroughbred dealer is a
man who knows that every head requires
a different type of hat. He will be able
to help you select, easily and. without loss
of time, a Thoroughbred or Worth Hat
which will give you entire satisfaction.
Worth and Thoroughbred Hats come
in a wide variety of styles and colors.

(
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mtOx
i

mowav,ui

g

w

hs

TO DEALERS If
both Thoroughbred
Hati and Worth Hits
are not told in your
k us about
locality,
mix onuiual dealer
proposition.

September 23, 1921'.
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BEAUTY CHATS-

Friday.

CHAPTER 94.
"I shall give a housewarming!"
Juanita declared when I had finished the bungalow. "I won't aak
many, but you should get better
acquainted anyway, and this will
bo a good time to Introduce you."
"Don't make it too dressy an affair or I shan't be able to come,"
I told her. I had put every penny
she paid me, a very generous sum,
toward what we called our '.'building fund." "I have made over my
clothes until it is impossible to do
anything more with them, so I
shall be sure to look out of date."
Yet as I said it I had no feeling
that I wanted to buy new clothes.
That desire had been killed in me
when I saw Dick with a revolver
in his hand, ready to kill himself
because he could not meet his obligations obligations for which I,
and I alone, was responsible, and
all because of my love for clothes.
Is it any wonder I cared nothing
for them now save that I wanted
to look neat and in good taste because of Dick and Junior?
"You always look nice," Juanita
answerea
"Neat but not gaudy!" I replied
laughingly, then dismissed the sub
joct. Juanita had said she would
only ask a few people. I would do
my best not to shame either her
or Dick. Beyond that I gave It no

thought.

"Why don't you buy yourself
something with part of that money you made decorating the bungalow?" Dick asked,
Long afterward I remember that
he never spoke Juanita's name as
he did at first, when he mentioned
it as easily as did I.
"No, that will allow us to commence building. We can have the
house up by fall. Then we can
decorate and fix up one room at a
time until It is all fintrhed.
It
won't cost us much as I shall do
every bit of it, even the painting,
myself."
"You mustn't do too much,
I
Nan."
"I won't! It will be a Joy to fix
up our home, Dick, and to know
when it Is finished ij is really ours.
No debts, no mortgage!"
"Yes, It will be nice," he returned vacantly, without animation,
and I noticed he flushed when I
spoke.
A fear flashed through me turning me cold with dread, as Dick
feeling ill again? Had hla literary
work, to which at times he gave
slavish attention, been too strenuous for him? Had It confined him
too closely? I looked at him more
critically than I had for some time.
But no he looked very well; was
a good healthy color, and his eyes
were bright. What had been the
mennlng of his flush and his seem-inindifference?
Poihaps he wanted to wait longer and put up a better, a largejj
hoi"-oMy heart sank at the
tlioj; :.t. I was getting tired of
;:

,

11

Domestic
science
the time, and he probably thought uuman B ciuo at 3 p. m.program
it better to wait and see what the
Entertainment for
teach
future held in store for him. So I ers at Y. W. C. A. at school
7:30 n. m.
said:
Banouet of Presbvterian svnn of
"Have you changed your mind i. ai. u. A, at 1 p. m.
about building, Dick?"
President's recention st stnto nn
"No: why do you ask?"
at 8 d. in.
"I thought you acted indiffer- Iversily
ball at armory at 9
Hospitality
ent."
p. m.
Dick flushed again, then laughed a little at me because of my
FUR FABRIC MAKES
imagination.
' "You should have been
the story
THIS SMART COAT
writer, not me."
"I only wish I could write
s
house-poemstories. But making
seems my limit." Lpng ago he had
said that I made a certain house
a "poem" because of the delicate,
artlstio way in which I had
and
it.
"Perhaps your poems will live
longer than my stories."
"Nonsense! You are depressed
today over something. You don't
feel ill, do you?" my first fear recurring.
"Now I'll say 'nonsense!' Do 1
look like a sick man?"
"No, but I was trying to account
for your seeming indifference
about the house. If you want to
change the plans, to wait another
year and build a better house, why
we can get along as we are.'
I know how
"No, - indeed.
cramped it is for you. Nan. I have
the only really comfortable place
on the whole ranch. You have
been very generous."
Now his tons was humble, unlike its usual rather abitrary ring,
"He's Just in one of his moods,"
I said to myself, and left him.

MRS.'F. W. LEE HEADS
A. R. C. COMMITTEE
FOR SALVAGE

SHOP

Mrs. Fred W. Lee is the new
chairman of the Ked Cross salvage
shop committee, elected at a meeting yesterday afternoon at the
shop. She succeeds W. P. McDowell, who has been head of the committee since It was organized.
Plans have been mado by the
committee for increased activities
among the townspeople in regard
to the shop. The shop has proved
in the first two months of Its ac
tivity that it is a paying project
and needs only the support of the
residents and merchants to keep
it going. If the shop could supply
the trade it has built up it would
assist greatly in financing the lied
Crose program which the Albuquerque chapter has adoptod.
will be appointed to solicit the merchants and the
householders to contribute articles
that may be sold in the shop. Any
old pieces of clothing or furniture
which have been discarded, or in
the case of stores, articles which
are slightly
are acceptable. The town will be redistricted
at once for canvass in the residence
shop-wor-
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EFFERENT

By ELOISE.

Rice and Cheese En Casserole
Chocolate Fudge Cake

WAR VET ADDRESSES
SECRETARY OF RED
CROSS AS "MAMMA"

Rice and Cheese en Casserole:
Wash and pick over 1 cup of rice'.
Soak overnight.
Cook till tender
in boiling saltod water, keeping an
excess of water to prevent rice
from sticking and to keep the
grains separate. Now melt 3 ta
blespoons of butter in the upper
part of a double boiler, add 3 ta
blespoons flour and 1 teaspoon salt
and mix to a smooth paste; add
1
cups of sweet milk and cook,
stirring steadily, until this sauce
is thick, then add 1 cup of grated
or finely chopped cheese and let it
melt (still stirring). Grease a medium sized casserole and place in
It alternate layers of the cooked
rice and the hot cheese sauce, leaving the sauoe layer on top. Cover
with buttered crumbs and bake

seen soma years ago. Indeed, some
of the new fur fabrics can never
be called "cheap imitation fur,"
for
coat more than many real
Mrs. Philip Snowden. the famous Pelts.they
our
quarters, and the English suffragist, who was selectHere is a rather fetching coat
pniall houoa we had planned look- ed by the labor party as a candi- r ade of Nlshnl, a fur fabric which
ed very attractive and convenient date for parliament in the next resembles plush.
Skunk collar
to me. But I would not object to general elections, has withdrawn and cuffs are
u.ed as
waiting another year if Jt would her candidature on account of the onu nuu uouj oeauty anatrimming'
mako Dick hnppler. He was get- demands of her national and inter- to the garment. The coat warmth
may be
worn with or without the looped
ting better prices for his stories all national work.
belt, but this season bolts are to be
worn rather extensively, and so
the smarter way will be to use the
belt.
'
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food for
who work. Full of tender,
luscious raisins, rich in iron and energy

Stewed Raisins

A DELICIOUS
It

bread U mtdo
with plump, tender, juicy,
raisins.
will be a pleasant'
change in your home from the
regular plain bread.
The attraction lies in more
than merely flavor.
For add raisins to your bread
and "the staff of life" becomes a
practically perfect food.
Rich in the food-iro- n
of the
raisin, and increased in energizing nutriment.
Food-iro- n
fortifies the blood.
True vitality depends on it. Men
can't be efficient nor women nor

$trt far Vrwkflut ntry mornfaf
and 0ft
irm Uut
your daily

way.

Covr Sun Mld Aed(J Rat.
Ins with cold wtor
and add
a allc of lemon or oranc.
Place on Or; bring to
boll
and allow to simmer for ono

hour. Sugar may b added but
Is not necessary, as
d
deeded Raisins contain 75 par

cent natural fruit sugar.

Wli

I

C

hVt

r
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Raisin Pie

i Is

s

Tho Hair Mum

15a

Wlttillt'U.

Mm art ipiiMy rsVatM at nleht
by

Curefully

the skin has cleared entirely and
the digestive system is normal.
Stout One: Send a stamped addressed envelope and full directions for reducing will be mailed
to you.
A. A. W.: Any good

cream

will

build up the tissues, but If you are
in. doubt about making a suleelion,
send a stamped addressed envelope
and I shall be pleased to mull a
formula for such a croam.

a dtutrt lik

Mil.

children retain the natural bloom
of youth without it.
So delicious raisin bread, great
food for workers, is called "The
Bread of Iron." .
Vou need but a amall bit of
iron daily, yet tVit need is vital.
Get it through raisins.
Have them in every other loaf
of bread you serve.
Delicious raisin bread and raisin pie are sold by bake shops
and grocers everywhere. Buy of
them to save baking at home.
Heal raisin bread is made with
lots of raisins. Insist on it. First- Class bakers do not stint.

RAISINS

D

Use
Raisins, made
from California's finest table
American
grapes
raisins, processed and packed immaculately
in a great modern California plant.
Seeded (seeds removed); Seed-Sun-Ma- id

leas

(grown without seeds)!
Clusters (on the stem). Also a
fine
y
dessert.
R?isins are cheaper by 30 per
cent than formerly see that you
get plenty in your foods.
tver-rtad-

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN CO.,Debt.
--

viww

!

MI

VWf a

Fresno. Calit

y

Cut This Out and Send It

!

California Associated Raisin Co.,
Dept.
rresno, Calit
A

till well heated
through and
crumbs are brown (about 'i hour w
In a good oven). Serve hot.'
Chocolate Fudgo Cnke: Cream
cup of shortening with 1 cup
of brown sugar and add 1 square
of unsweetened chocolate which
hag been melted, 1 well beaten
2
egg,
cup swoet milk and 4
teaspoon salt, 2 cup flour and
3 teaspoons
baking powder sifted
well together.
Beat hard and bake
In 2 layer-cak- e
pans for 35 minutes In a hot oven. Fill and spread
top with the following:

Frosting: Put

Nut-Fud-

SUN-MAI-

d
Seeded
cups
Raisins
t oups water
U tssspaon salt
I tubltspaons lumon Juice
1 teaspoon sugar
1 tablespoon corn starch
Wash the raisins, put In
saucepan with 1 cup coll water
and bring slowly to a boll. Add
suksx, salt and corn starch,
which has been mlied with
I
cup cold water. Boll 3 minutes)
add lemon juice. Pour In nie
In which has been lined wltn
cruel, while hot cover; brush
top with cold milk and bake la
moderate oven until brown.
All measurements for these
recipes are level.

1

Luacioui Ri'sin

SMP

.,

immmiKTrum. i ;.bs j

2

Fleam send me copy of your free booh
Recipes."

"Sun-Usl- d

one who mail, coupon.

Preserves

-

The Bread of Iron
great
all

A. R IKK MAN.

TWO GOOD LUNCHEONS.

l!

She needs it
"The Iron Food for Vitality"

MSBEEFia

Fur fabrics ure becoming more
popular every year. It is little
wonder, for the art of making fur
fabrics has advanced to
such an
extent in tho past few years that
the new Imitation furs can scarcely be mentioned
in the same
breath as the terrible pile fabrics

districts.

an me time. There are a great
many young people now, effecting
this through taking yeast dally,
"inn iney nave overcome the ten
aency entirely.
TlXee to four
cuties snouia be taken daily, during the early part of the treatment,
auer mat two cakes will be
enougn lor ordinary cases, until

I sometimes wonder whether every woman who carelessly washes
her hair whenever the notion takes
her quite realizes the beautifying
value of. the shampoo.
The hair
should never merely be washed.
It should be prepared for the
shampoo by an oil massage and
the shampoo itself should be a
beauty treatment.
About every six weeks or about
every other shampoo time the ends
of the hair should be singed and
clipped to keep them from split
ting. The night before the ehanv
poo a little oil or sulphur ointment
should be massaged thoroughly Into the scalp. The shampoo itself
snould vary accordhig to the character of the hair.
A scalp coated with dandruff
should be given an eg shampoo
or a tar shampoo, the last of course
being a shampoo with tar soap.
Dry hair should be given .an unusually thorough oil massatre and
should be washed with castlle soap
dissolved In hot water so it forms
a thick liquid.
Very oily hair can be washed
with this same liquid soap and
should have the soap used three
times before the hair la. rinsed.
Even dry hair should be soaped
twice, for the first time is never
enough to got all the dirt and
grease from hair and scalp.
Lusterless
hair will Improve
enormously with the henna shamwhich
adds
life and luster and
poo
richness of coloring without actu
ally cnanging the shade or the
hair. In any shampoo a valuable
thing Is to add an antlseptlo to the
water In which you wash and rinse.
The scalp should not oijly be clean
but antiseptlcally clean at the end
of the shampoo. While the hair la
drying shako and massage It.
Marian: Massage the chest each
day with oocoa- butter.
Deep
breathing Is also excellent for
building up the muscles of the
chest and bust. Cold water dashed
over this part of the body each
morning, then followed with fric-tlo- n
from a coarse towel, will ton
the skin, making the murles firm.
Poroxide of hydrogen Is a simple
bleach for slight blemishes of the
skin,
Anxious: The only way to get rid
of this tendency to pimples Is to
clear the system and keep It clean

WtrnK StJfov
,i;v.rfeia

-

By JANE PHELPS.
JUAN1TA PLAN'S TO GIVE A
HOUSE WARMING.

h
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THE SALARY YOU EARN.

cups of brown sugar, 1 tablespoon
butter, 1 square of scraped unyour Earning Capacity will DeDend on Your Abilltv to Tin Thire.. Potto- - "han" the Other Fellow
sweetened chocolate, a pinch of
Can Do Them A COURSE IN THIS SCHOOL WOULD QUALIFY YOU for a Real
salt and
cup of sweet milk In
Job. We Teach
n nunc ia UiO UUBJT VHILO, Vtttl WLJll SC9 48.
a small saucepan and let this mixuuon.wp.t nn
ture heat slowly and boil to the
L. A. MAY, Manager.
E. L. HOSKING, Principal.
"soft-ball- "
stage (that Is, when a
llttlo of It is dropped Into cold
water It forms a soft ball). Thenremove from the fire, add
cup
held by the sheriff's offloe pending;
FORMER SERVICE MAN
of chopped
and beat till W. C. T. U. PLANNING
an investigation of the case
by
smooth and creamy.
BIG ARMISTICE DAY
Spread on
CHARGES
ATTEMPT
WAS
Sheriff
Romero.
tne warm caxo nt once.
h.'s
in
Patton
Young
OBSERVANCE HERE
allegation
MADE TO POISON HIM to the sheriff
Cheese Club Sandwiches
declared Lancaster
Cocoa
Peaoh Custards
was actuated by a desire for re
Cheese Club Sandwiches: Make
In conjuctlon with the national
East Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 22. venge in offering him a drink
from
a mustard butter as follows: Rent organization the local Woman's
Nearly blinded and his condition a bottle contaillng wood alcohol
to a cream 4 cup of butter, add Christian .Temperance union is grave, Chester Patton,
a former late yesterday. He alleges the two
teaspoon prepared mustard, a making arrangements for an elab service man, made allegations this of them had
trouble over the ownfew drops of cider vinegar or lem- orate Armistice day program van morning to the effect
that he had
of a shirt.
on Juice and a few grains of pnp- - a street parade, addresses
and pray buen poisoned by wood alcohol giv- ership
Patton
says
rika. Cut white bread into thin er for peace. Announcement or en to him with the deliberate in- from the bottlehe took a drink
and remembers
slices and toast It. Spread each the plan was mado at a meeting of tent of poisoning him,
nothing after that. Ha no. fnnns
piece with the mustard butter and the local union at tne noma ot Airs.
Samuel
another
delirious
Lancaster,
and
nearly blinded by cut
put two pieces together with a lit- D. A. Porterfield on Wednesday young man of this city, is being under sheriff late
last night.
tle grated American cheese, chop afternoon.
ped onions, a slice or two of ripe
A report of the national conven
tomato, a piece of crisply fried tion which was made by Mrs.
J.
bacon and a little salad dressing StrurtiQulst. state
president, and
(the bottled prepared mayonnaise election of officers for the coming
will do when time is short). These vear constituted the chief business
sandwiches are a little meal in of the afternoon.
Mrs. xnomas
A slice of chicken is Harwood was
themselves.
president
a delicious addition, but Is not at of the union and was presented
d
Or a
all necessary.
set white ribbon
with a pearl
The
egg sliced may be added.
Morris was
Mrs. Albert
housewife can make them In ten badge;
elected vice president In the place
minutes if she has all the ingre- of Mrs. Sutton, who is leaving the
dients prepared ready for the
city; Mrs. Zoe A. Kynett was rebread to be toasted.
elected secretary, and Mrs. D. A.
Slice ripe Porterfield,
Peach Custards:
treasurer; Mrs. Pitt
peaches and heat to boiling point; Ross was appointed superintendent
inin
drain and place the pieces
of the department of universal
dividual ramekins.
Now make the
and Mrs. A. S. Bixler waa
CHILDREN use op
custard by combining 2 cup of peace
head of the foreign mis
of energy
sweet milk,
cup peach Juice sionary department.
from the drained fruit, a pinch of
Mrs. Btrumauist maae an oincmi
day. Every mother of a
every
2
2
and
beaten
eggs
salt,
lightly
rennrt nt the national convention,
healthy, sturdy youngster will
cud sugar. Cook in double boiler
of the honors in the way of
till slightly thickened, then add 1 telling
to this. Children need
service
testify
and
banners
aisunguiBnea
It
drop almond extract and pour
were
publicly
which
ribbons
food to supply
richly
nourishing
over the peaches. Set ramekins In awarded
the state organization for
pan of hot water and bake 85 min- its achievements during the past
this energy, and also to supply
utes In alow oven.
food lor growth.
year. She also announced mo
rnm lie visit 10 rew jhbxiuu ui
fr Tfrancps ReauchamP. president
EDITORS OP ROCND-CP- .
The selection of this food is
Las Crucos, N. M., Sept. 22. The of the Kentucky organisation, who
octoDer to assist n
Round-Uofficial publication of will be here in
most important doty. You
your
work.
the New Mexico College of Agricul- organization
cannot giro too much care to
n
ture and Meohanlo Arts, has
BOY SCOUTS IN N. M.
this matter. Grape-Nut- s,
tke
Fort, Jr., of Roswell, N. M.,
ORGANIZED
BE
rich, wholesoftsi cereal, made
WILL
as its
this year.
from whole wheat flour and
Ralph Charles of Alamogordo, is
AT DUKE CITY MEET
its business manager. The assomalted barley, with milk or
22.
Las
N.
M.,
Crucos,
Sept,
ciate editors are E. H. Stewart and
the
Definite
for
cream,
supplies very necessary
organizing
plans
J. B. Elfort. On the nowa and
boy scouts throughout New Mexifor the growing
requirements
contributing staff are: H. A. Ma- co
will be taken at a conference of
son, Victor V. Schoeler, Mary executives with business men of
child.
C.
A.
Strode, Ray Engley,
Tlley,
state at Albuquerque, NovemL. A. Hendrlx. F. E. Powell . J. the 14.
ber
Alex
If you want to help your childWilbur, Vaughan,
scout execuGlenn C.
and Patty Smith. The tive of the Everman,
ren to be rosy, sturdy, ftfll of
El Paso council, Boy
Round-Unow in its fourtepnth Scouts of America,
writes to C. F.
volume, will be issued every Tues- Knight, president of the Las Cru-ce- s
vitality and vigor, give them
day during the college year.
Chamber of Commerce, ' that
plenty of delicious Grape-Nut- s,
Dr. George J. Fisher, deputy chief
crisp, eweefracd satisfying
scout executive, and J. P. Fitch,
regional scout executive for New
Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas, will
Go to your grocer today and
attend the conference.
g
get a package of
"Personally, I think this a big
step forward for the boyhood oi
Grape-Nut- s.
Give the youngto
New Mexico and I want
urge
sters this invigorating food with
you to plan, if 'at all possible, to
attend this conference. Dr. Fisher
milk or cream, and see how they
Is one of the biggest boys' men in
will thrive on it and grow strong,
the country. He is director of field
extension, and I am sure will work
robust and sturdy.
out some plan at an early date
: Invalids
whereby New Mexico can become
organized to take care of
NO COOKINO entirely
Its boy through the scouting proGrapp-Nut- s
lot All Ages. gram."
fhe "Food-DrinMr. Knight, who is enthusiastic
a Reason"
Quick Luncb at Home Office.aod over
boy scout work, and several
Fountains. Ak tot HORUCKS.
members of the chamber of
will attend the conference
Avoid Imitations & Suhstihtt1
1- -3
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(CookBool
72 PAGES

Handsomely Illustrated in Colors
is not often that you get an opportunity to secure so valuable a cook book absolutely free, and it is not often that we can make
the offer. It's too expensive.
s

72 pages full of the best, most delicious recipes-prep- ared
by the most noted cooking experts the

country affords.

Remember, we do not ask you to buy

a can

of

baking powder, or send us one penny. Simply say
"Send me your latest, beautiful cook book" and you
will receive it promptly.

e
Peddlere and
canvassers have been
to
induce
ladies
to buy the baking powderthey have
trying
tor sale and as an inducement are offering a cook book,
egg beater or some other trinket with every can bought
To our customers and friends, we are offering our
handsome cook book absolutely free. If you are in need
of one it will be unnecessary for you to buy something
you do not want Take advantage of this free offer.
house-to-hous-

Pound caa of Cali-jcu'a.u fafl 16 oz. Some baking
powdera come in J 5 &. jlr. 'I m3ol Id oz. cmi, Be urd
you get a pound w 'imT t x it.
n

Send for the c.;ok book todayaddress
CALUMET DAKLtG POWDER CO.
t
4100-2Flllr.or
8

Stt-tft-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

The Taos Indians, at least one of
their number who is a war veteran,
takes the "greatest mother in the SHE'S ONLY WOMAN
world" literally.
One young
NAMED ON RUSSIAN
who was helped out of a
RELIEF EXPEDITION
bad situation by the horns service
secretary in All iquerque wrote in
appreciation, "ihe Red Cross is the
mother for me, No, mamma, I do
not get my ticket."
The ticket referred to was a receipt which the secretary told him
to get for his railroad fare to Taos
In order that he might be reim
bursed.
The young fellow had
heard of the vocational training ofmen here, had
fered
hurried down from Taos, leaving
a good job and his home. Upon
his arrival he was classified as a
student who would receive the
training but not living expenses.
Being then obliged to return to his
home, and being without funds, he
obtained a loan from the home
service
secretary which got htm
back safely.
The home service office is being
almost swamped with an Increased
number of claimants for compensation which have come as a result
of the campaign of the "clean-u- p
squad." At the opening hour- - one
morning several weeks ago tnere
were forty former service men
lined up from the door of the of.
flee, extending back to the elevator
l
I mi
h ,
waiting to have their claims investi
gated by the Red Cross. It has
been necessary to engage an additional secretary in the office to take
care of the numbers of service
men.
One bunch of sheepmen from the
Cuba district who had never heard
of such a thing as soldier compenMiss Marcla 0. Dunham.
camsation before the "clean-u- p
paign," were brought Into the home
Miss Marcla O. Dunham, whose
service office recently. All were homo in New York City, is the only
examined, some were given hospital voman appointed fcy the Russian
treatment at once, and claims were relief
for entry into
filed for all. The home service of- Russia, expedition
she will
Colonel Wilfice assisted in making loans to liam M. Haskell Join
and his staff at
these men in order that they might Riga, Latvia, where
sho is at presget started to Denver, Fort Bayard ent the head of the Y. w, C. A.
and elsewhere for treatment,
in the Baltio states. Since the fall
of 1917, when Miss Dunham with
three other Y. W, C. A. representaSALAD AND ROLLS AT
tives, went to Russia to study conWOMAN'S CLUB TODAY ditions under which Russian women at present exist, she has lived
in touch with the people of
The proof of the Drocram fa In closelynation.
the eating, to paraphrase the old ;nai
The
bolshevik uprising as well
saying. It Is the case at the wom
the Germans
an's club, anyway. This afternoon astaS the advance of ioi0
ac xirst
in
a. th.
Ie'non7iU S,8
seriously handicapped .VL
stratlon UJjth59,
making Parkerhouse i
rolls and salad, as a nart of the
In 1918, when the Germans
domestio science day program. But leans.
were approaching Moscow and all
tnat isn't all. When the theory of Americans
were ordered to evacuconcocting good things to eat has ate. Miss Dunham, then head of
been propounded and a demon the work in
was dis
stration conducted, the products of covered to be Petrograd;
out of all communitne Demonstration will be cassed cation.
under the soviet
arouna tor en to sample. Mrs. government was denied,
but Miss
Emily LaBelle is leader of the de- Dunham undaunted turned herit-tentio- n
monstration. The roll call will be
to the fate of the thousands
responded to with recipes for rolls of Russian girl refugees pouring
and light breads. There will be Into other countries.
In Constana musical program in, addition to tinople a hotel for Russian
girl
the demonstration.
refugees was opened upon her
recommendation.
Miss Dorothy Martin of Ed- Since last year Mlsa Dunham has
wardsvllle, 111., Is a member of the been actively at work among the
National Jewelers' association and Russians In the Baltio states and
the oaly woman belonging to that she made a survey of the present
organization
who. is a. practical conditions in Latvia. Esthnnin. and
( watchmaker.
,
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A mother's problem what
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ITERE'S CHANCE FOR FORD TO PROVE HE'S REAL RAIL WIZARD

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANKS' CONDITION

STATE RECEIVES
SHARE FROM THE

The Auorluted
Washington, Sept. 22.
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MUST
nFFFAT MISS LEITCH
TO RETAIN HER TITLE

MISS STIRLING

(By The Awioclntrd

cussion
Under-Privileg-

6.
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-

Luncheon
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New Mexico has Just received a
irom the
check for $22,5S4.57
treasurer of the United Steles as
Its share of the national forest receipts for the year ending July 1.
This amount consists of $21,491.12
which represents 25 per cent of the
receipts from .the nationnl forests
In the state and $1,093.45 becaus3
of school lands in the forests.
The amounts are considerably
smaller than usual because of the
irreatlv reduced national forest re
ceipts. In 1920 the total receipts
of the forests in Now Mexico wore
while this year they
$413,000
dropped to $84,000. This reduction
concession
ia due largely to tho
made to the stockmen by giving
1
to pay
them until December
which
ordinarily
grazing fees
would have been paid last spring.
A portion of the reduction is due
also to reduced sales of timber.
New Mexico's share of school
lands with forests is so small since
the state has given back many of
States,
thoe lands to the United
taking in lieu thereof, lands outside the national forests.
In addition to the funds sent the
state, District Forester F. C. Pooler has just received $8,596.45 from
Washington for the construction of
roads and trails within the national forests of the state. This amount
represents 10 per rent of the na- tlonal forest receipts.
Under existing laws, the states,
wfthln which the national forests
exis mav benefit through national
forest receipts in three ways. First
they1 receive 25 per cent of thp receipts for roads and schools. These
funds are turned over to the states
for distribution to the counties
within which the national forests
exist. They are given to the counties in lieu of taxes, the nmounts
given each county depending upon
tho area of national forest lands
within it.
In addition 10 per cent of the
forest receipts are spent within the
forests for roads and trails. These
funds are spent by the forest service but of course the counties benefit directly by them.
In Arizona and New Mexico,
through their enabling act, the
forest service also administers the
school section within national forests, turning over tbe receipts to
the state for school purposes. The
states, however, bavo the privilege
of giving back these school lands
to the United States and taking in
other government
lieu thereof,
lands outside the national forests.
In which case, of course, the receipts from this source aro reduced.

rr.)

Ottawa. Sept. 22. Miss Alexa
Stirling of Atlanta, woman's golf
champion of the United States and
Canada to retain her title must defeat Miss Cecil L,eltch, woman's
open champion of Great Britain
and France, who has demonstrated
her superiority over the Atlanta
star In four tournaments abroad
this year.
Miss Leltch today continued to
show her ability by an easy victory
over Miss Sydney Peppier of Toronto, seven and six, while Miss
Stirling had a close contest with
Mrs. W. A. Gavin of New York,
winning four and two. The result
was in doubt until they were well
match.
past the turn In the
Miss Edith Twitch, stater of the
will
tomorrow
British title holder,
play Miss Molly McBrlde of
Today she defeated Miss
Ada MacKenzie of Toronto, former
Canadian title holder, two and one.
"eliminated Miss
Miss McBrlde
Helen Lesueur of Royal, Ottawa,
four and three.

Legal tender notes, silver, etc.,

$151,1)68.

Total reserves, $2,863,096.
Secured by
, Bills discounted:
obligations, $495,-16All other, $892,081.
Bill bought In open

6.

market,

$33,-51-

4.

Total bills on hand, $1,420,751.
U. S. bonds and notes, $38,081.
U. S. certificates of Indebtedness:
One-yecertificates
(Plttman
act), $184,875.
All

other, $8,671.
earning assets,

Total
Bank
Five
against

$1,652,278.

premises, $29,111.
per cent redemption fund
federal reserve bank notes,

Heavy black Una running from Helena, Ark., to Joplin, Mo., allows route
Henry Ford will give immerailroad, which suspended operadiate attention to the request
tion on Auk. 1. Representatives
he
take over tbe defunct
that
of towns alone the line have
Missouri and North Arkansas
Friends of
asked Ford to buy

$8,917.

Uncollected Items, $591,811.
other resources, $16,448.
Total resources, $5,161,661.
Inabilities.
Capital paid in, $103,017.
Surplus, $213,824.
Reserved for government franchise tax, $50,777.
Government, $74,183.
Deposits:
Member banks reserve account,
All

it

.

PRESBY T BRIANS

I

COVEN E

'B" Tlifatcr

ANNUAL

Rcalart

Pictures

present, Constance Binney in "The
Magio Cup," a .pleasing photoplay;
also another reel of "The Son of

SYNOD INGITY

Deferred availability items,

Tarzan."
Lyric

pictures

Thcator-'-Met- ro

showing "Coincidence," with an
cast; also as an added attraction "Torchy's Knighthood," a t.o-pa- rt
Torchy comedy.
Pastime Tlicater Buck Jones,
starring in "To a Finish," a great
western drama; also a Sunshine
comedy, "His Meal Ticket."

all-st- ar

other liabilities, $20,S93.
Total liabilities, $5,161,661.
of
T)ntin nf total reserves to deposit Rev. Rudolph . Caughey,
and federal reserve note liabilities
ModerNamed
is
Roswell,
combined, 68.7 per cent.
Ratio of cold reserves to icaerai
ator; Opening Sermon Dereserve notes in circulation after
livered by Rev. J. D. Henry
setting aside 35 per cent against
"COIXCIDEXCK," HILARIOUS
deposit liabilities, 91.8 per cent.
COMEDY SHOWING AT
The firat meeting of the thirty- THE LYRIC TODAY
third annual synod of New MexPresico convened in the First
ALLEGED SWINDLERS
treat
is in store for the
8
A
real
at
church
last
night
byterian
POSE AS U. S. AGENTS o'clock. Rev. J. D. Henry, re- patrons of the Lyric theater, bethe ginning today, when the new
tiring moderator, delivered Comsermon of the evening.
(liy Tbr Amiidiitwl Pres.
Metro release, "Coincidence," will
Alfollowwas
held
service
munion
22.
Tacoma, Wash., Sept.
be the feature attraction. This
sermon.
Rev.
activithe
Rudolph
ing
swindling
leged widespread
Roswell, was elected picture makes its principal appeal
ties by men representing them- Caughey of to
fill the vacancy as splendid entertainment throush
moderator,
selves to be government agents, caused
by the expiration of Rev. the snappy sparking nature of the
were revealed today by Captain
Henry's term.
story that never flags in its hilariGeorge A. Hunt of the military
The
meeting was well ous movement from the first to tho
intelligence office at Camp Lewis. attendedopening
ministers
from
all
by
and
trucks
cars
Army motor
the fol- last.
"Coincidence" is presented with
have been presented for sale at sections of New Mexico,
lowing being among those pres an
various points through the middle ent:
cast, including Robert
have
on
them
west and deposits
Rev. E. E. Mathes, Artcsla; Rev. Harron and June Walker, and re- a
been collected, said the captain.
mishaps of Billy Jenks,
Rudolph W. Caughey, Roswell: lates theambitious
The purchaser was told delivery Rev.
young man, who
H. J. Herber, Alamogordo: socially
would be made following payment Rev. W.
to
New
York to make a name
A. Irwin. Socorro: Rev. goes
of the remainder to the Camp C. A.
and
ends
for
himself
up by being
Duncan,. Magdalena; Rev.
Lewis authorities.
Wm. arrested for burglary. Throughout
The attention of army officers J. D. Henry, Demlng; Rev.
Deming; Rev. J. F. Mocry, the story the great and controlling
was attracted by a letter to Cap- Sickles,
City; Rev. J. J. Quintana. influence of coincidence is shown
tain Duncan, aid to Major Oener-a- l Silver Rev.
VIctoriano Valdez, Lus molding the destiny of Billy Jenks
Cuba;
Charles H. Muir, commanding
Rev. M. F. Fifield.
from the moment that the money
It was Cruces; Rev.
officer at Camp Lewis
II. J. Reemtsma, Las he is counting blows out of the
written from Chicago saying the
S.
Rev.
J.
DawCruces;
window and falls at the feet of the
author had paid $5,000 as advance son; Rev. Gablno Russell,
Las, girl he afterwards falls in love with.
payment on a shipment of Camp Vegas; Rev. Samuel Reudon, RaMagill,
From this time on, Billy is beset
and truck.
Lewis automobiles
Rev. R. C. Jackson, Las
Twenty thousand dollars was to ton;
by one coincidence after another,
C.
E.
Rev.
Vegas:
Cordova,
in his inheritance of n
have been paid here, according
Kev. E. J. Carson, Ra- resulting
to the terms of sale contained In
to have It stolen
fortune,
large
C.
ton;
Rev.
C.
Cordova, Las from him by aonly
this letter.
polished crook, who
Vegas.
All

all-st-

a;

seeks not only to defraud Billy of
his wealth, but also to steal his girl,
which he almost accomplishes, Bave
for Billy's timely arrival at the
apartment where the blackguard
has lured her.
In this manner the picture prol,
with each scene inFOR MONDAY ceeds
creasing the merriment causedRob-by
the mishaps of Billy Jenks.
ert Harron is seen to exceptional
advantage In this role, while the
him is admirably porAT
FALLS part oppositeJune
Walker, late star
trayed by
of the Broadway stage success, "My
The picture was
Lady Friends."
an
(By Thr Auorlnfrd frrM.)
adapted by Brian Hooker from
BoIhp. Idaho. Kent 10
Howard E. Mor
An
story
by
original
with all the documents and papers ton, and directed by Chet vvitney.
to be used in the state's mse Louis C. Bltzer
photographed it.
against , Mrs. Lydla Southard, Poy
x
xjiat-Kwill "TO A FINISH," WESTERN
attorney
general,
leave Boise tomorrow morning for
DIUHA SHOWING AT
Twin Falls, where he will perTASTIME THEATER TODAY
sonally assist In the prosecution
of Mrs. Southard, charged with
At the Pastime theater yesterday
the murder of her fourth husBuck Jones, who appeared in "To
band. Edward V. fovoi- - K
a
Finish," his latest Fox western
nnlng. a year ago at Twin Falls.
The trial is to start Monday, Sep- - picture, pleased his audience mightily. The play is clean and stirring,
Attornev General TtlaMr I.
the action 'rapid throughout, the
tlcipatlng in the prosecution at star never more satisfactory, the
.no request or frank
excellent, and
stephean. company as a whole
photography up to
I'lOTctuung attorney- ror- Twin the Btaglng and we
accustomed
are
rails eoiintv which
level
. ...... . .I,the
ill. J U 'l
state law, the county attorney
to expect in productions released by
has
the right to call on the attorney William Fox. What more can a
" am in important
reasonably look for?
picture patron
Cases.
It 1a nna r
"To a Finleh" is a story of the
times an attorney general has ever western plains, In which a young
participated in a criminal cnae in ranchman, In defense of his lather
iUUHU.
and himself, undertakes to run
More than 11ft rtr..rt.
down a villain who seeks, by surbeen called by the state.
reptitiously placing rebranded cat
tle among tneir neras, to stamp
WOOL GOODS PRICES
upon these men the infamy of cattle rustling. The young man sucNOT TO BE REDUCED
ceeds, of course; but before he sucsome thrilling
FOR SPRING OF 1922 ceeds he undergoes
and
experiences
escapes from death. And in the
(Br Tht Aatorlated FreM.) '
prosecution of his task he is assistV V
ROphMtpl"
Sr,f It
more than once by a very
Prices nf wndlpn vnnria nrlll nn tie ed
charming girl played by Helen
reduced for the spring season of Ferguson
who at the close finds a
x.
f ouiKPs or the Ameri- permanent haven In the arms of
isiz, Association
can
of Woolen and the Intrepid ranchman.
Worsted Mamifnrtnrera
Haolam
today before the convention of the
National
Association of
Retail
Clothleri.
Moving Picture Funnies
"Fahrfn nrfna fAI th a anrtnn t
1922 are based on as low, if not
lower wool prices than those of
1914," he said, "and you know that

KLAN WILL WELCOME
AN IMPARTIAL PROBE

SOUTHARD TRIAL

Flaw.)

Atlanta, Ga.. Sept. 22. The Ku
Klux Klan will welcome any Impartial investigation and will open
Its books and records to federal
authorities, William J. Simmons.
Imperial wizard, said In a statement tonight when Informed that
the department of Justice might
summon officials of the organization to Washington for Interrogation. He denied that the imperial
kloncllium, council of the order,
had been summoned to meet to
consider newspaper
reports now
being published about the Ku Klux
Klan.
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and breakfast-tim- e
QUICK DRYING FLOOR ENAMEL
will dry hard enough to be walked on if
necessary. Made in eight permanent colors by the old reliable McPhee & McGin-nit- y
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TRIP

Denver,. Sept. 22. George Rule.
of battle
, andveteran
France, was instantly killed to.
night in Elber county two hours
after he had left Denver on a
duck hunting trip. Rule stepped
behind the automobile with his
shot gun and a few seconds later
his companions heard a shot. The
left side of Rules face was torn
away and death was almost instan-eou- s.
The shooting was acciden
tal.
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Comer First and Coal
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ON A HUNTING

Superior Lumber & Hill Co.
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at

KILLED

stands hot scrubbing and
keeps the floor always in
good condition and looking
as a goqd housekeeper wants
her floors to look.
3--

In 11)11 Was

price. Indeed, tho woolen Industry
was nrn.trn teA in th tntoi Hn..a.
eion of business generally.
".Labor Has been reduoed 22
per cent since the war and cannot
go further."

This 13 the best thing you
could possibly get for interior floors that you want
to paint. It positively will
not spot even when spattered with hot grease. With-

.ZL

darw: Ct:qarl4tbfUrlH,Dpt.X, MsJU,Mmj
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LOOTING IS PREVALENT.
Madras, India, Sept. 22. Sporadic raiding and looting is still
The boy problem received an air prevalent
in parts of the Malabar
STUDIO
where Mohplah
bands
ing at the noon lucheon of Rotary district,
Be Photographed This Tear
M.
been
authorihave
E.
British
Ilickey
defying
yesterday.
Judge
Your Birthday.
started the ball rolilne witn a sug' ties for several weeks. Bodies of I'lione on
320 Room 5. Grant Bid
gestion that the Big Brother idea rebel forces are terrorizing tho
should be applied in Albuquerque countryside.
and the Rotarians kept It moving
until a committee had been authorized which is to work with
Judge Hlckey in helping the boys
Vi can't
brought before his court of juvenile
delinquency.
Judge Hickey stated the case of
a boy who had lacked a home and
whom he had been forced to send
to the reform school simply because there was no other place to
stay. The Judge asked for the
names of Rotarians who would
help boys coming before his court.
Later in the meeting Captain
of Missouri & North Arkansas R. K Guest, head of the Salvation Army
work in Roswell, told of the ways
Ford hope he will take over the in which the boy problem was beM. & N. A. and prove to the
ing met .there. His talk showed
e
whole world that he is a real rail that a committee to work with
Fragi-ancwizard.
Judgo Hickey could be of great
i
value. When he had finished a
motion was made, seconded and
carried that such a committee
Its members
should be named.
MAY
will be announced later.
Upon motion ot Carl C. Magee a
committee was also named to see
what could be done toward securSix (6) airtight walls of paraffin
ing ihe transfer of Captain Guest
OF to
Mnx Nordhaus,
Albuaueraue.
in our new canisters "jail"
Dr. L. S. Peters and Dr. J. D. Clark
ii
fra-gr- a."
for
were named
that purpose.
Victor Culberson, livestock man
ce
the
at
.
.
roasters
,
you get
E
a very en
CHARGE from Silver City, gaveclub.
' 'rich and mello w,"oven-- f resh
He Incouraging talk to the
had
cow
sisted that the
Industry
reached its bottom and that a re
follow
would
business
of
Invival
New Evidence is Said to
soon. He claimed that he knew of
Bender
which
had been
criminate David
innumerable loans
made under the 150.000,000 live
Held
Man
Exonerate
and
stock pool and asserted his belief

TEXAS JUDGE DV.AD.
Galveston, Tex., Sept. 22. Miles
Crowley, county Judge, died today.
He had been a well known figure
in Texas po.Alcs, having served In
tne legislature ana one term in
congress.

fiesH Hoasted

now

Theaters Today

I

$1,588,209.
All other, $29,218.
Total deposits, $1,691,610.
Federal reserve notes In actual
circulation, $2,474,676.
Federal reserve notes In circula
tion, net liabilities, $103,590.

(By The Awoclnte

ed

Cut out the picture on all four
sides. Then carefully fold dotted
line 1 its entire length. Then dotted line 2, and so on. Fold eacti
section
underneath
accurately.
When completed
turn over and
find
a
Save
result.
you'll
surprising
the pictures,

BE

fresh-from-the-o-

MURD

it

for Priest's Slaying.
(Uy The Ansoolntod

Prem.)

San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 22.
Evidence tending to incriminate
David Bender and other evidenca
tending to clear William Hightow-e- r
of charges In connection with
the slaying of Father Patrick E.
Heslin, .has been found, according
to William II. Herron, Hightower's
counsel.
Herron today obtaned a warrant
for Bender, an escaped convict
from tho Maryland penitentiary,
now on his way east to serve out
a sentence for murdering a Baltimore policeman, but when it will
Herron
be served is Indefinite.
raid his agents had located "Dolly
Mason," the woman from whom
Hightower said he obtained Information which enabled him to find
Father Hoslin's grave In the sand
dunes south of here, and that this
woman's testimony, he believed,
Herron
would clear Hightower.
described the woman as tho consort of Bender.

NOTED ARTISTS
TO APPEAR HERE
IfJ FALL COURSE
A course

of four musical enter

tainments for the fall and early
winter was decided upon hy ths
members of the Fortnightly club
at their meeting last night at the
home of tho club president, Mrs.
J. W. Wilson. The talent which
will be brought here for the course
will be even of a higher grade than
has been the custom for the popular Fortnightly entertainments.
Four artists, well known through
their popular phonograph records,
will be secured if telegraphic arrangements started last night are

successful.
Godouski, pianist, will
be booked for the October number;
Ellsa Bluskin, violinist, for November; Virginia Hea, soprano, for December and Richard Bonelll, baritone, for the closing number In

January.

STEAL SHERIFF'S AUTO.
Canon
City, Colo., Sept. 22.
Thieves last night stole Sheriff W.
S. Fulkerson's automobile from the
rear of the jnll and later wrecked
it on the sky line drive. The sheriff found it today where it had
been driven over a cliff.

CLOI L
TOLD

If

DODSON

that the agricultural creaits 0111
would aid the stockmen greatly.
"Durlmr the last ten days I have
had more Inquiries for steers than
I had in tho previous ten months,"

he added.
Nestor Montoya
Coneressman
talked briefly on the work of congress. Bruno Dleckman, graduate

manager of athletics at the university, invited the Rotarians out to
watch football practice. John W.

Upton of El Paso discussed busi
ness conditions, eeeing in wiem
hope for improvement In the near

IT
LATELY?"

COFFEE
BONO-DILLO-

COMPANY

N

Wholesale

Distributors

auu:queho.ue. n.

m.

future.

USE OF ENLISTED MEN
AS STOOL PIGEONS NOT
SANCTIONED BY NAVY
(ftf The AMrlatt1 Prr. )
Washington. Sept. 22. The navy
department has neither authorized
nor sanctioned use of enlisted men
as "stool pigeons" by civil author
ities In campaigns against crime.
Secretary Denby (declared today in
Investigation
ordering an, ofrieral use
had been
of reports that such
made of blue Jackets by the police
at San Diego, Calif.
Admiral E. W. Kberie.
the Pacific fleet, was In
structed to undertake the inquiry
and to report to the department as
The roport
quickly as possible.
reaching Mr. Denby included newspaper clippings recounting evidence said to have been presented
at the hearlug of charges against
Police Judge Ed. L. Davin on Sep

tember

13.

HY

B

AD

BUDGET

Them cow punchers just got started yesterday. It
was some show at that, and we thank you for
being there to appreciate it.
Come again, you all got your money's worth yesterday and she's shore going to be fine today.
There is some mighty wild critters to be ridden
yet, and there are some mighty wild cow punchers
just "rarin' to go."
You folks come again and bring your neighbor
you will sure be pleased and powerful welcome.
Same prices, taint enough, but you all know how
it is, folks, we just want you to be there. It's a
real benefit for the Disabled Soldiers.

GARRETT & W00LSEY, Managers

OF NEXT YEAR
held an
County commissioners
y
session yesterday figuring
the financial needs of tne county
for the coming year.' Indications
are that the tax levy will be somewhat smaller than this year, due to
a number of cuts, decreased prices
of materials and labor and to
a greater valuation.
The city levy was cut tnree- fonrths of a mill by the city commissioners at their meeting Wednesday night. The greater part of
the city cut took place in the sinking fund requirement. The city
levy for next year will be .00982
mills as against this year's levy of
010573 mills.
The meeting of the county com
missioners was adjourned at 10
It Is possio'clock this morning.
ble that they will complete the
computations of the requirements

fJr

pday.
MRS. CHARLES MILLS
SEARCHING FOR SON
THOUGHT TO BE SICK

Mrs. Charles Mills of Clifton.
has appealed to the sheriff to
locate her son, who Is believed let-t-to
be in this city. She stated in a
received at the sheriff's office
that she had heard her
You're bilious, sluggish, consti- yesterday
was 111 here. Any one who.
son
You feel headachy, your
pated.
Mr.
Mills Is asked to comknows
stomacn may be sour, your breath
bad,, your skin sallow and you be- municate with Sheriff Tony Ortiz.
lieve you. need vile, dangerous calomel to start liver and bowels.
GIANTS ARE VICT0S
Here's my guarantee! Ask your
IN FIRST FOOTBALL
ror
a
bottle of Dodson's
druggist
Liver Tone and take a spoonful to.
GAME OF THE SEASON
night. If It doesn't etart your liver
and straighten you right up better
The Albuquerque Giants football
than calomel and without griping
or making you sick I want you to team defeated the Albuquerque
go back to the store and get your Centrals yesterday afternoon by a
score of 12 to 0. It Is the first
money.
Take calomel today and tomor game which either team has played
row you will feel weak and sick this season, and a return game will
and nauseated. Don't lose a day, probably be played soon. Both
Take a spoonful of harmless, vege teams played baseball during the
table Dodson's Liver Tone tonight summer, but with the coming of
and wake up feeling splendid. It fall have shifted their activities to
Is perfectly harmless, so give It to football.
)
your children at any time. It can't
salivate.
"SCnOOL DAYS, SCHOOL DAYS"
Do you remember the old song
about school days being golden rule
days? It Is wrong to send a coughing, sneezing,
spitting ohlld to
school to spread disease germs
ones. Common
other
little
among
colds are Infectious. Protect your
own and other little ones with
Foley's Honey and Tar. This safe
and
family remedy checks coughs
Dr. Silr
tbwl.t irHl
t.Wnill,
loosens phlegm and mucuou
Mr TNK
IN
k. tMl.4 I. til llmitn (tut
colds,
HA14NT METHOD.
Seulto art atla-l-.
and coats raw, irritating memUtm
TH( INHLNT'
ft furtkir CO..mtul.ra
NITMOD
Unto
tmtm jSKti. branes with a healing, soothing
Suit..
o.
Lvs
Calif.
Sold everywhere.
medicine.
Key
Angeles,
it,
Mo.,

Ms

SktAS)

THE ARISTOCRACY OF CHINA

all-da-

You Don't Need to Sicken,

Gripe, or Salivate Yourself to Start Liver.

'TRIED

Is buying SONORA PHONOGRAPHS as fast as the can be
had.
Family servants are sent 'with silk swings to bring
the machines to the palaces from the Peking dealer's store,
and the first concert is almost a religious ceremony. The
admiration for the SONORA amounts to actual reverence.
The whole world seems to be arousing to the superiority of
machine.
In musical circles people speak
this better-tone- d
of the SONORA as a thing apart from ordinary phonographs.
Yet its price Is no higher.
There Are no Traded-l- n Sonoras In Albuquerque.
.

NEW MEXICO PHONOGRAPH

402 West Central.

COMPANY

Phone 401.

GEOHGK GKAKE.

Prepare
for Winter
Insure for yourself and family, balmy-warmdegrees) for the winter and save
r
cost ol fuel.

th

(70

one-ha- lf

the

CALORIC PIPELESS FURNACE
installed under Written Guarantee to heat your
entire house to 70 degrees in coldest weather.
Installed in old or new houses. COSTS LESS THAN
STOVES. See this marvelous Furnace on display
at Raabe & Mauger. Factory man is here this
i3

week.
Call or phone and ve will come to your house
'
"without obligations.
t

,

.

Baabb clMauger,
IT"
MIF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE

First

&nc( Copper

.Phone 74

Live dealers, write for our proposition.

j

Forwmptast

3wp,OtBtmTOt.TlCTa,K.iT'rwW)

in City.

Gold with federal reserve agents,
$1,777,529.
Gold redemption fund, $94,353.
Total gold reserves, $2,711,128.

U. S. government

Camp Perry, Ohio, Sept. 22.'
After leading for the first four
stages in the national rifle team
match of the National Rifle association tournament,
the United
States infantry was forced to ow
to
States
United
the
marine corps
RIA
team late today and when firing
ceased was in second place, five
points behind.
The marines took the lead with a
Given Over to Distotal of 2,851 in the last stage on
of Ways to Help the thousand-yarrange, against
Youths 2,846 for the infantry.

TOPIC

FOREST REVENUE

.

Clear Baby's Skin
With Cuticura
Soap and Talcum

DELINQUENTS IS

I'kh.)

Combined
of the
resources and liabilities
twelve reserve banks at the close
of business September 21, were reported tonight by the federal reserve board in thousands of dollars,
as follows:
i
Resources.
From Fed- - Gold and gold certificates, $428,-03is Consid- - Gold settlement fund federal reThis Year serve board, $411,210.
Total gold held by banks, $839,-24-

Amount Received
eral Treasurer
erably Smaller
Than
is the Usual Rule.
,

INFANTRY MARKSMEN
BOW T0JVIARINE CORPS

ALBUQUERQUE

September 23, 1921.
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Biggest
Sals Don
The

FREE EXCURSION
TO ALBUQUERQUE

Railroad fare paid one
way on all purchases of
$50.00 or over, not to exceed 100 miles.

Just buy

a round trip ticket to Albuquerque and show us your
strip so we will know how
much to refund you for
your fare.
Big Lot of

Boy's Overalls
Values up to $1.50
Bankrupt Price

r.

47c

-

rowd

2v

r3r

tm
FM

mat

11

A Ibnqueraue's

n

Ulistioirjf

Sold By The

Reason-Sto- ck

MEN, READ
Combined with these other stocks is one bought at
private sale from a prominent Colorado
merchant,
snatched away from bidders
at a spot cash consideration
of les3 than 50 cents on the
dollar. The transaction was
closed through our representative on the ground. Bear
in mind this stock includes
nothing but the best of high
class merchandise for men,
Style-Plu- s
Suits and Overcoats, Rice & Hutchins' famous Dress Shoes, Knox
Stetson and Mallory Hats,
Knox Caps, Chalmers UnRussell
Frank
derwear,
Gloves, Armour Plate Hose
Ball Band Rubbers. The
best money could buy. 'Also
remember this is all the
newest, strictly
fall and winter merchandise.
AH we ask is for you to
come and see for yourself.

United States Bankruptcy Court.
Several Big Stocks Under One Roof

at

WEILLEE & BENJAMIN
212 West Central Avenue

Albuquerque,

El.

M.

FOUND THE GOODS JUST AS ADVERTISED, GOING AT

PUBLIC

Big Lot of

Men's Dress
Shoes and
Oxfords
Values up to $5.00
Bankrupt Price

98c

fa !
?1

Big Lot of

Ladies'
Handkerchiefs
Values up to 10c
Bankrupt Price

3c

50 Lbs.
Flative Flour
Bankrupt Price

$1.75
Big Lot of
The Well Known
Crostett and Rica Hutchin

Men's Dress
Shoes
$12.00 Values

Bankrupt Price

Pants
.Values up to $1.00

Bankrupt Price

39c
Big Lot of

89c

$1.05

Big Lot of

Dress"
Ginghams
Values up to 20c per yard
Bankrupt Price

Sc

per yard
Big Lot of

Men's Corduroy
'

Boy's Knee

Pants
Values up to $5.00
Bankrupt Price

$2.40

15c Towels

98c

shoes
:

values up to $2.50
Bankrupt Price

$21.48

QQn
t?OC

Big Lot of

Big Lot of

Heavy Bed

Men's and Boys

Blankets

ninttWe1"
'

$1.69

Silk Dresses

lUg GlOVeS

19c
Big Lot of

Ladies' Silk
Dresses

Carharts'
i .Values up to $2.00
Bankrupt Price

V

30

16c

Hens Sujls

Ladies' Hose
Values up to 30c
Bankrupt Price

Bankrupt Pried

7c
$5.98 73c
TODAY IS THE DAY
Bankrupt Price

10

'
s

mer- -

.

Act Quickly, Follow the Crowds! Come Today & Saturday !
THE BIG BANKRUPT SALE AT

Jl
WEILLER & BEN JAll JiaJ.n
JOHN O'BRIEN, in Charge

$1.00
Big" Lot

of

Men's Dress
Pants

is for this reason

that we urge you to visit this Sale and ascertain the amount you can save on every article you need. All we ask, buy the
chandise, compare it elsewhere and if you are not satisfied return it and your money back for the asking.

Bankrupt Price

V,

ACT!

It is not likely that reductions like those prevailing at this Sale will ever again be seen in Albuquerque and it

-

9 Pounds Loose
Roasted Coffee K

$19.48

5c

"
,

6c

Suits
Values up to $50.00
Lv
Bankrupt Price

j

Big Lot of

STYLEPLUS

Calico

''

Values up to $1.00
Bankrupt Price

Big Lot of

7 Men's Dress

won

.,

Men's
f Underwear

yyj
Q qq
O.OO'

yaSiSS2f'

,

7

$9.85

Men's
Handkerchiefs

-

Big Lot of

Bankrupt Price

.

Big Lot

Men's Overalls

5c

values uR to $25.00
Very LatestaU Styles and

$1.29

.

Values up to 25c
Bankrupt Price

Ladies

Bankrupt Price

XTkrM;00

BlgLotof

up to $18.00
''Values
Bankrupt Price

Heavy Leather
WnrknrOriv- -

Caps
.

Children's Hose

Big Lot of

russell

;

Big Lot of

Big Lot of
GENUINE FRANK
$3.00

,
Girls Dress

Values up to $50.00

Big Lot of

Bankrupt Price

2,000 yards of

Styleplus
Overcoats

50c

Pail Lard

$9.85

f

Bankrupt Price

Values up to $5.00
Bankrupt Frice

very Dollar You Invest
Big Lot of

Big Lot of
The Well Known

8 Lbs. Sugar

Ladies' Dress
Shoes and Oxfords

to the MERCANTILE TRADE. OFTEN YOU WILL POSITIVELY SAVE

Save 60c to 75c on

Values up to $3.00
Bankrupt Price

Values up to $22.60
Bankrupt Price

1

LOW PRICES KNOWN

$4.89

Men's Suits

ollar

he

te

Bargains they were offered at this Bankrupt Sale. People from all
Albuquerque and vicinity went wild over the Bona-Fid- e
parts of New Mexico took advantage of this unprecedentented money saving event. This sale is of the greatest importance to
every man and woman in this part of the state. Not conducted for the purpose of working off undesirable merchandise or an
odd and end sale. We offer you unrestricted choice of the finest and most complet stock of
CLOTHING, DRY GOODS, CLOAKS, SUITS, SHOES, FURNISHINGS, HATS, MILLINERY, GROCERIES,
etc., for MAN, WOMAN, and CHILD, EVER PLACED UNDER ONE ROOF at the MOST REDICUL0USLY

Men's
Sweater Coats

Big Lot of

'

Bankrupt Prices 25c to 40c On

I

212 West Central Avenue

Albuquerque, Hew Mexico

n

Values up to $10.00
Bankrupt Price

$4.89
Big Lot of

Ladies' $1.00

Brassieres

A

Bankrupt Price

39c
50 Lbs. High
Patent Flour
Bankrupt Price

$1.90

J
--

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C, MAGEE.
President.
Secretary.
Business Manager
D. A. MACPHERSON....
EdItor-ln-ChlCARL C. MAGEE
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquetts Bldg., Chicago, III.
MULLIGAN
..48
RALPH R.
matter at the postofflce
Entered as second-clas- s
f Albuquerque, N. M., under act ot Congress of
March 17. 1879
ef

ircDua

ri--

oiiRCPHiPTinw

by carrier or by mall, one month. J5c;
.u.
yeany, in aavmiiw.
" "The Morning
Journal has
higher circulation
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
American
Directory.
Mexico." The
Newspaper
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day
Dally,

jn
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With no subject excluded arbitrarily, the discus
sions may go to any lengths desired by the con
ferees.
Agreement to this Is important since so
many of the 'Taclflo questions" are interlocking
In their nature. If the integrity of China Is to be
discussed at all, It is desirable that every phase of
the complex situation there be examined. With
any reservations the conference may be hamstrung
at the outset.
President Harding Is concerned for making a
beginning toward settlement of the Issues that keep
the Far East disturbed and make of the Pacific a
pool of danger to the peace of the world. It Is Impossible to conceive any agreement looking to the
reduction of naval armament while conditions
And
capable of producing war are left untouched.
the only way to come to a conclusion with regard
to those conditions Is to get at the bottom of them
If all the conferees are willing to do their part they
will agree to the present suggestion. No sacrifices
are called for.

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, for
DISPARITY OF SEXES.
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
It Is estimated that there are 10,000,000 women
FRIDAY
September 23, 1921 In
Europe in excess of the men. This means that
millions of women will be denied woman's natural
THE REACTIONARY FACTION'.
Great
and motherhood.
longing for marriage
Britain alone has 2,000,000 woman who will not
The public impression as to what part the Jourbo mated because there will bo no mates for them.
nal played in the election of Senator Bursum is not
The vast majority of women wish for a home
that
is
It
however,
vital,
of any great importance.
children according to an Inherent Instinct. If
and
not
be
shall
the reactionary group in the party
The
they are denied that boon It Is a misfortune.
able to lead the people to accept the fiction that war
is responsible for a great part of this condition,
the people, by their votes, put the stamp of apthough not for all. Thus for generations will one
proval upon the past record of the party.
phase oi the cost of the war be felt.
elect
to
In 1911 the reactionaries attempted
In olden times losses in war may have been
record
Senator Bursum as governor by defending the
made up through a multiplicity of wives, but that
Mr. Bursum was deof the old party machine.
method would not be tolerated now. Therefore the
feated and that record repudiated. Again In 1916 loss Is permanent. It Is true that the
problem does
with
met
and
was
again attempted
the same thing
r.ot affect America directly to any great extent,
of
hands
the
people.
the same repullatlon. at the
since our sexes are not far apart in numbers, but
This year the reactionaries attempted the same
a great surplus of women In Europe may promote
of
the
old
the
Bursum
had
Senator
strength
thing.
In fact that course has been urged
reactionaries except that Fall and Hawkins and omigratlon.
as a means of diminishing the parity in
abroad
or
him
were
either
openly against
their satellites
the sexes there. Yet that would be
From the standpoint of the reac- numbers of of
were sulking.
the location of the condition, not a
but
shifting
now
tionaries, Bursum had less chanceB for election
than on either of the two previous occasions when remedy.
he had their united support.
In the meantime Senator Bursum had supported
several progressive measures and had rendered
some actual and effective services for the public.
crowd of reTHE SOVEREIGN POET.
He had broken with the
actionaries and special Interests. Ho had taken a
He sits above the clang and dust of Time,
stand upon a progressive platform and had gone
With the world's secret trembling on his lip.
to the people with a program of service.
He asks not converse nor companionship
In the cold starlight where thou canst not climb.
Bursum made no effort to defend the past record of the state organization. Ho made a campaign
The undelivered tidings in his breast
In which he faced the future and pledged himself
Suffer him not to rest.
He sees afar the Immemorable throng,
to the people. Thereby he drew progressive strength
withAnd binds the scattered ages with a song.
which gave him a great victory. He did this
out the use of the "slush" fund of the past.
The glorious riddle of this, rhythmic breath,
If the reactionary group in the party can now
His might, his spell, we know not what they be;
was
a
election
that
this
Bursum
This savors not of death,
convince Senator
This hath a relish of eternity.
methods
vindication of the reactionary and corrupt
Atlanta Constitution.
ef the past and was a mandate to go on with similar
was
such
No
doomed.
is
thing
the
methods,
party
In the public mind.
The vote was a vindication of Senator Bursum.
It showed that the people either did not hold him
THEY'RE ONLY RELATIVELY DRY!
responsible for what had happened in the past, or
Norway's dry limit is 14 per cent. What do thev
A
future.
call
over there? Pittsburgh Dispatch.
toward
the
moist
In
his
attitude
faith
else had
s
Burreactionary policy now, on the part of Senator
THAT IS PLAYING SAFE!
sum, would lose the party this new strength, which
Borah says hang your gun on a hickory limb
was needed In order to win.
and don't go near the powder. Dallas News.
This election has wiped out all old scores against
The mandate of the people )s
Benator Bursum.
WHEN SILENCE IS GOLDEN!
Ambassador Harvey adds a statesmanlike and
that they have forgiven or forgotten any past
silence to his versatile capabilities.
Washprofound
causes of complaint.
They have expressed their
ington Star.
confidence in him for the future which he promises.
WE ALL AGREE WITH HIM!
Never again will anything back of 1921 be a legitiFormer Secrotary Daniels says "nobody loves to
mate charge against Senator Bursum's record unless
taxes." For once he is right, and Admiral Sims
he should see fit to adopt such a reactionary and pay
will probably agree with him. Toledo Blade.
special-Intereattitude as to show that he prefers
to stand upon the past. The people are ready to
IT'S NOT PATHOS, IT'S BATHOS.
He has the
Captain Kllpatrick's statement that he heard
Judge him from this time forward.
Bill"
has
he
bellove
"Big
Haywood complaining In prison Is not
We
record.
opportunity for a great
what we would consider a theme for tears. Birmdeveloped into a great man and will leave ft great ingham
name when he passes off the stage of human acTHEY'LL ROM VP AGAIN.
tivities.
The Chicago department store that is dismissing
But he will not do so if he listens to the whis- its young
women
who bob their hair and wear rouge
pers of those reactionaries who will attempt to show would seem to be canning Its peaches. Detroit
News.
him that the people have put the stamp of approval upon them and their methods. The people exGROVP OF DISGRVNTLED NATIONS!
pect Senator Bursum to aid In cleaning up the
The league Is officially known in French as the
reAssociation of Nations, but all these objections at
party organization until It becomes completely
Geneva are rapidly turning It into the Dlsassocia-tio- n
sponsive to the public will.
of Nations. Boston Transcript.
The progressives of both parties gave Bursum
his majority.
They have put the republican party
How It now performs will settle Its
on probation.

VERSE OF TODAY,

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

st

'

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

future.
Pride leads us to misinterpret. We love to think
THE McADOO BOOM.
that all that we have done meets with the approval
ol the public. Such an attitude shows weakness.
the Washington Star.)
(From
We should analyze our failures and prepare to corAmong the cognoscenti if that word will go In
Is
indefensible
an
is regarded as an entrant in
Mr.
McAdoo
past
politics
rect them. The defense of
the race for the next democratic presidential nomsilly. Correction is the sensible remedy.
ination.
Will the party leaders see this?
Several straws show the direction of the wind.
1.
The organization at this early day of a McAdoo
club
in Missouri. 2. Introducing him as a critic
SLACKER.
IMPERIAL
THE
of the Harding administration In the senate discus3.
sion of the railroad problem.
And a manifesDuring the war when all the European people tation of Interest
Scouts. Ho
him In the
were put on part rations royalty supposedly was recently played in abyscout baseball Boy
before the
game
simno exception. It is well known that exceeding
camera, and played so awkwardly that his compli
to the boys in playing at all was emphasized.
plicity was the rule at Buckingham Palace, London. ment
Mr. McAdoo made a remarkable showing at San
Indeed, the menu for King George's family was Francisco.
man who gave GovHe was the
No special praise attached to those in ernor Cox a real run foronly
published.
his money. The others
l.
In
But the New Yorker,
were merely "also rans."
high places for setting an example
from the fall of the flag, was close up, and finished
It was felt to be only right.
a
second.
He
Governor Cox made a
and
stirring
Now comes word, that will surprise nobody, of horse
race of it.
food
regulathe
Hohenzollcrns
dodged
how the
We have to consider, however, that In that contions. The Berlin Tagelblatt quotes from a book, test Mr. McAdoo had the support of all but a fracThe departtion of the national administration.
Just published, concerning daily life in the palace ment
of Justice naturally gave Its support to Attorat Berlin. It seems that at the beginning of tre ney General Palmer.
All the other departments,
War the kaiser laid In great stores of provisions. with the treasury at their head, gave their voices
After the revolution in Germany the new officials for Mr. Wilson's
This, of course, can not be repeated. In 1924
were astonished to find not only the ordinary kitchthe national administration will be of republican
ens and pantries filled with food supplies, but large complexion.
Mr. McAdoo will have to look else"pull" 'and votes.
quantities stored in other apartments not commonly where for
His
He Is still strong In the money centers.
devoted to such uses. There were such quantities
of the treasury department met with
of fine wheat flour and other foodstuffs that after management
is
favor
in
there
not,
those
and
quarters;
approval
they had been used to provision a large number of as a rule, fickle. But he is not, as Governor Cox is,
He is rated there as a dry,
troops for two months a lot was left over for the strong in wet circles.
his appeal, to be successful, will have to be
hospitals of Berlin. There were tons of wheat, rye, and
adroit.
potato and pea flour, peas, white beans, rice, sugar,
oatmeal, tea, canned vegetables, marmalade, pre"REG'LAR FELLERS"
served meat and fruit.
The more the. world hears of the Hohenzollerns
ths mors it Is convinced that the German people
did the best Job in their history when they threw
the gratflng tyrants overboard.
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Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones it"
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1,200-poun-
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5c.
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purch,

board
ana room, garage. 63 South High.
FOH RENT Nicely furnished room with,
poarq. on west Fruit, phone 1472-GOOD HOME COOKING, sleeping porcu.
n iirrester.
room; no SICK.
FOH KENT Koorns with board, 50 a,
month. 603 South Arno, phone 1908-I- i.
FOH KENT Koom with
board. 614
North Sixth; quiet home. Phons la
house.
UK HE.NT

Hoom
ana ooaia, witti
board. 410
sleeping porch; first-claEast Central.
FOH HE NT Nicely furnished rooms Willi
rirst-cias- s
tabla board, phone 1327-Ill) South Arno.
MIRAMOiViES ON THE MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL, for tubecular persons.
Phone 2400-JJAMESON'S KANCH
ideal location tor
few reservations now
beaithseekers;
available. Phone 2238-OHAND

VIEW

HANCH

THE place to recuperate; modern accommodation.
Phone 2407-RFOH KENT
Kooin and sleeping porch,
with board for convalescents; gentle-me- n
only; private home. Phone 2148-FoK HENT Nice rooms with sleeping
porches with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, Hi South Broadway, phone
S2S.
VELIGHTFUL SLEEFINU POKCH and
bedroom, with board. In furnace-heate- d
home; reasonable; also table board.
1420 East Silver.
Phone 1422-A CLEAN, well furnished double-bedde- d
room, suitable for two business peopic,
board if desired; good English cooking.
Mrs. Jack Elliott,
'3
South Edith.
GOOD MOWS FOR HEAL.THSEEKERH
W will reduce our rates,
September
15, to too and (85 per month; modern
accommodations and first-claboard
with nurse service; make reservations
now. Casa de Cro, 613 West Gold.
THE ALAMOGOKDO
SANITARIUM
at
Alamofrordo.
New Mexi. nnw
room for twenty more patients.
Ideal
Close
to nature.
location.
Graduate
nurses. Rates 120 a week. For reserva
tions write immediately to the Manager
H. I Hoover, Sanitarium, Alamogordo,

h.

New

Mexico.

FOR"

HEAL.THSEEKEHS
Furnished
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
cold running water In each room, steam
board, tray service, call
hat, excellent
bells, large sun bath house; trained nurse
in attendance, prices reasonable. Casa,
de Cro. H09 and 613 West Oold.

SEWING MACHINES
SEWING MACHINES" "Feuaired
and
cleanedt narte and annnlua fnv all
all
work
makes;
a H.
guaranteed.
Mnreneaa. pnone 718. 420 West Lead.

W A NTED

House

WE WANT bouses to sell. If your price
Is right we will find s buyer for you:
results count and we get them. J. D.
Keleher. 211 West Gold
Phone 410.

LEGAL NOTICES
In the District Court. State of New
Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
No. 13.004.
Henry Huning, Plaintiff, vs. F. A'.
White, if living, and his Unknown Heirs, if he be dead; W.
S. Strickler, Trustee for Bank of
Andrew W. Anson,
Commerce;
and Sarah Anson, his Wife, E.
B. Swope. as Treasurer and Col- lector of Bernalillo County, New
Mexico, and all Unknown Persons who have or claim any
right, title or interest in the
Premises adverse to the plaintiff,
Defendants.
To the Above Named Defendants:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that the above named
plaintiff has filed suit in the abovenamed court and cause, the general nature of which action Is to
quiet the title of the plaintiff in
and to Lots Thirteen (13), Fourteen (14), Fifteen (15) and Sixteen
(16), in Block lettered "N" of the
Mandell Business and Residence
addition to the city ot Albuquer
que, to forever bar and estop vou
and each of you from having or
claiming any title or interest therein adverse to the title of the plaint
iff, and to declare paid and satis- fled a deed of trust from Herman
Bernstein and wife to W. S. Strickler, as trustee for the Bank of
Commerce, dated June 7, 1892, and
recorded In Book No. 3, page 809
of the records ot Bernalillo county.
and to have declared paid and sat
isfied a certain deed of trust from
the Albuquerque Real Estate and
Improvement company, a corporation, to W. S. Strickler, trustee for
the Bank ot Commerce, dated June
23, 1893, and recorded in Book 6,
MnrtfrofrA nnoA S7ft if t o ricnrH.
of Bernalillo county. New Mexico,
and to have declared paid and satisfied and released the record of a
certain tax sale made on the 8th
day of June. 1896, for the taxes of
1893 and 1894 upon said real estate
to F. A. White, and to remove and
cancel the record of said deeds of
trust and tax sales as clouds upon
the title ot the plaintiff to said
real estate.
And you end each of you are
hereby notified that unless you
enter your appearance in said
cause on or before the 24th day of
October, 1921, Judgment will be
rendered against you by default.
The names of the attorneys for the
plaintiff are Slmms & Botts. whose
office and postofflce address is Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court on this the 8th day of
September, A. D. 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk.
F. LEE, Deputy.
HARRY
By
In the island of Jersey It is unlawful for a married woman to
start a bank account without obtaining her husband's Permission
in writing.
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with Board

t

New York, Sept. 22. Liberty FOR HUNT Furnished room and
nonas closed:
218
West Gold.
188.78; tlrst 4s,
second 4s. $89.38;
$89.48;
first EOK KE.NX bleeping porcn anu
4
1207
second
East
Central
$89.50;
$89.48;
'is,
third
$93.34; fourth 4 Us, TABLE liUAKO All
$89.62; Victory
$99.22; VicWt Fruit. Phone 147S-$99.24.
tory
FOIl KENT Room unj sleeping
with board. 163H Eatt Central.
NEW YORK MONEY.
FOH KENT Sleeping- porch with

old-tim-

1

i,

(By The Associate. 1'reee)
New York, Sept. 22. Using tho

LIBERTY BONDS.

4s,
4s,

ii- -C

THE MARKETS

lower rediscount rate of the federal
BETTER DAYS.
up of yarbs as bitter as any yarbs reserve bank as a lever, bullish in
can be. But science Is a dandy, terests dominated the stock market
When young I worried under the its triumphs never stop; our pills today. Their operations met with a
ills that children know; my colic are nnw like candy, our bitters fair measure of success, although
like pop. They used to hold stubbornly opposed at times
was a wonder, I had nino mumps tasto
by the
our noses and pry our Jaws apart, snorts.
or so. Then grandma mado me to
denoxious
doses
down
pour
Early advances of one to three
swallow a stoup of castor oil; and signed to break the heart. The
New York. Sept. 22. Prime merpoints among the usual favorites
e
life seemed vain and hollow, a
methods savored of mar- comprising
to 6 per cent;
the rails. Industrials cantile paper, 6
tears
of
and
sickour
toil.
now
the
If
but
at
stake,
tyrs
thing
special Issues were cancelled at exchange firm; sterling demand,
ness was disaster, the remedy was dope is flavored like icing on a and
mid-da- y
by bear drives, but a vig- $3.73; cables, $3.73.
worse; tlio taste of oil of castor cake. And thus the world grows orous rebound
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
at the
best
long weeks could not disperse. brighter in big and little ways, our quotations accompanied day's
the active 90 days, 5
per cent; six months,
Then all our pills and potions re- burdens all grow lighter, and sun finish.
5
per cent.
fused to wear disguise, and they nier our days. My heart Is light
Mexican Petroleum was the pivot
Call money Firm. High, low,
stirred up emotions this age can't and tuneful, and full of glee I am, around
which the day's business ruling rate, offered at and last loan,
realize. Then every ailing critter as I consume a spoonful of dope
5
revolved.
After
mainly
per cent; closing bid, 4
per
registering
was doomed to drink a tea made that tastes like Jam.
advance and a 2 9i- - cent; call loans against acceptpolnt decline, the stock closed at a ances, 4 14 to 4
per cent.
Affiliated
points.
gain of ZlA
stocks were virtually unchanged
NEW YORK MJETALS.
but net advances of one to 3
New York. Sept. 22. Copperpoints were made by Baldwin and
Crucible and United States Steels, Steady.
Electrolytic, spot and
Reading and Northern Pacific and nearby,
later,
Pacific. United States
Tin Steady.
Increase the trade of the adver- Southern
DEFACING NATURE.
Spot and nearby,
Rubber, Allied Chemical, Famous $36.75; futures, $27.25.
tiser.
Albuquerque, N. M.,
unclassIron Steady.
Players and various other
No. 2 southern,
Many business houses In
Sept. 10, 1921.
rofuse to go in for this ified iesues.
Editor Morning Journal.
Weakness of several secondary jl.uoe20.oo.
Dear sir: ThrouKli your col kind of vandalism. Through the
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.65,
these specialties, such as United States
umns I beg leave to protcV against Chamber of Commerce
Zinc Quiet. East St". Louis spot,
the further defacing of Tijeras merchants could do much to dis- Food Products, which established $4.204.25.
so
new
further
record
As
and
low
a
a
useless
courage
practice, by
canyon by advertising signs.
Antimony Spot, $4.60,
far as national forest land Is con- pointing out Its futility as adver- omission of the dividend on AmerForeign bar silver 68 c.
preChemical
Mexican dollars 63 c.
cerned, such signs aro destroyed tising and by asserting the right ican Agricultural
anor
to
freedom from
ferred directed renewed attention
removed of the public
by the forest service
at the expense of the owner. Un- noyance by these hideous defile- to the doubtful financial status of
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
relatively obscure companies. Sales,
fortunately, however, there Is the ments of the landscape.
New Mexico has many fine 575,000 shares.
question of signs on private land.
Chicago, Sept. 22. Butter Mar.
those scenic drives; must their attraction
These
Contrary to expectations, tne re ket higher. Creamery extras, 43c;
especially
signs
exerted
reserve
the
rate
for
be
on
boulders
federal
and
the
duced
many
destroyed by
ledges
painted
standards, 38c; firsts, 33Vi41c;
probably have no advertising value pointless selfishness of the few? no Influence over the open money seconds, 30 32c.
market. Time quotations were un
Very truly yours,
whatever; on the contrary thpy
Re
Eggs Market unchanged.
WARD SHEPARD,
arouse the disgust of most people
altered and call loans remained ceipts
8,779 cases.
Forest Superivsor.
fixed at 6 per cent, against yesterand probably decrease rather than
Poultry Alive, firm. Fowls, 19
day's high low of 6 5 and VA 026c; springs, 22c.
cent.
per
Potatoes
Market stronger. Re
pointing one paw at the lemonade.
Except tne Italian rate, wnicn
69 cars. Total U. S. ship
"That's for me to drink," ex- eased slightly, substantial improve- ceipts
763; Minnesota Red river
"But it ment was shown by all Important ments, $2.65
plained Uncle Wiggily.
2.65 cwt.; Wisconsin
Ohlos,
Isn't ready yet. I have to put In foreign exchanges.
Sterling was white, $2.60 2.60 cwt.; Maine cob
cents over the week s low ana blers, $2.56 2.65 cwt.;
Idaho
"Hold on!" growled tho Wolf. French, Belgian and Dutch bills
to gained 10 to 18 points. Bar silver's white. $2.502.60 cwt.; Minnesota
are
know
what
"I
going
you
B.
Garte
Howard
By
land Ohlos, $1.90 2.35 cwt.
say. You mean you have to put further rise again strengthened Far sand
your tongue In and taste it and Eastern exchanges, the Shanghai
McClure
1921,
LIVESTOCK
by
MARKETS.
Copyright.
then drink It all up! But you'll rate rising 2 cents.
Newspaper Syndicate.
do nothing of the kind! I'll drink
Domestic rails ana some promi
Livestock.
Watch
Chlcago
lemonade!
me!"
that
nent industrials and utilities fig
UNCLE WIGGILY'S LEMONADE.
Chicago, Sept. 22. Gattle Re
With that he took up the bowl ured In the enlarged dealings in
9,000,
Beef steers strong to
It to his mouth.
raised
and
bond market. Liberty ana ceipts
the
"Kor-choKer-snl!
25c
cried
higher, corn fod advancing
"Stop! Hold on! Walt!"
Victory Issues also made additional
zio!"
most.
Isn't
"There
Uncle
Top
was
yearlings. $10.75; best
Wiggily.
gains, but the foreign division
bulk all
That's the way Uncle Wiggily any "
heavy steers, $9.25;
Total
featureless.
aiue,
par
saies,
$6.25
sounded one day as he hopped
8.00;
"There Isn't any use of you try- aggregated $15,800,000.
weights,
can-necanners
best
hollow
steady;
strong,
around the
stump
ing to stop me, if that's what youClosing prices:
$2.75
3.00; bulk fat cows and
2" it
mean," laughed the Wolf, begin- American
Can
heifers, $4.006.50; bulls strong;
"My gracious! You are catching
American Smelting & Rcf'g.. 36
bulk bolognas. $4.15 4.35 ; calves
cold!" exclaimed Nurse Jane FuzAmerican Sumatra Tobacco.. 42
to lower; stockers and feeders
slow
107 H
zy Wuzzy.
American Tel. & Tel
dull.
'1 m
not
sneezed
,4
American Zinc
"
Market
Hogs Receipts 25,000.
tho bunny.
Anaconda Copper
o
active, better grades lOo to 20c
es you are,
Why, the Idea!
Atchison .
to
15c lower
38
lower, others steady
too!" Insisted tho muskrat lndy
Baltimore & Ohio
than yesterdays average.
64
Top,
housekeeper.
Bethlehem Steel "B"
butchbulk
and
$8.30;
I don't men 1 m not ratr li;n4
light
lights
Canadian Pacifip
'Hn
bulk
ers,
Uncle
packing
answered
Vln;;!iy.
It,"
$8.008.25;
Central Leather
55 Yi sows. $6.606.85; pigs steady, bulk
What I was going to ray was I'm
Chesapeake & Ohio
desirable $7.25 7.50.
26
not CATCHING It tho cold liar
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Oh
I
23
and
Sheep Receipts 18.000. "Westalready caught me,
Chlno Copper
ern fat lambs 25c lower; fat sheep
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
native lambs and feeders steady.
63
'Some hot lemonade is what yon
Crucible Steel
8J
Top native lambs early, $8.75; bulk,
want," declared Nurse Jane. I II
Cuba Cane Sugar
culls mostly $5.00
make you a big bowl of hot lemHY $8.008.20;
Erie
6.26; western, $8.75; top fat ewes,
76
onade, and after you drink it get
Great Northern pfd
33
$4.60;
Into bed and your cold wfll be but
early sales feeder lambs,
Inspiration Copper
44
$7.25; top late yesterday, $7.40.
ter in the morning."
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
20
"Doand't call id by gold," sidly
Kennecott Copper
said Uncle Wiggily, snrt of talk103
Kansas City Livestock.
Mexican Petroleum
20
Kansas City, Sept. 22. Cattle
ing through his nose like an eleMissouri Pacific
"Aker-cho- o
I
Id.
73
Any
phant. "I doand't wandt
Receipts 7,500. Fed steers steady
New York Central
to strong. Steers, S7.259.25; other
body that wantlts Id gan had id."
Northern Pacific
You poor thing!" spoke kind
39
kind steady to weak; grassers, $4.75
"I shall drink all of Pennsylvania
to
drink.
ning
Nurse Jane. "I'll make you the this
6.25; heavy calves weak with low
wow! Ray Consolidated Copper.... 12
er
ah
splutter
once.
72
lemonado at
time of Wednesday;
most sales,
Gazoo!
Whiff!
Zump! Oh, my Reading
51
The muskrat lady set out the mouth! My tongue!
$4.505.50; all other classes gen-on
My teeth!" Republic Iron & Steel
She put the howled tho bad
19
lemons and sugar.
&
undertone
Oil
erally steady;
strong
Refining
chap, and then, Sinclair
78
water on to boil in tho teakettle,
canners and cutters; cows, $3.60
his face all puckered up like Southern pacific
20
and while it was getting hot she with
4.75:
canners
heifers,
Southern
In,
$4.006.25;
air
Railway
without
a
balloon
any
toy
1
squeezed out the lemon juice.
mostly $2.25 2.75; good cutters,
ran the unpleasant creature. Studebaker Corporation
Just then the teleliono rang and away
35
culls
mostly $3.50
$3.253.50;
had waited a minute I Texas Company
Uncle Wiggily, listening to Nurse was"If you to
68
best vealers. $9.6010.00;
4.00;
was no su- Tobacco Products
there
say
going
her
say:
Jane's answer, heard
d
stockers, $4.60 5.60;
gar In that lemonade!" laughed Union Pacific
78
"Why, I'm sorry, Mrs. Twisty-tal- l, Undo Wiggily. "But I guess he United States Steel
feeders, $6.75; other sales. $5.25
but I can't come over now. knows it now!" and the bunny Utah Copper
49
6.00.
Uncle Wiggily has a bad cold and chuckled to himself.
Hogs Receipts 2,500. Market
I'm doctoring him with hot lemThen ho made more lemonade, CIIICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. active, mostly lOo to 15 lower than
onade."
In plenty of sugar and aftyesterday's average; few lighter
"What did the pig lady want?" putting
ho drank it his cold was better.
Chicago, Sept. 22. Something of weights fully 25c lower. Good and
asked Uncle Wiggily, as MIfs Fuz- er
business
choice 190 to
helped
to
head
export
in
weights,
revival
So if the footstool gets
the
a
zy Wuzzy came back and started of tho spelling class by sliding to give wheat prices an upward $7.908.00;
choice
to finish making his hot drink.
the cellar door, I'll tell you turn today. Tne marnei Ciuwith weights, $7.607.75; bulk of sales,
'Oh. she wanted me to eome down about
$7.25(1?! 8.00; top, $8.00;
Uncle Wiggily and the firm, 1c to lHc net higher,
packing
over and show her how tn make a next
to $1.26 and sows mostly 25c lower; stock pigs
December $1.25
Mr. Twistytail nut candy.
corncob pudding.
Corn
25c
to
to
best
$8.60.
$1.29
lower;
steady
$1.29.
May
Is very fond of them, and though
c and oats a shade
Few
1,000.
Sheep Receipts
gained Vt c to
his wife can fry corncob and boil EL PASO HIGH GRID
c. In provisions the outcome sales sheep and native lambs fully
to
to
adthem, she doesn't know how
7o
to
decline
12c
native
Best
from
ewes,
$4.50;
steady.
varied
TEAM PLAYS PHOENIX
make them into a pudding," Nurse
vance.
Iambs, $7.25; best western held at
Jane answered.
downward $8.50.
a
had
wheat
DAY
first
At
ARMISTICE
ON
"Then you go right over and
evidence
to
slant, owing largely
show her," advised Uncle Wlegily.
Denver Livestock.
that there was no present strin(By The Associated Tress.)
"Tut! Tut! That's all right," he
exDenver, Sept. 22. Cattle Regency of supplies, even thoughcome
went on as he saw Nttrso Jane go22.
El
Thocnix,
Ariz., Sept.
1,400. Market dull, dragging,
haustion of stocks might
ing to say sho wouldn't do any- Paso high school's football team later. Bearish sentiment, however, ceipts
to lower. Beef steers. $4.60
thing of the sort. "I can makein will play the Phoenix Union high lost its hold when word passed that steady
cows and heifers, $3.50
6.00;
my own lemonade. I'll he snug
400,000
taken
$5.00
had
5.00;
9.50;
calves.
bulls,
Interests
school team here Armistice day. export
bed when you eome back.
to
be $2.00 3.00; stockers and feeders,
wheat
"All right, I'll go then," agreed November 11, according to an an- bushels of hard winter
of
Gulf
the
$4.006.E0.
by way of
the muskrat lady. "All you'll have nouncement tonight by Joe Doran, shipped
Mexico. Other sales to .Europe
Hogs Receipts 700. Market 18c
to do will be to pour the hot water athletic director
of the local were
to
the
25o lower.
but
quantities
noted
Top, $8.60; bulk,
later,
on the lemon Juice and put In the school. Arrangements have been
Meanwhile
crop $6.008.40.
sugar. Bo sure not to forget the completed, he said, for annual were withheld.
norththe
advices from
Sheep Receipts $,700. Market
sugar," sho added, "for hot lem games between the two schools, al- damage
west counted somewhat as a bull- weak to 25c lower. Lambs. $6.25
onade is very, very, very sour."
between the two cities. ish factor, gossip being current
ternating
feeder
3.76;
7.60; ewes, $2.00
"Ill remember the sugar," The game will probably be played that as a result of two weeks rain lambs,
$5.2505.75
promised Uncle Wiggily, and out at the state fair grounds.
been
had
a large amount of wheat
went Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy to help
WHITE TO FIGHT WARD.
rendered unfit for milling. Belief
The rabbit gen- COULD HARDLY
Mrs. Twistytail.
STRAIGHTEN
Denver, Colo., Sept. 22. Bobby
In some quarters that a rally was
tleman had Just poured the hot
DP
overdue, tended also to stimulate Ward, St. Paul lightweight, has
water on the lemon Juice In the
the kidneys are overwork- the upward swing ot values, es- been signed to fight Charley White,
bowl and was going to put In the ed When
of Chicago, In a
to
or
disordered
throw
and
fall
at the finish.
fight to
sugar when, all of a sudden, the out waste matter from the system. pecially
Corn rose With wheat and In con. a decision here September 30, lobungalow door opened.
sequence of crop damage reporte cal promoters announced today.
Back so soon, Nurse It causes aches, pains, lame back,
"What!
swollen ankles, sore Joints, dizzi- from Iowa. Oats followed corn. White is now In Colorado Springs
Jane?" asked the bunny.
to
W.
but will return
etc.
J.
immediately
Provisions averaged lower, reflect"I'm not Nurse Jane!" growled ness, floating specks,
hog market. The train for the bout, It was said.
a voice. And there stood the old Seabock, Chester, Pa., writes: "My ing decline tn the were
sellers of Ward Is expected to arrive next
kidneys and back hurt me so when smaller packers
Woozle Wolf.
Monday.
got out of bed In the morning I nearby deliveries of lard.
"Oh, dear!" sighed the bunny Icould
Had
"
hardly straighten up.
Closing prices:
gentleman.
May,
to
before
small
of
rub
the
back
T
In the Island of Rhodes honey Is
Wheat
Dec,
my
$1.25;
"Oh, how do you do?
forgot I could walk. I could
'
still a factor in the marriage rites.
hardly but- $129.
to say that!" snarled tho Wolf.
52
c: May,
After the wedding the husband
Corn Dec,
"I didn't say how do you do!" I ton my shoes. I haven't felt the
Oats Dec, 37c; May, 41c. dips his fingers In honey and traces
!'
I have a cold!" soreness since I took Foley Kidney
said
a cross over the doorway of his
$18.60.
Sold
Pills.
Pork
everywhere.
Sept.,
explained Uncle Wiggily.
Lard Oct., $11.02;- Jan., $9.52. home before the bride enters.
"I's all the same," laughed the
Meanwhile the spectators cry out
Ribs Oct., $7.70; Jan.. $8.22.
No two finger nails on our hands
"Nice and snug you
bad chap.
to the lady, "Be always good and
are here," he went on as he saw grow at the same rate. The nail
sweet as Is this honey."
NEW YORK COTTON.
the steaming bowl of lemonado on on the middle finger grows faster
the table. "Very nirn and snug! than any other, while the thumb
fuJournal Want Ads bring results.
New York, Sept. 22. Cotton
What might that bo?" he asked, nail Is ot slowest growth.
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By WALT MASON.

mijK:

AGAINST SHACKLING THE CONFERENCE.
suggestion of subThe American government'
before the limitacome
which
may
properly
jects
tion of armaments conference Is consistent with Its
objection to preliminary discussions which might
have the effect of preventing a free exchange of
The tentative list submitted
Ideas at Washington.
to foreign governments that have accepted Invitations to participate In the conference "is confined
to a grouping of broad questions of policy without
any attempt to speculate as to what particular cases
may arise under them." Instead of limiting, this
will permit expansion of the field of discussion. It
should appeal strongly to governments sincerely concerned for amicable settlement ot every possible
point of difference, for acceptance of it will commit none to a course of action contrary to Its Interests.
Were a rigid program adopted In advance the i
conference might find itself soon after Its assemcondition. I
bling confronted by an Insurmountable

RIPPLING RHYMES

tures closed weak and irregular,
Oct., 19.63; Dec, 20.02; Jan., 20.00;
Marcb, 19.97; May. 19.65.

"
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A GOOD BRICK HOUSE.
Six largo rooms, modern; small
basement; three good porches;
garage; full sired lots. This
property Is located Just two
blocks
from Central avenue;
jloso In In the hishlands, and
can be bought right for a quick
sale. This place will make a
dandy home or can be made Into
two apartments, with very little
expense.

VS

'

(

ME- -

t COMIJIWlTH

the International New. Servioe.
U 8. Patent Office.

j

'OUrfE

THAT IM

-

'S.

LUAI-&-

k.

TO

K.

.

.

j.

,

-

$1050.00

$5,-00-

RANCHES. ,
We have some very i'ine ranches
close In, located close to good
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If In tho market for a ?ood ranch, elthei
large or small, lot us show you
what we have.
FOU RENT.
Highlands.
house, hot water heat,
completely furnished. . .$85.00
$45.00
$40.00
$32.00
$27.00

rw

lit

$70.00

WANTED
on good first mortgage.

$3,000

Tell jis what you want
have It,
,

we may

'

D.T.KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE.

"SHELLEY

Phone

72S--

J.

FOR

Third.

SALE

Phont

11 J S. Second.

354--

Miscellaneous

DO YOU WANT AN

INVESTMENT.
modern house with
two sleeping porches, large basement, steam heat, corner lot.
Owner is living m house and is
over
$100.00
receiving
per
month in rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
12 per cent on your investment.
A. L. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phone 156.
Seven-roo-

SEE THESE TODAY!!!!!!!!!!!!
An Al home, Fourth
$7,600.00
ward, paved street, fine neighborhood.
$S,B00.00
Fourth ward, one of
the best In the city.
New pressed brick
$7,000.00
in Highlands. If you are
thinking of buying a home, we
have them.
FRANKLIN & CO.,
Third and Gold.
Phone 6S7.

THIS BEAUTIFUL LOT

& CO.

BUYING

with 175x142 ft. of ground. ThU
place is well located in the Fourth
Ward and has lawn, Bhrubbery
fruit trees and lots of outbuildings
on lot. If you are in the market
for a nice home it will pay you to
see this before buying.
GUTHRIDGE & BELL
314 West Gold Ave
Phone 102S

SELLS 'EM"

J.

A

BARGAIN

uuitn.

rl.nt
copper.
in

Furnished room.

616

West

Mcdonald

&

worshasi.

We have been requested by the
owner to push the lale of this
modern home. This
means we want an offer. Don't
overlook this opportunity. Splendid location, south front, large
grounds and plenty of porches.
Let us show you, then make your
offer.

J,

BARBER-MAITLAN-

D

LIFETIME HOME

A

Pressed brick, cement basement
and walks, six rooms, bath, hall
and porch, new and
t,
on
corner lot in good locality. For
price and terms see
J. A. HAMMOND.
824 E, Sliver.
Phone 1522-R- .
well-buil-

Improved

D, KELEHER
Phono 4 iff.

City

Property

ATTRACTIVE OFFERINGS
Submitted for Your Prompt
Acceptance By

Beautiful 8 Room Home

Just Listed

"

Two living rooms, dining room,
kitchen pantry.
refrigerator
room,
gnu,
eto.
fireplace,
Screened
back porch,
large
screened front porch, Large reception hall, Htairway to second floor; four large bedrooms
canyassed slpeping porch; bath:
all kinds of closets all thru
whole1 house; steam heat; Base-mehas cement floor, drain
triple laundry tubs, toilet, workroom, etc.
Sidewalks, lawn, garage, 71
feet frontage on paved street
located in tho City's very best
residential section.
If you are looking for a good
buy In a large home and finest
location better call at once foi
it wont last long.
-

CO,,

Finishing a new bungalow each
week until December.
Oak
floors throughout, built-i- n
features, glassed sleeping porches;
all brick houses; Ideal location,
prices right; terms arranged.

Pond & Michener,

NEW BUNGALOWS

117 West Gold.
Close In five-roo-

Modern 3 rooms and porches 2
way between city and university
2 blocks from street car
line at,
Bargain Prices. If you want s
nice small home get us show
you them.
W. K. HtcKITXION
206 West Gold

glassed-i-

n

porch

Phono B07.
house with

on South Sixtn

street. Every modern built-i- n
device to make this home attractive and comfortable. Price
is $5,2C0 and can be had on
terms.
Very modern
mission
style home,
breakfast
room, double garage, ar.d twe
lots. Only $4.00')
with easy
terms. Located in Highlands.
five-roo-

fire-plac- e,

SAYI
Have you been watching the
UNIVERSITY
GROW this summer. Well there
is a reason, just ask any one
who lives up there. New homes
are started almost every day.
So now is the time to buy your
lots as they will never be any
cheaper, ..nd the choice loca
tions go to those who buy first.
Lots $10.00 down and $10.00
per month.
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
AND
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to show
you

HEIGHTS

LOAN

real estate,. Phone
address

1576-J-

.

or

"W." Care Jonrruil.

FOR SALE
A

LB

UOOD

& Co,

Second Street 8t Gold Avenue
Phono 640

WANTED,

$1800, $2,000 and $4,000. Will
pay 10 per cent, first mortgage

poK

Leverett-Za- pf

aunn, rnone

Houses
brick

house,

WANTED LOANS
,,500. Good real
estate security.
J. I). KELEHKR,
211 West Gold.

Of $2,000 and

on

Z401-R-

FORD touring car and tiiii
bcme
leavln
'ty. Phone

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

US
FOR SALE Modern furnished bunaalow.
garage; corner lot. Owner, 1124 South
Walter.
FOR SALE
Resldencs, 711 worth Four-teent- h
street; nice location.
Inqulr
within.
FOR SALE By owner.
house,
a-- I
condition; modern; good location,
""""i easy terms. 1 Forrester.
FOR SALE Five-roocement bunga- vt. iinmjr moaern; lot to by loo;
garages; cash or time. 1439 West

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Rooms li, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building,
FOR
Mans bicycle cheap.
& Co,
Phono 1153-South Edith.
BARBER-MAITLAND
REALTORS.
FOR RENT Dwellings
CO.,
PHTHIC1ASS AND BCKUBONR.
FOR BALK bet double trarnes. at Bell a
GENERAL AGENTS.
Bouth Arno.
I. (very Barn.
DR. 8. L. BI KTO.N,
118 S. 4th 8t.
HELP WANTED
Phone 744.
FOR RENT Furnished
brick FOR RENT
Second Street and Gold Avenue.
Furnished rooms.
Diseases of toe Stomach.,
FOR BALE Male pup, two months old.
house.
"Let Ua Show Tou."
' South Walter,
Phone 2272-Phone CIO.
Suite. 9 Burnett Building.
phone 167-- J.
j
Male.
Phone 1918-FOR KENT 8 room house furnlshod, FOR RENT Three furnished
UK. 8. C. CLAHKE.
WANTED Shoemaker, at 406
West
tOR BALE Thresnlng machine, 1 7 e
modern. 1100 South Walter.
modern. 1011 North First.
Eye, Knr, Noso and Throat.
Central.
P. O. Bo 413, City.
FOR RENT Furnished house In high- FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
Barnett Building.
Phone !3.
WANTED Tailor for buehelman work.
FOR
RENT
TRY BUDUJ ll MILK.
BEST IN TOWN
rooms and sleeping porch,
two
lands;
Apartment
Office Uours
AUTOMOBILES.
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
Phone 3413-RApply Meyer & Meyer.
Phone 1451-a. m , and I to I p. m.
to
H
t
PoirTtENTFunTEh
un Kii.NT Large room with sleeping WANTED Messenger boy with wheel,
FOR SALE Chummy roadster, cheap.
FOR BALE Water motoi.. inquire at FOR
DR. MAHtiAltliT CAKTrY RIGHT,
ments. zio North seventh.
eotiage with
yrun. an ixortBj waiter.
Phons 1471-J- .
V
The Economist.
FOR SALE Four-room- "
Morning Journal office.
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. 814 FOR RENT
moaern frame Offic Oram Bldg.. Room Id. Phone E7I
FOR
Two
RENT
617
South
apartments.
Furnished
FOR SALE Two Ford front wheels. Call
room, gentleman WANTED Errand boy, over school age,
house; best condition; good location;
REAL : 1EXICAN enchilada, lira, Born-21- 8 East Santa Fe.
Residence 1123 rZast Central.
tiroaoway.
preterrco. 413 North Fourth.
614 East Rapta Fe.
Fourth ward.
must have bicycle. Kistler-CollltlAdrir.. J. J. a., care
bach
Co.
H Went Silver.
Phone j71.
v. FOR RENT Leverett-Zap- f
i. Co. give FOR
RLN T Well furnished clean apart- UL'ICK for
ioH
J'i'irial.
RENT
furnished
to
Neatly
attention
Second
at
rooms,
START
rentals.
NOW.
or
Jb'OU
smaller
trade
special
sale,
SALE Second-han- d
for
Young Mens Christian
wagona and
men's atsui south rcrmn.
ovt otium seconq, pnone 1480-car. 114 North Edith.
and Cold, phone 640.
FOR KA'.E Ownor leaving town;
Association Auto Ropalr School. Los
W.
M.
M, D.
light rigs, cheap. 1202 North Arno.
SHERIDAN,
g,cr
FOR RENT Furnished
i itMtSlJEU
heated apart FOR SALE Ford
hOUae:
rooms; hot water heat; i
Angeles.
RENT Furnished
nnrh..,
cottagu
touring car, A-- l con
FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
Practlco Limited to
barrels, new FOR
no children.
close in. 133 North Fifth.
ment,
414
sick;
. Phone 2185-West
basement;
710
silver
or
dltlon.
with
WANTED
newly
North
Second.
decorated;
Bleeping
A
lot GENITO - U R I N U Y
lock and gunsmith; good
porch.
12.60 each.
Southwestern Junk Co,
PI SEASES,
6xl2. Apply 714 South Arno.garage:
RENT Small furnished apartment. FOR SALE 1911
u
call 1203 East Copper.
Usu- i- furnished room, furnace
position for ths right man. Write FOR
Paige, first class con ton SALE
FOR SALE 8.000 cement brick and
AM) DISEASES OF THE SKIN
1215 West Roman. Inquire Apartment
T. Johnson. Ill North Fourth. Al- neat; no sick. 807 Bouth Walter.
By owner, five-rooHarry
FOR RENT Four-roofurSee
dltlon.
at
American
frame
cottage,
Waascrrnao
101
6.000
adobes.
Garage.
la
Olrard,
Laboratory
Connection,
phone
nished, In Highlands. A. B. Mllner, FOR RENT Furnielieo, room and klicii. buquerque, N. M.
8310-FOR SALE
6
Bulck" touring car' ohlna closet, "replace, built-i- n bookcase Citizens Rank Mile.
Phone 888.
2
313
lawn and trees; Third ward.
West Central ave.
enette. 1724 West Central. Phone tit I WILL conduct all liuase furniture FOR RENT Modern apartment;
three
flrst-olaa- a
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co. c inillW mug- - w.
FOR SALE One
Moore's hot blast
rooms,
furnished.
sales at AUCTION, for a 6 per cent
completely
Inquire cny.
RENT Three room furnished modtUU KENT Three furnished
CHIROPRACTORS
house- heater; good as new; reasonable. 1616 FOR
sou feast (Joai.
SALE
C. W. SUTHERLAND, CITY
ern house, two glassed in sleeping
By owner, moders) eight' iTJYaNrw'"unru"'J"lJ"u"Lru"'J"u
Bouth Edith.
Keeping rooms, in the rear 1 North commission.
run bale stripped Studebaker with FOR
ruum nouae, t ourtn ward;
AUCTIONEER, phone 219 at 61S
608
West FOR RENT Nice furnisned two-rooEast .Pacific.
Phone f ourtn.
a
porches.
buy
good
light truck body; will trade. Phone for home or Investment;
FOR BALEy-Hamlltplayer piano and
Central avenue.
Chiropractor,
with sleeping porcb and
apartment,
priced right;
- ,,m.
Kbit front room, suitable for WANTED Young man ft peesible with oatn.
It and 20 Armijo Building.
thirty rolls; also one tool box, complete. FOR RENT Furnished- - 3 room modern puk
luc, rorresier.
jio Boutn Walter.
one or two gentlemen.
115
Phone 1441-OR
FOR
sou'h
SALE
TRADE
Ford
speedstor FOR SALE Five-roosome poultry and city delivery ex AT THE WASHINGTON
1002 West Cen
cottage with two screened porches at ftroona.
house, modern, M. H. KNOE, D. C,
in line
817
condition.
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and 6
Phon Connections.
Chiropractor.
8 South Arno.
giassea sieeninx noreh.
perience; one who wants steady Job pretral, small apartment, furnished. Call noutn Arno. mecnanical
Inquire at 1006 South FOR RENT Two front rooms for
with gang plows. Hardware Depart' Edith.
.
Uooira 13 and
light ferred. Call at 917 South Arno. Albu at apartment No. 1.
porches,
and
garage
owner leaving 209 West Centre!.
lawn;
ment J. Korber & Co.
r
621
housekeeping; no children.. 808 West querque Poultry Co.
urt
East Central.
oiusmobiie roadstor, run city.
balk
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
FOW RENT Modern three, four, five and Silver.
W
550 miles.
M
ANTED
At
a
Mor
only
at
iscellaneou.
FOR SALE Six foot show case. 820.00.
bargain
FOR
A
long-terSALE
WANTED
rooms and bath. 401 South seventh, row Auto Co.
farm tenant for
frnma roinnJ'
housrs and apartments; some
600-acRemington typewriter, good condition. furnished. W. H, McMillion, 206 West FOR RENT Modern sleeping room, adfarm and grazing land. In ex phone 1644-- J.
sleeping porch, furnished; A- -l repair; WANTED Lady's
b
must
bicycle:
FOHD
208 i4
til). 00. 312 West Silver.
Drive It yourself. 200 South "
North Second. cellent mountain valley 24 miles from
joining bath.
Gold.
per
month; price reasonable. Phono 8.10-FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
Broadway, phono 1073-BUY TOUR UUN
driver's li- reasonable. 1224 South High,
before the season FOR RENT Furnished modern four-roo- m Averlll Apartments.
corner lot. WANTED
Albuquerque; good opportunity for catao
3104
rooms;
adults.
cense
and
to
modern;
sick;
tak
Washing
Ironing
required.
opens; fifty shotguns and rifles to
UR SALE
At
wonderful
house, sleeping porch and bath, FOR RENT Room, nicely furnished; no tle; would consider desirable convalescent North Second.
home. 1314 South Walter,
phon
SALE-So- me
select from. 116 West Gold.
Havs you $5,800 cash. for ...nil,.
extra goo usoa cars.
7 sen
2V3-W- .
sick; gentleman preferred. 406 North f a capable orchard man; would also
parage. University Heights. Inquire 224
192U-FOR
RENT
terms.
desirable
modern
Arno,
Mcintosh
easy
Very
0I
Auto
BALE
flat,
all
phone
rent
FOR
home;
close'
partly
of
Co,
two good houses on land.
either
Everbearing
strawberry South Edith.
conveniences;
.n;
WANTED
clocks
and
West
Watches,
no terms. Address J. A., care .tonm.i
front suitable for office.
Jswelry
Centra).
plants, 1 per hundred. J. M. Easter, FOR RENT Two houses, four and five SLEEPING ROOM with use of bath; em Address H. B. Hammond, giving refer 518furnished,
to repair, 117 South First, nhon 917-- J.
West Central.
Boulevard road, Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE 1821 Hudson sport model.
ployed gentleman
Phone ences and experience, Box CD 8, Albun
rooms. In highlands, 835. Phone, water
preferred.
new
Brassfleld, the Watch Man.
FOR
RENT
Two
714 East Coal.
for
turnistied
wortn
12.300.
looms
11.850.
M.
sell
for
will
modern
FOR SALE Fresh buturmilk and cm and electric lights tree. 1608 South Elm, ir,24-querque, N,
pressed brick home? om..
Party to live on and car fo
light housekeeping; adults; no sick Phone 490-FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
lots; hardwood floors throughout: bullft WANTED
tags cheese; alsojreah milk In gallon phone 2129-724 South 8ecnd.
small ranch; no rent. Irraulr L. DU- female
lots. Swayne s Dairy. Phone 1915-FOR SALE StudebaKer Six, 1917 Model. In features; furnacs, gas, lawn and
HOUSES FOR RENT List your vacunt
porch furnished for light housekeepfruit
Ilngham, Bernalillo, -- N. M.
WANTED- - Good family couk.
first class running condition, rood trees; terms; owner.
Phone FOR RENT APARTMENT Two rooms
We
21 West
FOR BALE One mattress (double), used
houses with us for rent
give ing. 60J 2 East Central.
Sliver
1049-WELDING AND CUTTING of, metals;
and sleeping porch, furnished or un- tires. 1550.00, or will take good Ford In
4 FOR RENT Room, furnished or unonly few weeks and not by sick. Steel them special attention. Leverett-Zap- f
UWNLR,
also welders'
modern hnnu In
and carbld for
2128-payment, phone 2407RS.
frame reclining chair. 1801 East pen' Co., phone 640.
furnished .Cally714H
West Central, WANTED American glri for general furnished, phone
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- sale, N, M, Steel supplies
Co., Inc.,' phone 1947-housework. Qoed home for right per FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchen
FOR SALE 1920 Model 490 Chevrolet place, large
trai.
two artornoons, phone 2139-screened
nnmhaB
FOR RENT Two-roocottatfe,
MAX
BARGAIN
son.
STOHB, at Hi South,
ett and glaased-l- n sleeping porch. 606
j Norm Fourth, phone 2124-touring car. Driven 7000 miles. Nw light airy bed rooms with
YOU WILL find our Navajo rugs, the
Bleeping porches, furnished, $30; light FOR RENT Nice sleeping room with
large
the highest price for
First, will
battery. Good condition. 1350. Terms closets; fronts sast on largoextra
bnth and telephone privileges. Phone WANTED
cheapest and best. 223 North Sim. and water paid; bath and telephone. 820
Competent nurse to care for west iron, pnone 2380-lot with your second-han- d pay clothing,
shoe
to
and
S77.
8128-tnree-roo117
1926-responsible
buyer.
FOR
209
RENT
North
Telephone
lawn,
mod
Desirable
and
South
North
trees, stc.j everything In excellent furniture. Phone 161.
Edith.
Mulberry,
phone
Broadway.
era furnished apartment; best reel FOR SALE Two Bulck hgnt alxes. )
term
If desired. Phon
conditio;
phone 1730-FOR RENT Oct. 10th, nicely furnished IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; quired. Mrs. Louis Ilfeld, 701 West Cop
1977-- J.
KODAK
BETTER
M5-FINISHING
750
dence
section. Phone
and $850; Ford speed
It IS
models,
TOMATOES for canning, fresh pick, field
home. University Heights, four rooms,
rates by day or week. Over Pastime per.
better. Return postage paid on mall
200; Ford truck, 1190; one-to- n
FOR SALE New modern hiinvnii.a.
run. while they last ivio per pound; large sleeping porch, all modern, Areola Theater, 21
EARN HOARD Room ana 110 a month FOR
RENT
Furnished epanmente; ster,
West Central.
9
The
Barnum
order.
'11
Studio.
tt West
no less than fifty pounds delivered. heating system. 876.00 per montn. Ad' FOR
Fourth ward; fiv rooms tnri Insnln
hlle attending school; catalogue free.
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque Ford truck, worm drive. 116 West Gold.
RENT Two beautifully furnished
Central. Albuquerque, N. a
Address Blatt's, care Journal.
Business College, 906 y South Hotel,
WANTED
dress H. K. care Journal.
North Second.
Sedan automobile of mediu.n porch, lawn and trees, two ism in..
rooms In modern home. Apply to Mrs Mackay
HIGHEST
and
Mam
cash
linen
Los
for
second
four-rooIn
must
Street,
closet,
be
paid
ma.ee;
BALE
price
Three
condi
Angeles.
Kt
priced
good
FOR
fireplace, large screened
FOR RENT Two rooms and glassed
compartment,
FOR RENT Unfurnished, a new
Fred Ham, 628 North Second.
hand bicycles.. Bring us your old wheela
stste full particulars and where porch off kitchen, with or without new
gallon demountable steel tank, suitable
house, $20 per month. Inquire FOR RENT For light housekeeping, two WANTED Young strong American girl
sleeping porch for light housekeeping. tion;
and
cashv
Broad
never
get
car
and
or
can
furniture;
Trad
seen.
used
be
reason-sbon
or
Address
Bicycle
us
cars
by sick;
truck for naming
l
Sedan,
810
for
Grandt Wagon
wagon
North Broadway.
furnished rooms and sleeping porches. anato assist with housswork: good horns 121 South Walter. Phone 1670-Journal.
price; easy terms; might taka car ing Co., 2:0 South Second, phon 7I(.
water, oil or gasoline. Phone 461.
Tard, or 81 North Broadway
excellent training for the right girl FOR RENT Two-roo420 West Lead, phone 718.
furnish
modern,
for
first
1675-J.
part
payment. Phone
RUG CLEANERS
rnone 70, 1116 West Central.
SOFT 6POTS Heel and arch cushions FOR RENT Five-roohouse, modern; FOR RENT Front
ed apartment with garage, hot and FOR SALE In good mechanical condi GOOD
bedroom; private enPROPERTY, by owner, who is MATTRESSES renovated. 13.59 and np,
tion, Oakland Big Six; very small down
cold water. 421 South Broadway.
porch. In
furnished, with sleeping
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all font
Male and Female.
furniture repaired and packed, stove
trance) adjoining bath; to employed
leaving
a
and
brick
real
city;
terms;
residence
payment
easy
presied
bargain.
troubles, $1. Thomas F. Kelehsr, Leather highlands, at 124 North Mulberry. CaU man;
RENT Two-roono sick. 816 South Seventh.
modern furnish CaU from I to II
WANTED Gregg shorthand teacher, at FOR
Co.. 408 West Central. Phony 1057-- J.
at 1018 North Twelfth, phone 2327-Albuquerque Business with beautiful living rooms, four bed repaired, Ervln Bedding Co.. phone 471.
1117 Wsst
no sick.
ed
rooms, two glassed sleeping porches, FURNITURE
the Modern Business- - College.
RENT Two large rooms, furnished
Call Kent: apartment;
College.
house and FOR
repairing, upholstering, bed
one
FOR RALE .22 Special Remlnlngton re- FOR RENT Three-roowest
Robinson
block
park.
five-mo4
or
would
tor light housekeeping; no sick
furnace;
consider
after p. m.
and
frames, bronzing, enamelporch at 811 East Cromwell avenue; small children,
peating rifle; good condition; also Dew
one- FOR RENT A three-roobrick horn In good location is ing, carpicture
603 North Fourth.
and
a
pressed
BUSINESS
hall cushions. SatisCHANCES
cushions,
12 gauge single barrel shotgun, full city water and electrlo lights; price 820.
room
. modern.
On South Seoond, two faction guaranteed.
furnished
port payment.
-- Livestock
apartment.
rooms
FOR
ELGIN
SALE
and
J. H, Austin, 1301
HOTEL,
North
Sleeping
207
914ft
eighth. City Realty Co.,
choke, shell elector.
West, Gold, pnone
601 South First v Inqulr
SALE tiarage. best location
business corners; also corner. 125x1(10 North Vlctt nh... lort.tY
Hotel Savoy
ths
"
by
'
day
housekeeping
apartments,
667.
e
Hawk-ey'
town.
Weno
Phon
Box
KODAK
camera,
t7.
feet, deelrable for apartments.
office.
FOR SALE Milk cows. Phone 2405-RIno.ulr'j,,
week or month,
Central.
West
602H
Careful Kodak finishing.
NTgn
model In good condition; take plotures ITOR RENT Modern apartment house,
FOIt SALE Small grocery store, doing 1222 West Central.
Three-rooFOR
SALE
FOR
Six
RENT
and
617
does,
.
South
apartment
Belgian
FOR
nun
Also
:
room
r
In
RENT
One
a
13.00.
.:"r
2
desirable
eeivrca.
seven rooms and bath, two screenfd
Inches square; price
nememDer, sails- I
business:
120S FOR SALE 860 Income property, two faotlon
good
chesp rent
large sun porch with fireplace, close
Mroadway.
guaranteed. Send jour finishing;
private home, close In; employed genlarge screw letter press, No. 12, cheap. porches, well furnished and close in. in,
In highlands; mgdern; reasonabls. Phone North Arno.
a
to
807
established
no
tleman
sick.
firm. Henna
J26-reliable,
Gold.
West
New
.Zealand does, 1.152-Phone
preferred;
Armijo
quire John f.ehner, room 20,
FOR SALE On
nanna Master
of the best business of ths best corners In southern Hlgh- bred. 1134 ForTester.
FOR RENT Nice large room In modern
and nlcotlng attach building, phone 477.
tanas.
Lot 50x142. Live In on and let
hemstitching
In
Albuoueraue.
FOR
One
RENT
South
(15
properties
furnished housekeep
home, convenient to meals; furnace FOR BALE Young pigs. Phons S409-Rthe rent
for the balance, at t per
ment, works on any sewing machine, FOR SALE OR RENT By owner, stx- ing apartment of three rooms and First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of cent. Thepay
in,
room brick, oorner lot, shade trees. heat. Room vacant Bept, 20. 10S South
evenings.
easily adjusted. Price 12.60, witn 1031
prlc I only 93750, ona-haalso on furnished suits, two rooms fice.
Oem Novelty Co., Box
screened porches, cemented basement, Arno.
cash.
Is
structlons.
This
FOR SALE A large number of all klnus bath;
and bath. Inquire mornings. 101 South FOR SALE I'hotographlo studio, good who wants a a big snap for someone WANTEDGIrl, 15 yturs of age, attendor rabbits.
fine location, $4,500: terms; five-roo216 West Grand.
horns and a small lncoms
FOR RENT Nice, large, well ventilated
ing high school, wants to work for
Corpus Chrlstl. Texas.
Fourth.
location In Albuquerque: will sacrifice or It will pay you 20
room and board. Phon K24-J- , or oall
screened
furnished,
porches,
room; private entrance; adjoining bath, FOR SALE Two fresn milk cows. 1423 FOR
cent, on
FOR SALE 76.000 feet lumber ready for brick, partly
RENT One new modern furnished for quick sale; reasons for selling, have Investment. You mustpersee this to your
at
113 North Walter.
and shade trees, $51.80 per month. In modern house; so sick; no children.
ap
market: saw mill v 111 plenty timoer lawn
South Broadway.
Oeorge Blake.
S West New York.
apartment,
large glassed-i- n
sleeping other business. Address
Phone 1114.
preciate It,
Inquire 801 South Edltb WANTED Furnished room and sleepon railroad; MUST BE SOLD by October
FOR SALE Five rabbit hutches, cheap. porch; eonvsneient to sanatorium. Apor
OR
1;76-SALE
pnon
nine
house,
rooms,
Rooming
1. 8. B. Wltcher, 226 West Gold, Albu,
ing porch with board for man and
t OK RENT Furnished room, new housj,
1115 Bast
617 South Walter.
ply Woodlawn Apartments.
MONEY TO LOAN
furnished. In good
condition: lone
W. O. Scars, Thoreau, N. M.
d.
wife, In private family; highland
good location, furnace heat: suitable
qaerojue.
1576-- teum, one wagon, one Central, phone
lease; a profitable Investment. Address
FOR
for two; reasonable: board eonvenlenL roil halji, OneSALE
Adddress R. C. L, care Journal.
Ranches
MCNEJ lb LOAN On watches.
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
FOR
RENT
furnished apartment M. C, care Journal.
set harness.- Inquire 101 West Silysr.
Nicely
worm
us
valuable
and
11
Maple.
monds, guns
everything
FOR SALE'Tbre acres, "with new "two FOR
OOOD for all kinds of roofs,
per gal
ror light housekeeping. Two rooms
J. L,. Bell,
OR SALE Established
Rooms
FOR RENT Two
grocery busiroom adobe house. In Los Candelarles.
Ion.
The Manzano Co., 110 South Mr. B. Marcus, 21S South First,
furnished rooms for
and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, separate
ness, In good residential district. In Mrs.
Jersey milk cow, four years entrance; hot and
Try a built up MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
FOR RENT Office rooms, over Woul- light nousekeenine: also nm fnrnihA FOR SALE
Walnut, phone 1834-cold
ad
Mary Baca.
bath
water;
reason
Fourth
be
will
CaU
for
15.
old;
fresh
sickness
October
ward;
at
room
selling,
as
Call
nr.
con
1727
as
balldlnf.
for
sleen
the
1883-last
will
and gold Jewelry; liberal, reliable,
worth's. 3191,4 West Central.
long
roof,
joining. Telephone
Ill North In family. For particulars address post- - FOR SALE Tradefive-roo-or rent, eighty-acr- e
S04 West Santa Fe.
Gottlieb Beer, 105 North First tral, phone 1749-- J.
Eighth.
ranch, water,
house; fine FOIt RENT Office rooms; heat and
office box 214.
FOR SALE New Homestead portable identtal.
SALE
Saddle pony and
work
for
of
ssvsn
east
above Matson' store. Central
room, north, FOR
water;
chickens;
miles
r, en and ooffe
place
urn; sultabla for res- CONFIDENTIAL loana on Jewelry, dia FOR
A
horse. Inquire C. Becker, half mils
BRICK rooming house town. Phone 1730-PERSONAL
south and east exposure: south aleen.
avenue. Inqulr J. Korbtr'
Auto
monds, watches. Liberty Bonds, pianos,
sanatorium; also cash
te, ant, hotel or
or old Town.
between business center snd railroad
real- - norm
Ing
home
In
rates.
best
Rothman's.
Lowest
porch;
no
private
use
for
these
automobiles.
articles
have
e
S010-FOR
J.
SALE Eight-acrVISITINO BARBER. Phone
relglster,
raucb, one and
corner lot; 16 rooms,
shops, on
FOR SALE Breeding does, buck and
one-ha- lf
and all are priced to selL Phone 420. 117 South First. Bonded to the state. aentiai district. Phone 70.
mile
west
of
Barelaa
10
J010-bridge,
of thsm furnished; a money maker;
young rabbits, also hutches, or will BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone
WOODWOHTR
on main ditch, new adobe houss and
tJewly
furnished, muo
175-DO TOU WANT'TO LEARN SPANISH t price tor house, lot and furniture only
CARPENTERING
eiean rooms ana housekeeping anart. trade for laying pullets. Phons
mil
O. Box garage, water In house,
terms.
Address
P.
K.I00;
part
C.
SEE
No.
J.
SSPINOSA,
One team, four years old,
I, Whiting 485. City.
from school house. Phone 8404-JFOR SALE Five hundred shares of City PHONE "551 J, for carpenter work, u ments, by day. week or month. Reduced FOR SALE
461,
Phone
bonding.
on
also
ISO;
summer
colt;
rates.
price
yearling
Ill South Third.
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R.
P. Roberts. 615 East Santa Fe.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Equity In small
and
Phons
automobile.
furnlturs
TIME CARDS
h. Hust, N. T. Armijo building.
WANTED- - Position
fiv
minutes rids
PETT1FORD THE ODD JOB MAN. FOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirable I41I-JImproved ranch,
PHRENOLOGIST
.
H7J-Jn
rooms,
Phone
with
work.
glassed-tAny kind of
RIDE TO UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS. Ill WANTED To do housework. 1306 South from corner Second and Central; good
sleeping rooms
orchard and garden tract; Improvements
south' Cornell avenue, have your head.
Walter.
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paint ana garage; light and water paid; n
DRESSMAKING
could not be replaced for full purchase
sick: no children) rent reasonable. 1011
USB VELVA ROOF AND IR6N PAINT.
face and hand head, tiara M. Jones, WANTED Position
ing and roof repairing. Phone 14S8-411 West price.
H. Garcia, 115 South Second.
nursing.
216D-North
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks. FOR HOUSE OR ROOF
Second.
phon
Santa Fe.
PAINTING;
FOR SALS
Mohair top dressing) Plymouth Cottage
ranch, one
Urst-clareasonable prices FOR RENT Largs room with small DRESSMAKING of
work:
TYPIST
WANTS
one-hacan
for
taks and
mllea from Loa Lunaa N.
automobiles, Geiy-gall kinds; expert lady
Paint i Valspar Enamels,
position;
WHAT WORRIES YOU 7
T Brown. 1020 South Brosflway
room adjoining, bath, largo scresned
shorthand. Call 9H3-Floor Pslnt.
Satisfaction
Homestead
M.; all fenced and under ditch; part In
and embroidering LEARN to mak things com your way.
tailoring.
Beading
sleeping porch, private entrance; sult- a specialty.
In pastur; good
Phone 761-assured. Thos. F. Releher Leather Co.
WESTBOUND
in love, health or money: no long, tedi BARBER will work In homes or ssnato- - cultivation, balance
Dally.
FOR SALE Real Estate
abla for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A.
- Arrive.
401 West Central
phone 1067-bouse, four larg rooms down stairs, op. Train.
rlums; reasonable, Devlin, Ph. 2307-aids ana box. ous lessons, but just what you need now.
Depart.
PLEATING,
B.
aooordion,
724
2272-East
Hall,
Gold,
phona
YOU
ARE
In ons room: good nut buildings; No. 1 The Scout... 7:30 pro 1:30 pna
interested .In buying a one
jtalrs
mall orders
N, Crane,
YOUNG
land
North
Just
blrthdat
freeand
MARRIED
man.
your
your
well educated,
tit 114. will
acre tract of rround in the Beautiful FOR RENT Three large rooms, light Seventh; Crane
bearing fruit trees, all kinds; also grapes No. I Calif. Limited 10:40 am 11:10 era
LOST AND FOUND
Prof.
wishes
W.
Coffman.
Apartments,
J.
Gen.
phons
Del.
offering.
Dl.
position.
Kadlsh,
Rio Grands Vallev. where vou may ratsa
and berries; two good wells of watsr, one No. 7 Fargo Fast. 11:19 am lli45 am
and airy, nicely furnished apartment,
Z4
North Second street. Albuoueraue. Albuquerque, New Mex.
LOST Brown-checke- d
oloth belt;
and one-ha- lf
mile to depot; will give No. 9 The Navajo. 13:49 am 1:10 ana
chickens, keep a family cow, have Eleo-trl- o modern except heat, sleeping porch, hot SPECIALTY In baby clothes and school New Mexloo.
AMERICAN Lady wishes position as reasonable term. Address
clothes; also lining and mending ladles'
to Journal office.'
Los Lunaa, N.
Lights and water with most of ths and cold water. Telephone and water
SOUTHBOUND.
111
Mrs.
snd
or
clothes,
kind
gentlemen'
of
7T
M
housekeeper,
work.
Davis,
any
d
Box
I.
conveniences.
LOST
This property is
City
No. 19 E) Paso Exp.
paid. (25 Couth Arno. Phons U71-- J.
gold
10:10 pra
ci..s
FOR SALE Furniture
222
west iron.
North Third. Rm. .
to Amerrlcan
families only.
In pearls In center) re m!- - return n
no. 37 El peso Exp.
11:80 am
Close to Schools and on good road. Have
HEMSTITCHING and all kind
FOR
uf FOR SALE Furniture.
SALE
Poultry-Egg- s
710 North Seo- - WB AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
WANTED
EASTBOUND.
City Electrlo Office.
Salesmen
.
room
for
Box
Families.
don
and
Address
books.
Fifty
A
ths
at
WILLIAMS
ZANO
pleating
braiding
No.
ond.
keep
Ths
I
8:16
1C
LOST
mil sljoulc 2. care Journal.
Blue gray mare
pm 3:45 pro
Navajo..
FOR SALE Frying chickens and rabbits
WANTED
10 salesmen 5 native Amer- Williams Millinery, oorner Broadway and
Calif. Limited 1:00 pm 8:40 una
No.
er. Return to Jim Ross wace 4 mil is
FOR SALE Piano and furniture for five mom I Mellnl building. Phon 701 W
Phone 8405-RAmeriI07I-and
I
ican,
Gold,
English
speaking
phons
S.
No.
F Eight.. 7:15 pm 8:00 urn
A WIDOW with boy. 13. wants
room house. (29 South Arno.
south of town or notify b
post of FOR RENT
position
SALE NIc Barred Rock springs. No. 10 The Hoout
Experience not necessary unlimMiscellaneous cana,
... 7:20 ant T:(0 asa
as cook or housekeeper: no objection to FOR
flcs.
FOR SALE Part furnishings and lease
96o per pound; dressed, 89c; fat hens,
ited opportunities.
Apply 9 to II at
SPECIAL
FROM SOUTH.
NOTICE
beat
of
references.
Address
leaving
city;
wit
LOST Gold pin, clover-iI.aii- i,
1
111
on
In
house.
h
Phone
South Third St.
ahlsnda
S8o; dressed, 12c; Leghorn hens,
rooming
1.60; Na si From El Paso :JB pmr
car
Widow,
1B79-Journal
TOR RENT Oarage.
121 North Third.
be sure to se them. 916 North Second, No, 80 From El Paso 7:90 am
pearl In center, between H'lru soh
V
and Twelfth street. Phono flJ-GILDERSLEEVB ELECTR10 CO, , FOR BALE Sectional bookcase.
phone 1816-.'OR RENT Newly deoorated stors room.
Not 10 oonnects at Beiea with Na. It
Ivory
ward.
TYPEWRITERS
roll-to- o
IBX7S feet,
furniture,
cabi
ohlna
els West Central.
desk,
Psoo
tor
Clovls,
Kansaa
Valley,
fiA?TltltHtE&tftAT
and
City
"laND
ENGINEERS
CONTRACTORS
FOR SALE OR TRADE
net, dressing case, chlfforobe, coal and
rPEWKITKKS AH makes
OR
Gulf Coast.
RENT
verhauid
rot-- r
K'tt cleaning p"i",
Hiring, fur. WB CAN sav you money on electrical gas ranges, guns, rifles revolvers, vio on!., Albuoueraue
Ex
Trnewrlter
No. 19 connects at Betas with No. II
WILL take a lot Inside city limits as
plenty light; very desirable
aliura
Call np snd get our estimates
fovea
Phont
servire.
rp,rea,
turtit-tu- r
;.r
lins,
t,.ui:
k.a.A
Mai
large
Ribbon
AA
for every mil
.in paired 101-- J.
Journal JVant
brlns rtoa.uu
or iu.b room, tu
first payment on a stnall bom. Phone from Clovli and points ast and loutfe
ill.
1730. West Central, phone 17;o-nrij jJiOClus Owiuiusj,
lion
Bet
131 South Fourth.
141.
tli
of Clovls.
j
i'.nl
.Asa
f
CAN NINO

tomatoes

3404-J-

tor (ale.

BALE

Phone

FOR REN T

Nice

front room, furnace
heat mt noutn High.
FOR
RENT Furnished
housekeeping
rooms.
801

218

Real Estate and Insurance.
Phone 006-108 S. Third.

--

nt

house, full- shade and fruit trees, good
A REAL HOME.
0. In the Fourth
on North
located
etc.,
ward. 6 good. large
Eighth street. The terms are right.
and
rooms,
sleeping
porch,
nearly
Phone 450-116 West Gold Are.
II. P. GILMORE
new, white finish, hardwood floors,
built In features, breakfast room, 214 Real Estate and Insurance.
W.
Gold.
Phone 442-furnace garage, priced to sell,
R.
McCLLGHAN,
FURBISHED BUNGALOW
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-In ;he Fourth Ward
FOR RENT
.
Real Estate, Investments, Notary
For Sale
Public,' Auto and Fire Insurance. Beautiful brick home on East Sil5
rooms, bath, 2 glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, 1 screened
ver avenue on lease, $85.00 per
SUDDEN SERVICE.
porch, Gas, Lights, Water, Concrete walks, Trees, Lot $8x142
The Red Arrow (all over the West) rea month. This Is a beauty with lawn.
ders sudden service on Kodak finishing garage, etc.
This house Is available NOW
to people who demand quality.
Work
make a reasonablo first payIn before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
' Leverett-Za- pf
ment and move in. Then $50.00
& Co.
Work In before 6 p. m. mailed noon next
per month Including interest
day. Address work to
Call us far tppolntment
Second Street and Gold Avenue.
THE RED ARROW,
UIECKMANN REALTY CO.
E. Las Vegas
Albuqusrque
Phone 040.
(We want a representative In TOVR
KEArOE.'J
Real Estate, Insurance Loam
territory. )
3"9 W. Gold Avo.
Phone f:0
Five rooms, bath and sleeping
FOR RENT Rooms
porch, front and back porches,
KENT Room. 120 Bouth Walt'er! good
range, shades,
RENT A sleeping room. 112 North etc. Only $3,700, terms.

OPPOSITE CITY PARK

$2,000

size lot,

FOR
FOR

Fcatuxc Sritvicg. Inc.

211 XV. Gold.

J.

Has three apple trees, two shade
alfalfa. In
trees, cherry trees,
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addition. Price only $650. $20 cash,
then $10 per month. A savings account and Investment.

t Int'l

T

BULLETINS.

Buys a good

GILL & WDOTTON.

better take a look at this steam
heated, seven' room brick house

'

US) 1921

S acres on
main ditch, fruit
garden, alfalfa, chicken house.
There Is no better land any where
and Is strictly an American neighborhood. Good terms.

see

Phono 640 to See It.

Good location, $5,000; terms.
Lots and ranches for sale
Rentals. J. L. PHILLIPS. Real
Estate.
110 S.

SHELLEY'S

m

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

Frame
House,

M

COSY COTTAGE
We have a cosy, four-roocottage,
two nice porches, good lot, plenty
of shade, garage, a homey little
home to offer you at $2,100, Terms

BEFORE

Modem

J

IDEAL HOME,

Loans and Insurance.
W. Gold.
Phone 007--

210

J

.

Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
RANCH HOMES
porch,
large screened
porches,
2
steam heating plant built-ifeaacres, good stucco Adobe, all
tures, garage, lawn, shade. Trice kinds of fruit and flowers, chicken
and location very attractive. See houses and yards, barn. This Is
an Ideal country home and can
ACKJERSON & GRIFFITH,
be bought worth the
REALTORS.
moneyn
Phone 414. Insurance. 120 6. 4th, good terms.

Lowlands.

apartment,
furnished

CASH

adobe plastered, with
sleeping porch, also large front
porch, this little HOME is completely furnished and la ail raadv
for some one to move riKht in and
enjoy, the balance of the purchase
price can be pnid for at the rate
of $35.00 per month. Situate North
Second street. clrso to car line. Call
A. 0, STARES,
Real Estate anu Insurance.
319 W. Gold Ave. '
1'hoiie 168.
Four-roo-

porch, screened; larg screened
back porch; walks, shade and
In good repair. This house Is
located close in. In Third ward,
and can be bought for only
with good terms. s

house

JyZ'?!cl. &

tii

I

Eight rooms, modern; furnace
heat; fire place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front

furnished
apartment.
furnished
3 Room house, furnished.

"

,

OvefSIZeand

H-y.-'J-

A REAL BARGAIN.

apartment, with
porch, furnished

"

By George McManus (

J

dp-

"

'"

Registered

8

BRINlS HIM BACK HERE--

by

Page Nine
"
'

Leverett-Za- pt

v.

i

w
1

1

RENTOffice

wt rn

MIS

"

n

M7nrtraSSTNT)VATING

1

ii

4

!

vlne.

.
ii

Evaporated Milk

That Famous

........15c
15c

MURPHEY'SAW

No better rice prows. Pound packages. ..
Fresh churned Estancla Butter due today.
-

B7

The Highest Gwda Macaroni
E
Noodle., Spaghetti and

other Macaroni

I

Product.!

Presents

IX5X

in next week.
the state and under the ownership
cnurcn
or
tne
and management
will he of increasing value ana
benefit to this city.
WATCH

JOHES

in "TO A FINISH"

rnm SuddIv

fhon

and 6
Mrs. S. M. Blxby, of Santa Fe,
is a visitor in the city for a few
days.
fireplace
grates,
Fireplace
screens and stoves; new stock; new-loprices. J. Korber & Co., 220
North Second street.
and Ladies o Sei The Knights
curity will install their officers for
the ensuing year at the Knights of
o'clock tonight.
Pythias hall at 8and
daughter, Miss
Mrs. Penfleld
and Mrs. Du
Penfleld.
Madelalne
Bixadon have returned from a
visit to their home in New
..
York.
loau
Four dollars, full wagon
amount
limited
factory, wood;
91.
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 1315
North
Mrs. E. J. Hall, of
Second street, has gone to Cincinnati, Ohio, on a visit.
Mrs. William Valentine and son.
Mr.
Billy, of El Paso, are visiting
Strumquist, at 'nB
jmd Mrs. N. J.street.
South Walter
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.
J. J. Sullivan, representing the
Wolf Manufacturing company, ot
Denver, is spending the week in
the city.
a
Hugh Bryan, of San Tsidro, Is
Visitor in the' city.
and
E. Hatch
Mrs. Walter
last
daughter, Marjorle, returned
O.
Conneaut,
from
evening
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. ,Phllllps
have returned from ft visit to California. Their sons, B. C. Phillips
and G. Phillips will returnon overthe
land. Mrs. Phillips was
coast for seven months.
8
o'clock
at
was
born
A girl baby
Jast night to Mr. and Mrs. Pedro
Chavez, 1606 South Third street. asW. M. Armstrong, of Denver,
sistant supervisor of the Denver
office of Internal revenue collections, left here yesterday on an
official trip to Phoenix.
, E. E. Theede has returned from
City,
e trip to Las Cruces, Silver
periling and other points on internal revenue work.
Dr. H. Q. Morton, secretary of
of
the state Baptist convention for
Arizona, was here yesterday
a conference with Dr. J. W. Bruner.
A. A. Romero is back at the internal revenue office after a business trip to Belen.
Co.

4

-

tnQD. SprvinPfl Will bO held
in San Jose church. Burial will be
in San Jose cemetery, croiiou is
in charge.
of
p.aijcia TS'imorN. nprvlrpn
son of
Manuel Garcia,
Mr. and Mrs. Francisco
uarcia,
were were hold yesterday from the
2 p. m. Interat
residence
family
ment took place in Santa Barbara
cemetery. Garcia and Sons were In
charge.
CHAVES The son of Mr. and
Mrs. Chaves died yesterday morn4
ing at the family residence at
o clocK. i unerai services win uc
held this afternoon from the family residence at 3 o'clock. Interment will take place in San Jose
cemetery.
cemetery. Garcia and sons will
have charge.

4n Cnn

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
' PILLOW TOPS,.
RUGS,
BASKETS, .
NAVAJO JEWELRY

At Reduced Price-

-

Roth MAirs

s'

First St.

Phone

917--

J

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

'SAW BANANAS'

MAN WHO

ORDERED OUT OF TOWN

Medicated Turkish Bath

Oscar Curry, colored, who was
the main actor in the 'nanner picking comedy at the Journal office
Wednesday, was given a thirty-da- y
suspended sentenco in police court
tie was insirucieu iu
yesterday.
leave town at once and to quit
buvlne bananas where there aren't
any to buy.
Seeing bananas js aimosc as
bad as "seeing Bnakes." in police
onurt It fa tinllnvpd that ClirrV Is
a drug addict. He arrived hero
from Juarez, Mexico.

Tickets of six :aths, including
body massage, for $10. for balTrained
ance of this month.
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TFRRi DEAMER. Prop
Phone 685-V- I
508 H W. Central.

FOR RENT
Desirable office, good ventilation, steam heat, second floor of
Frcn .1 Building. See

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

D. U

The pure fresh air, Just a little
crisp, these fall mornings on the
Heights, is worth more than all the
medicine in the world.
Trucks were busy nil day yester
day distributing nnother carload of
water pipe in the alleys throug'
the west half of the addition, wher
the water has not yet been in
This will give an added
stalled.
boost to building In that section.
Three new residences started on
the Heights already this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Wagner,
of Vassar avenue, started Monday
by auto for San Juan county, where
i
they will, visit for several weeks.

Mr-RE-

NOTICE.
ot meetings will be
held at Sixth md Central under
he suspires of the Church ot
,'hrist. conducted by Elders T
B. Si.tpherd and Q. F. Mickey
tarting September 25. The public Is Invited.
A series

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

WANT
for Storage.

fDANCE
""

OLD

Automobiles

Per Month.

$5.00

401

North First.

TONIGH

1

TOWN SOCIETY 1IALI
Everybody Welcome.

H0HIHQ
CANTILE

For Sale

Bargain

Brand new Dodge. Priced right
for quick salo save money on
this one.
LACDERUAIIGK MOTOR CO

THE FACT
That we are jobbers of Watch
ind Clock Repairing make it
oosslble for us to run our business at MINIMUM COST. No delays on complicated work. Mail
orders promptly attended to
BEST EQUIPPED WATCH nnd
El

667--

Eating and
Eating and
Evaporated
Evaporated

elKht-roo-

Cooking Apples, lb
Cooking Apples, lb
Dried Sweet Corn, pkg

10c
11c
10c
28c

The Pacific Shop
A. Crevolsler, Propr.ctor.
109 West Central

Fletcher

G. E.

forks

Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind
We pay the freight to you

SILVERWARE
Makes the Best Gifts

Apples, pkg
New Citron, new Orange Peel, new Lemon Peel,
Glazed Cherries, Glazed Pineapple, Dates,
Shelled Nuts in Glass.

Phone

VERY LATEST
DESIGNS
Before making your selections
see our display.

Gottlieb & Beer,
Opposite V. M. C. A.

Oysters
am

600

Halibut
Cat Fish

Barracda
Sea Bass

TAXI
SINGER
Store.
Office
210

A. Skinner

Liberty Army Store,
117 N. First.
205 South First Street

Navy Blankets, new.
Army Field Shoes
0. D. Breeches
O.

The Highest Crsde Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

D.

REALART PRESENTS

123 S. 4th St.

CONSTANCE B1NNEY

We Are cn the Job
Your Trunk Hauled for

25

Transfer
Phone 542.

Call

-- in-

Cents

Albuquerque

Special Price

The Army and Navy
Store

A very pleasing offering.

16-in- ch

'ADDED ATTRACTION

OFFERS YOU

Army Cots

"The Magic Cup"

Co.

$7540

$2.5(1

Second - Hand Russet and
Hob Nail Shjes. .$1.50 and $2.2'5
$2.00
Woolen Breeches
$1.00'
Khaki Breeches
Spiral and Canvas Leg- 75i
ins

"The Son of Tarzan"

14-in- ch

REGULAR PRICES

$65.00

Full Line Tarpaulins and Tents

& Navy Store
Army
St.
323 South

At the heiffht of the
season we offer our
at 'a cut of $15.00
from last years price.
Rio-Ti- t

First

base-burne- rs

Dressed Poultry

Place vour order today.
prices will not be
lower this year..
We ran nersonallv euar- antee this base burner
after five years use, it is
a3 good as new.

a3

dressed
springs, and
size, 38c a pound; fat hens, 3
to 7 lbs.. sOc; youn turkeys
54c; young ducks, 4 2c; yearlliif
loosters, 20c. For five or more
springs or h"n9, we make special prices. This poultry is selected fiom Ms flocivs; It is also
dressed fresh on day delivered
If you buy from us it has to b(
first clasa.
317 S. Arnc
Phone
LBUQUSROUE POULTRY CO
Freshly

Shirts

Army Cots
Officers' Raincoats

$3.50
I1.VS
$2.00

201 North First Street.

Pbone
Phone

'

10

Cs Tour OrderWe
Will do tne Rest.

WeSeHSraNlJERfc

......$7.50

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodle and
other Macaroni Product.

PROMPT ATTENTION TO
MAIL ORDERS.

JL

u

jiP'n.iwrpB--

jii iMiii.

M

liitffi'tiW-imiani'iiw-

Lyric
CONTINTJOCS

1

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

R. F. Mead, Mgr.

voune business woman
of Albuquerque, in per
fect health, wishes to
spend her vacation, beginning about October 1,
on a ranch with a private
family where there are no
sick. Prefer home where
there is a girl of companionable age. Do not wish

The Winchester Store.
ICAT

AT

BRACY'S

CAFETERIA
8 p. m.
Open from 7 a. in. toCentral.
Corner Fount" and

to go over 150 miles from
Address
Albuquerque.
Miss B. R. O., care

The LEAST

in mon

Hardware Co.

A

COAL

EXPENSIVE

He Threw

T'

FOR WALL TINTING and all
kinds of painting call WIUGIIT
Phone 1342--

m Akam ock
LW
V$S& Out of tke TatdW tad

Nfc$J

Of

A

rI

L.

I

I

I

t Bint

a Fortsnel A
tag
Bunch of the Ssrutsett
You
Lock
Erer Saw Bo-falls Billy Jeaks

.

JA

h

1

II

Bmnsoed Off tfce Bead
of Mm Who Wm Brin- -

VSp
f
111

y--

It

More heat units per pound. More pounds per dollar
That's what You Find in

ifI)

I

I

MR

if

I

COAL

EGG

In times of sunshine prepare for cold.

Place your

order today.

HAHN

COMPANY

GOAL

'

Phone 91

$

Hiim lifsiiid, m
ricisiiuiii
Bl mm

HrlsnmaA

Os

IB

wtw

Swift's Premium Bacon,
pkg....
Mother's Aluminum Oats, pkg
Scudder's Maple Syrup

50c
36c

gal. can
gal. can

$1.35
$2.60

b.

1

pt. can
1 qt. can

...40c
74c

1

metro

A Screen Delight that Sparkles
with the Radiant Joy of Youth
Directed by CHCT WITHEY
Original story by Howard E. Morton
Scenario by Brian Hooker

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY
ADDED ATTRACTION
Albuqnerqne Stores Co., Incorporated.
No Mall Orders Taken.
Phone 138
Central.
and
Corner Broadway

u

"TORCilY'S KRIGHTKOOD 11
A

Torchy Comedy.

two-pa- rt

REGULAR PRICES

The Highest Grada Macaroni
Cgg Noodles, Spaghetti and

Skinner

ther Macaroni Products

BU
TODAY

$12.50
Foil of

COAL

EGG

DAIVSOII

HcatLlttle

Ash

No Clinkers.

COAL SUPPLY COMPANY
4

PHONES

5

Tracks Bring Comfort to Your Home.

Let Onr

We have in used Phonographs, quite a number.
We have a large shipment of the new model
Brunswicks coming in and must make room for,
x
them.
We have too, Sonoras, Columbia, and other
makes. These machines have been taken in exchange for Brunswicks. 'Are in good condition ;
all good buys.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSIC STORE
311 West Central Ave.

COA- L-

exposed to the weather becomes slack and lose a
heating quality. Order yotir coal from
large amount of its from
the cars or from weatherproof bins.
us and get It direct
see
soon
the
will
saving In your fuej bills.
You
When

GALLUP,

..$1.85

$2.50

m

WHITNEY

Singer Cigar
West Central

ATTENTION
J.

.

Phone 778.

We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 Free.
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

WILLY-NILL- Y

003-J-

have just received a nnlqne
assortment which consists of the

and

am
pm
pro

Phono

We

STAGE
Leaves Albuquerque.. 7:45
Arrivese In Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:30
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:50

e.

e

Fresh Fish

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Post-offic-

,

til STATE
years' exy'jrle.ice In
Switzerland and United States
Thirty-fiv-

ALFALFA

two-etor- y

very large sleeping parch,
colonial Interior, white and mahogany
finish, beautiful stairway and recrp-tlo- n
hall. For particulars call 711
W est Gold, 13 to
lp.ni,

Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelry
Also Engraving. All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite '

CLOCK SHOP IN

fish-pon-

liguee,

FOGG, The Jeweler

CERRILL0S

SHIPPERS

prtofftce,

TODAY AND TOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

I

-

green-as-gra-

RTHEATRE

SE BURNER

I

Monument

"

FROSH AT 'VARSITY
I White Lightning- Ilnrmonlzers.
GENTRY'S EGGS. ,
TO WEAR GREEN CAPS
At Champion. Hawkins, Snn .lose.
DUCKING
OR RECEIVE
Skinner's. Ideal and Pnppe's. Price
05 cents.
45 feet from Central Avenuo.
head' Z The 1921
style in freshman
DEPENDABLE WATCH
on
LPCK
GOOD
its
made
appearance
JELRIC8
gear has
REPAIRING.
OLEOMARGARINE
campus.
the varsity
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.
Free DeliveryA change has been Inaugurated Phone 2188-this year by the addition of a
Herbert C. Schuitr,
touch of red to the
JEWELER.
,
to
is
frosh
the
reported
caps, and
107 So. Fourth Street.
Let Us Send a Man
be exceeding vain over the nifty
3rd door north of Postofflc?,
eppearance of the chapeaux. The To replace that broken window
red is said to be a warning regardAlbuqnerqne Lnmbcr Co..
glass.
por423 North First
Phone 421.
ing the appearance of certainfreshtions of epidermis upon the
MERman who is neglectful of wearing
the cap.
COWBOY SPECIALS
In order to enforce the rules and
CO.
regulations regardingof the caps a Wrist Watches, Cameo Brooches,
sophomores
vigilance committee
Ruby Rings and Lavallieres
has been appointed, and will go
Los Lunas, N. M.
SEE US
armed with slippers in the future.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
Freshmen who are lax in the dis213
South Second St.
OF
play of the green part of their
costume will be taken behind Rodey
hall for some paternal discipline,
HAY AND
d
FOR SALE Beautiful horn, or rood
and later thrown into the
Three blocks from
Investment
which is conveniently near.
SHOP
Cm ELECTRICSIS SHOE
Sooth Second,
rhoD.
t ree Call and Deliver.
158 Taxi & Baggage 158

ORBOII

five-roo-

REPAIRING

RAZOR BLADES
Send or bring your dull blades for
83c
Double' F.dgo
25c
Single Edge
(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set by
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTHERS
,
At Ruppe's Drug Store,

A young woman In Geneva, who
applied for a marriage certificate,
understated her age by three years
and was fined five dollars on a
charge of coquetry.

Music and Jewelry Store
117 6.

six-roo- m

OUR

Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
of the Santa Fe Time Service
rtTTK,niViinprfll nf Ramon Department. VANN
Ortega, who died Wednesday night, Watch
Inspector, Sanla Fe R'y
at s
will be held this morning
o'clock from tho family residence

INDIAN

k

RicnR

DEATHS AND FUNERALS

courage.
A story of a cattle conspiracy foiled by dauntless
TICKET"
Also a Sunshine Comedy "HIS MEAIj
ADMISSION
REGCLAR

LOCAL ITEMS

n

nnH hpflt enuiDDed

thD invvnof

BUCK

!

John's sanatorium.
(By The Associated Trett.)
The deal has been made through
Tnniinn Sunt v. ihv the Asso
tho efforts of Dr. W. T. Murphey,
ciated
of
Press.) Although Premier
president and medical director
recov
the sanatorium, Mr. A. Stares, r.invfl nonrtra tins virtually
illness, U is under
treasurer of the vestry of St. ered from hisnot
return here until
church, and real stood he will
John's Cathedral
n.tntn flnalri- - Of Oold ftVenUC. Bnd about October 1. Pending his ro- no meeung ot
of
he
will
the
turn
dean
there
the Rev. W. H. Ziegler,
the entire cabinet.
Cathedral church.
The premier, however, Is In
Dean Ziegler is leaving for Mew
York, this afternoon to inform the Mnca tnimli uHth Oil hiS ColIeagUCS
de
reply to Eamonnconpresiding bishop and council of the regarding the nas
Valera, and
personally
Episcopal church and to interest
nhnrchniMi thrnnehout the coun sulted several.
It is the expectation tonight that
try. He will be absent from Albu
Mr. de Valera will receive the prequerque about two weeKS.
The sanatorium is now one of the mier's answer late this or early

AIR COOLED.

WILLLWI

f n Vfll'f

.

Pbone

G,fflMMF;Hi2
ISellIilll--

I.

.15c

ROBERT JONES

IWe

-

--

Coal and South Walter

ns?

"

1
.

nalntini,

within lands belonging to the
according to word received
Institution Will Be Named St. grant,
at the Manzano national forest ofTho resolution also authoriJohn's Sanatorium; Rev. fice.
zes tho destruction of any signs
Winfield Ziegler Leaves now on grant lauds or signs placed
in the future.
to
for New York City Today. there
fhlia
Ward Shepard, supervisor of the
After negotiations covering a Manzano national loresi preuy efperiod of several weeks, the direc- fectively closes TIJeras canyon to
forest
tors of the Murphey sanatorium, sign posting, as national
the bishop of New Mexico, and the lands are already protected by fed
trustees of the property of the eral regulations.
Episcopal church in New Mexico
have made arrangements for the
transfer of the sanatorium to the PREMIER TO ANSWER
church, and in the near future the
NOTE OF DE VALERA
institution will be known as St.

CRESCENT GROCERY

P

To prevent the further defacement of TIJeras canyon, the commissioners of the Carnuel grant, a
long narrow strip of land following the canyon bottom, have passed
a resolution forbidding the posting
A
IT
n

Monarch Rice

$15 Marble Arenas
PhnnM

FOR SALE BY OWNER
modern
Just finished
press brick end new
modern except heat. Both in
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, just
at
Call
compiling. .VEST
SILVER.
821
six-roo- m

WILL PURCHASE

Monarch Brand

.
Now on Bale. Tall cans
New package Currants are in IB oz. packages...
Another Estra Good Thingr. '

WARD'S STORE
HOMER B. WARD

TIJERAS CANYON TO
BE CLOSED TO SIGN
POSTING IN FUTURE

EPISCOPALIANS

OflCE f.'ORE

l

September 23, 1921.
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SUGARITE,

SWASTIKA,

BRILLIANT

DAILY'S KASII AIID KARRY
206 East Central Ave.
KANSAS CITY MEATS

Swift's or Morris Hams, whole, lb
Oood Bacon,

lb.

......... 80o

15c
11c
Stewing Beef, lb...
25c
Veal Roast, lb
. .22c
Pork Roast, lb
250
Pork Steak, lb
20o
Hamburger, lb
Lamb, Mutton, Springs
$1.00
14 lbs. Sugar

Pot Roast, lb

;

33c

00c
gal Vinegar
lb. Wedding Breakfast
.S4o
Coffee
3 large cans Pet Milk.... 25c
O.
&
15 P.
,.$1.(10
Soap
16 Sodate Soap
.,$1.00
1 2
90c
Palm Olive Soap
17 Crystal White Roap..$1.00
1 lb. Creamery
Butter. ,.43o
1 qt. Milk
15c
1
1

.....

Our customers get these prices every day, from
Monday to Saturdayand get them delivered free.

All Size

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY.
Phone 3S

Sell

The Highest Crada Macaroni
Cgg Noodles, Spaghetti and

othar Macaroni Products

